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Abstract
This thesis proposes a methodology, notation/theory, and software framework for organising
documents using formal concept analysis. The documents are organised for the purposes of
retrieval and analysis using background information in the form of a taxonomy of terms. An
emphasis is placed on the development of a methodology that employs scalable computer programs to assist humans in the process of organisation, retrieval and analysis of document
collections.
The text retrieval community has also been concerned with the organisation of documents.
The work outlined in this thesis makes use of the results of the text retrieval community at its
lowest layer. Above this layer formal concept analysis is used as a mechanism to allow users to
organise document collections using views determined by small numbers of attributes. These
views, also known as scales, can make a mixture of coarse and specific distinctions between
documents, and are either selected or created by the users to make precisely the distinctions
between documents that are important to their current tasks.
The primary tool for the presentation of the results of formal concept analysis is a line
diagram. The effectiveness of the presentation of information contained in a line diagram is
heavily dependent on the quality of the diagram. To support users in arriving at a quality
diagram for a newly created view, graph drawing algorithms are adapted to the special case of
determining a good layout for a concept lattice. This task is different from traditional graph
layout problems because lattices exhibit a high degree of structure which should be exploited
and made evident in the final diagram. A new layout algorithm is proposed that combines a
layered diagram approach and an additive diagram methodology. This new hybrid algorithm
is shown to produce better diagrams than other adapted graph drawing algorithms.
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Preface
In this thesis a distinction is made between data, information, and knowledge. Data is defined
to be a collection of symbols either written on a page or stored within a computer. Information
is the common understanding of data that exists within a community. Knowledge is the internal
understanding of the information that exists within the mind of a human being.
Information management is concerned with the organisation of documents to aid the retrieval of information by humans involved in a variety of goal directed tasks. There has, in
recent years, been a large increase in the number and availability of information management
systems. These systems have been popularly renamed “knowledge management systems” because they broadly assist in human decision making. Examples include: collections of support
documentation provided by web-sites of computer hardware manufacturers; research papers
combined in conference proceedings and journals; and books stored in libraries and other collections.
Presently these document collections are organised via: text searches on document titles, authors and abstracts; classification via keywords or subject headings; and hyper-links embedded
within documents themselves. The richness of these basic organisations is rather limited but
the technology enables more sophisticated treatments such as the one we present in this thesis.
In particular this project investigates the use of a technique called formal concept analysis to
aid in the retrieval of information via an index based on a hierarchy of keywords. Given the
ever increasing amount of information available, an emphasis is placed on the development of
techniques that scale well to handle vast quantities of data.
Formal concept analysis is a data analysis technique based on a formal understanding of a
concept. A concept exists within a formal context providing a set of objects, a set of attributes,
and a relation describing which objects possess which attributes. A concept is then formed
as a pair of sets. The first set is called the extent and is a set of objects. The second set is
called the intent and is a set of attributes. The two sets are related to one another in that the
attributes in the intent are precisely those which are common to all the objects in the extent
and conversely the objects are precisely those which possess all the attributes.
With such a definition, it is a simple step to see a collection of documents as being a set
of objects, and to attach to these documents, attributes describing the information content of
the documents. Since the information content is particular to a community so too must the
attachment of attributes be specific to a given community. Examples of attributes that might
be attached to documents include: “is a patient discharge summary”, and “describes a patient
diagnosed with lung cancer”, “describes a research project”. Clearly within a community there
is an implication ordering between some attributes. For example any document describing “a
patient with lung cancer” is also describing “a patient with cancer”. The exploitation and
re-use of these implications via the mechanism of formal concept analysis is a major point of
this thesis.
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to formal concept analysis in addition to other
important background information including: a summary of text retrieval, the use of ontologies
in description logics, and a guide to the use of notation and terminology in this thesis. Chapter 2
investigates how the implicational information can be represented by a partial ordering and its
effect on the technique of formal concept analysis.

The task of manually ascribing attributes to documents is time consuming. Often this task
is carried out by librarians who create an index consisting of subject areas ascribed to library
books. In this case a large number of general purpose subject categories is determined a priori.
In other cases however, as for example with email communications, there is generally only a
single user of the documents and a highly specific organisation is required. In such a case it
is desirable to allow changes to the attribute hierarchy and to allow attributes to be ascribed
via a mixed initiative process. Mixed initiative means that some attributes are attached to
documents automatically according to some algorithm, while the user is left free to override the
automatic results and augment them with manually attached attributes. A scalable approach
providing this capability is described and investigated in Chapter 3.
Formal concept analysis generally presents concept lattices using line diagrams. These
diagrams make transparent the implications that exist between the attributes and show the ways
in which the attributes combine within the data. The utility of these diagrams is dependent to
a large extent on the quality of their layout. Chapter 4 describes a techniques for the automated
layout of concept lattices.
To test this hypothesis, software programs were constructed to implement the ideas contained in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. These chapters give pragmatic yet abstract presentations of
the algorithms employed by these software programs. In order to combine the algorithms into
reusable libraries employed by the software programs described in these chapters, a sound software engineering design and methodology is required. Chapter 5 outlines a design methodology
and implementation that facilitates a smooth, natural and efficient translation from the algebraic descriptions of the artifacts of formal concept analysis to an implementation of software
in C++.
Chapter 6 contains a conclusion that reviews the main contribution of the work outlined in
this thesis and suggests future directions for work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter provides a background in which the reader may place the work contained in this
thesis. Section 1.1 provides the motivation for the thesis. Section 1.2 provides a guide to the
notation and nomenclature used in this thesis. Section 1.3 provides a brief introduction to formal
concept analysis to introduce some notions important to an understanding of the contributions
of this thesis. Section 1.4 and Section 1.5 briefly summarise the relationship of the work of the
text retrieval community and the work on ontologies by the knowledge representation research
community to the work contained in this thesis.

1.1

Motivation

The choice of formal concept analysis for the task of information management is not by chance.
The scientific community has long grappled with the task of finding automated procedures to aid
human investigation of the world. Scientific discourse involves grouping objects and phenomena
into concepts based on the observed properties of the objects and phenomena. One can describe
these automated procedures using a scale extending from a purely extensional approach to a
purely intensional approach. An intensional description of a concept is a description of the
properties possessed by the objects and phenomena ascribed to that concept. An extensional
description of a concept is a list of objects and phenomena matching the concept. The field of
machine learning has generated many algorithms that are purely extensional. The algorithms
are purely extensional because they produce mechanisms that determine whether or not a given
object is a member of a class (i.e. ascribed to a concept) but do not explain why that object is
a member of a class.
For example, k-means clustering [2] partitions a set of instances into k classes based on
attribute values given to the instances, but does not ascribe any meaning to the attribute
values except to structure them with a distance metric. Neural networks and support vector
machines [3, 4] similarly classify instances according to attribute values used to match the
classification given for a set of training instances. These algorithms are often seen as “black
boxes”. The success or failure in the classification process may give some insight into the
data being analysed, but the individual configurations of resulting neural networks and support
vector machines give little insight into the nature of the data being classified. Their purpose is
only to give a correct classification, not to explain their classifications.
At the purely intensional end of the scale is mathematical logic. The study of mathematical
logic in the 20th century has been an attempt to capture the activity of mathematics — and in
doing so also capture the process of formal thinking — as a purely mechanical procedure. To
paraphrase a rich history — this began with Fräge and ended with Gödel, who demonstrated
that first order logic, a minimal system required to describe arithmetic, is undecidable. More
generally logic is an attempt to study the process by which people reason, and to elicit an
underlying algorithmic component. First order predicate calculus leaps immediately into the
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use of intensional symbols with the objective of being able to establish the truth of logical
statements independently of the meaning of predicate and constant symbols. For example, if
we know that p(a) is true where p is some predicate and a is some constant then we know that
¬¬p(a)1 must also be true independently of what object is actually represented by a.
First order predicate calculus, as a mechanism for explaining human reasoning has a number
of well known flaws including: people are not omniscient — meaning they don’t know the
implications of all facts and rules given to them; that some propositions are undecidable; and
that formal thinking involves modalities. The study of description logics, to which we turn
briefly in Section 1.5, has concentrated on delineating the border between decidable logics and
undecidable logics.
In between these two extremes there exist a number of approaches incorporating both notions
of intention and extension. Feature structures, the models of description logics, have both
extensional and intensional parts. The extension is determined concretely from the intensional
description and an information ordering is defined over the feature structures. Returning to
machine learning, algorithms such as decision trees [5, 6], the version space [7, 8] algorithm and
techniques of inductive logic programming [9], formulate intensional descriptions of classes of
objects given a number of training examples. These algorithms are intensional because they
characterise classes in terms of attribute and predicate expression based descriptions intended
to be comprehended by a human being.
In summary, the intensional vs. extensional distinction is related to the purpose of the
algorithm. Purely extensional algorithms attempt to characterise classes by a machine that says
for any given object whether or not an element is a member of the class. The purely intensional
algorithms attempt to generate rules that are true, independently of the extension. Between
these two extremes lie algorithms incorporating both intensional and extensional components.
Some of these algorithms can incorporate both intensional information, in terms of rules, and
extensional information as data and example instances.
This same distinction can be made between the mechanisms used for document management.
The text retrieval community takes an extensional approach using keywords. In a manner analogous to the approach used by the machine learning community, the text retrieval community
uses words and phrases as attribute values and words and phrases selected by the user as class
descriptors. They then attempt to classify documents in terms of how well they satisfy a query.
Again the rules derived and used for classification don’t have a strong intensional component.
On the intensional side are the attempts to describe knowledge using ontologies. The Cyc
project [10, 11], for example, describes small pieces of knowledge using a frame logic. The rules
defined in Cyc are independent of documents.
Information retrieval by its very nature must incorporate both intensional and extensional
information. When a user has an information need, most commonly it is represented by an
intensional description in their mind. This intensional description must be translated into an
extensional description in order to retrieve documents matching the query.
Formal concept analysis allows us to place an emphasis on keeping together the intensional
and extensional descriptions. It does this based on a formal understanding of the mathematical
structures that stem from a fundamental definition of a concept. It should be noted that the use
of formal concept analysis does not preclude the use of purely intensional nor purely extensional
systems, but rather provides a mechanism to draw them together.

1.2

Notation

The notation used in this thesis seeks to be consistent with that used by Ganter and Wille [12]
in their book on the mathematical foundations of formal concept analysis. Some additional
notation is taken from Davey and Priestly [13].
1 ¬¬p(a)

means “it is not the case that it is not the case that the predicate p applied to a is true”
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Sets and Relations

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic notion of a set as used in mathematics.
This section introduces some of the basic notation used to describe structures based on sets.
Italics is used to introduce new definitions. For example the following sentence contains a
definition of a idea of a relation. A relation, R, between two sets S and P , is a subset of the cross
product between S and P , i.e R ⊆ S × P . A member of a relation is called a relationship and is
either denoted, (a, b) ∈ R or aRb, the latter being called infix notation. When a relation, R, is
defined on two sets that are the same set, i.e. R ⊆ S × S, then that relation is said to be defined
on S. The image of s ∈ S under the relation R ⊆ S × T , is defined as {t ∈ T | (s, t) ∈ R}.
The empty set is the set containing no elements and is denoted ∅. The relative complement of
a set, B, with respect to another set, A, is defined as A \ B := {a ∈ A | a 6∈ B}. The use of the
symbol := indicates that an operation2 is being defined. In the notation used for algorithms
the := symbol is used to denote variable assignment. The symbol :⇔ is used to introduce the
definition of a particular relation. For example the following definition introduces a relation R:
“Let R ⊆ Z × Z be a relation, with xRy :⇔ ∃n ∈ Z : nx = y and where Z is the set of integers.”
A mapping is a rule that produces exactly one element of a set, that set being called the
range, for each element of a set called the domain. The range may also be called the co-domain.
When a mapping is introduced, for example with “Let α : L → P be a mapping”, then the
image and range are also introduced. In the example, L is the domain of α and P is the range
of α. The element mapped to by applying a mapping, α, to an element, a, of the domain is
called the image of a under the mapping α. When a mapping’s rule is being introduced a colon
is placed before the equals sign to indicate that the rule defines the mapping. So for example:
“the mapping, α : N → N, is given by: α(x) := x + 1, where N is the set of natural numbers.”.
An injection is a mapping, f , such that if f (x) = f (y) then x = y. A surjection is a mapping
f : X → Y such that for every element y ∈ Y there is a element x ∈ X such that f (x) = y. A
bijection is a mapping that is both injective and surjective.
The set of all subsets of a set S, i.e {x | x ⊆ S}, is called the power set of S and is
˙ , and is defined as
denoted P(S). The disjoint union of two sets, S and T , is denoted S ∪T
(S × {1}) ∪ (T × {2}). The disjoint union of a family of sets (St )t∈T is given by:
[
˙

t∈T

1.2.2

St :=

[

St × {t}

t∈T

Partial Orders

A partial order is a pair, (P, ≤), where P is a set, and ≤ is a relation defined on P such that;
• the relation, ≤, is reflexive, i.e. for all a ∈ P : a ≤ a,
• the relation is transitive, i.e. for all a, b, c ∈ P such that a ≤ b and b ≤ c it is the case
that a ≤ c,
• and the relation is anti-symmetric, i.e. for all a, b ∈ P with a ≤ b and b ≤ a it is the case
that a = b.
Since this thesis deals primarily with partially ordered sets, they will often be referred to
simply as ordered sets and the relation ≤ will be termed either order relation, ordering relation,
or even just order. Each partial order, (P, ≤), gives rise to a covering relation, ≺, defined on P .
Let (P, ≤) be a partial order, then for two elements a, b ∈ P , a is covered by b, denoted a ≺ b,
if and only if, a 6= b and for any element z ∈ P with a ≤ z and z ≤ b either z = a or z = b.
The covering relation is used to construct a diagram of a partial order called a Hasse diagram.
Hasse diagrams also called line diagrams in this thesis.
2 For

example, in the definition of relative complement in the previous sentence
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Figure 1.1: Example of a Hasse diagram (on left) together with the order relation which created
it. The order relation is shown as a cross table.
A Hasse diagram has a small circle for each element in P arranged on a page so that if
a, b ∈ P and a < b then the circle for a is further down on the page than the circle for b. A line
is drawn between the circles for a and b if a ≺ b. An example of a Hasse diagram, together with
the order relation from which it was created, is shown in Figure 1.1. The Hasse diagram in
Figure 1.1 has been annotated with text labels to show which circle represents which element
from P .
The lower covers of an element, a ∈ P , are the members of the set {x ∈ P | x ≺ a}. The
lower covers of a are also called the children of a, and the set of lower covers of a is sometimes
denoted ≺a . The lower covers of a are also known as the lower neighbors of a. The upper covers
of an element, a ∈ P , are the members of the set {x ∈ P | a ≺ x}. The upper covers of a, are
often referred to as the parents of a, and also the upper neighbors of a.
Two elements a, b ∈ P are comparable if either a ≤ b or b ≤ a. A chain is any subset
of P in which any pair of distinct elements are comparable. A co-chain, also known as an
anti-chain, is a subset of P in which any pair of two distinct elements are incomparable. The
top of (P, ≤) is the set {t ∈ P | ∀x ∈ P : t ≤ x implies t = x}. Similarly the bottom of
(P, ≤) is {b ∈ P | ∀x ∈ P : x ≤ b implies x = b}. The up-set of an element a ∈ P is the set
{x ∈ P | a ≤ x} and is denoted ↑ a. Similarly the downset of a is defined as {x ∈ P | x ≤ a}.
The upset is also known as the order filter, while the downset is also known as the order ideal.
An interval between two elements a, b ∈ P , with a ≤ b is defined as {x ∈ P | a ≤ x ≤ b} and
is equal to the intersection of the upset of a and the downset of b. The definition of an interval
can be extended to that of a convex set, S ⊆ P as {x ∈ P | ∃a, b ∈ S : a ≤ x ≤ b}. A element
of a partial order, x ∈ P , is an upper bound of a subset A ⊆ P if for all a ∈ A : x ≥ a. Similarly
x ∈ P is an lower bound of A if for all a ∈ A : x ≤ a. The set of upper bounds of A can be
determined as the intersection of the upsets of the members of A. In this thesis, we will refer to
the union of the upsets of the members of A as the upset of A, and the union of the downsets
of A as the downset of A.
Two operations related to the definition of lattices are meet and join. The join of two
element, a, b ∈ P , is denoted a ∨ b, and is, if it exists, the element x ∈ P such that x is less or
equal to all elements in the intersection of the upsets of a and b. The meet, denoted a ∧ b is the
element, x, again if it exists, such that x is greater or equal to all elements in the intersection
of the downsets of a and b. If both meet and join exist for all elements of a partially ordered
set then that partially ordered set is a lattice. The join is also known as the supremum and
the lowest upper bound (LUB). The meet is also known as the infimum and the greatest lower
bound (GLB).
The join and meet operations can be extended to sets. The join of a set, S ⊆ P , if it exists,
is the single element in the bottom of the intersection of the upsets of elements from S. If the
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M3

5

N5

Figure 1.2: The basic non-distributive lattices M3 (left) and N5 (right).
bottom contains more than one element then the join doesn’t exist. Similarly the meet of a set,
S ⊆ P , is the single element in the top of the intersection of the downsets of elements from S.
If meet and join exist for all subsets of P then P is a complete lattice. It can be shown that
all non empty finite lattices are complete. An element of a ∈ P is meet-reducible if it can be
determined as the meet of two other distinct elements, i.e. a = b ∧ c and a, b and c are different
elements. If (P, ≤p ) and (Q, ≤q ) are partial orders with Q ⊆ P and for all r, s ∈ Q : r ≤q s if
and only if r ≤p s then Q is called a sub-order of P . Similarly, if L is a lattice, then a subset
U ⊆ L forms a complete sublattice if for all r, s ∈ U it is the case that r ∧ s ∈ U and r ∨ s ∈ U .
A distributive lattice is one in which the meet and join operations are distributive, i.e
a ∧ (b ∨ c) = (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c). A useful way to detect a non-distributive lattice is to find either
M3 or N5 as a sublattice (shown in Figure 1.2) [14].
The direct product of a family of ordered sets (Pt , ≤t )t∈T is defined as:
×t∈T (Pt , ≤t ) := (×t∈T Pt , ≤)
where (pt )t∈T ≤ (rt )t∈T if and only if pt ≤t rt for all t ∈ T . A mapping, f : P → Q, between
two partial orders, (P, ≤P ) and (Q, ≤Q ), is called order-preserving, if x ≤P y ⇒ f (x) ≤Q f (y)
for x, y ∈ P . If the function additionally provides x ≤P y ⇐ f (x) ≤Q f (y) for x, y ∈ P then the
mapping is called an order embedding. Similar definitions introduce meet and join embeddings
for functions between lattices.

1.2.3

Notation for Algorithms

The algorithms presented in this thesis are written in a Pascal-like language3 . An example
is shown in Figure 1.3. The algorithm being defined is encapsulated in a procedure called
downset. The algorithm computes the downset of an element x in a partial order using the
covering relation which relates elements to elements in their lower cover. The procedure takes
two arguments named covering and x. The type of the first argument, covering, is in
Relation(Element,Element). The keyword in indicates the argument variable is not modified
by the algorithm. The other possible keyword is out which indicates that the variable may be
modified and modifications to the variable occur also to the variable passed to this procedure
at locations in the code where the procedure is called. The type Relation(Element,Element)
is a parametric type taking the type Element for each of its two parameters. Similarly the type
Set is also a parametric type.
3 The

language also contains ideas from Ada and C++
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procedure downset(covering: in Relation(Element,Element), x: in Element)
return Set(Element)
is
B: Set(Element) := empty set
N: Set(Element) := empty set
S: Set(Element) := empty set
begin
1. B.insert(x)
2. S.insert(x)
3. while not ( B = empty set ) loop
4.
N := empty set
5.
for i in B loop
6.
N := union(N, set minus(covering.image(i), union(B, S))
7.
end loop
8.
S := union(S, N)
9.
B := N
10. end loop
11. return S
end procedure
Figure 1.3: Example algorithm.
The section between the reserved words is and begin contains a list of local variables.
These variables are initialised with values using the assignment operator :=. The algorithm
shown implements a simple breadth first traversal employing a set of searched elements to avoid
visiting an element twice. The algorithm stores the set of visited elements in the variable S and
the current boundary of the search in the variable B. Each iteration of the while loop starting
on line 3 calculates the next bound, storing the value in variable N, before transfering it to B
and adding it to S.
Line 1 makes a call to the method insert of the variable B. A method is a function that
acts on an object. The insert method for objects of type Set inserts its argument into the set.
In order to simply describe algorithms often small details are omitted from the algorithm description. For example in Figure 1.3 the user is left to ascribe meaning to the symbol empty set.
A common interpretation would be that empty set is a constant defined by the Set type. Similarly descriptions of the procedures union, set minus, and the method image are left to the
reader. Generally identifiers for types begin with a capital letter, variables implementing sets
are a single capital letter, while other identifiers are composed of only lower case letters and the
under-score character. The presence of brackets indicates either a parametric type in a type
declaration, operator preceedence inside an expression, or a procedure or method call inside a
statement.

1.3

Formal Concept Analysis

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a technique of data analysis first introduced by Rudolf
Wille as a way to restructure latice theory [15]. Since its inception in 1982, FCA has grown
into a large field with successful applications in Psychology [16, 17], Social Science [18] Civil
Engineering [19] and Software Engineering [20, 21, 22].
An exposition of the mathematical foundations of formal concept analysis is beyond the
scope of this thesis. For a complete and rigorous presentation of the notation and theorems
used in this thesis the reader is directed to Ganter and Wille [12]. Rather, this section attempts
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Has Hair
.
.
x

Has Gills
.
x
.

Table 1.1: Representation of a formal context called a cross table. An x indicates that an
attribute has an object.
to give a brief introduction to some of the ideas of formal concept analysis that are important
to this chapter.
The fundamental construct of FCA is the formal context. A formal context is a triple
(G, M, I) where G is a set of objects, M is a set of attributes and I ⊆ G × M is a relation
defined between G and M . The notion of a concept is then introduced as a pair (A, B) where
A ⊆ G is a subset of the objects, B ⊆ M is a subset of attributes, and both A and B are
mutually maximal with respect to I. In order to define what mutually maximal means we need
to introduce the derivation operator, denoted A0 when applied to the set A. The derivation
operator may be applied to either a set of objects, or a set of attributes. Its two definitions are:
for A ⊆ G:
A0 = {m ∈ M | ∀g ∈ A : gIm}
(1.1)
and for B ⊆ M :

B 0 = {g ∈ G | ∀m ∈ B : gIm}

(1.2)

The derivation of a set of objects, denoted A0 , contains all attributes that are possessed by
all the objects in A. Similarly, the derivation of a set of attributes, denoted B 0 , is simply all
the objects that have all the attributes in B. Now for a pair (A, B) to be a concept of the
given formal context it must be the case that A = B 0 and B = A0 . So a pair (A, B) is a
concept of the formal context K := (G, M, I) if and only if A ⊆ G, B ⊆ M , A0 = B and
B 0 = A. The set A is called the extent of the concept and the set B is called the intent of
the concept. A generalisation ordering denoted by ≤ is defined on the concepts. The concept
(A1 , B1 ) ≤ (A2 , B2 ) if A1 ⊆ A2 or equivalently B2 ⊆ B1 . The set of concepts of a formal
context, denoted B(G, M, I) or B(K), together with ordering defined over the concepts forms
a lattice called the concept lattice of the context. It can be shown that for any complete lattice,
there exists an isomorphic concept lattice.
Table 1.1 is a representation of a formal context called a cross-table. The context has three
attributes (lives in water, has hair, and has gills) and three objects (frog, fish, and dog). An
x, at a particular location in the cross table, indicates that an object has an attribute, so for
example the object “frog” has the attribute “lives in water”. Commonly, in the use of FCA
and throughout this thesis a “.” in the cross table indicates that the object doesn’t have an
attribute4 . Figure 1.4 shows the concept lattice formed from the concepts of the formal context
in Table 1.1.
The concept lattice contains five concepts, each of which is labelled with its intent and
extent. The most general concept always appears at the top of the diagram and always has
all objects of the context in its extent. The bottom concept is the most specific concept and
always has all attributes of the context in its intent.
Concept lattices can be labelled in a more economical way than stating the full intent
and extent of each concept. For each attribute m there is a maximal (with respect to the
specialisation ordering) concept that has that attribute in its intent. All more specific concepts
will also have that attribute in their intents so if one just attaches attributes to their maximal
concepts in the diagram then the intent of a concept may be determined by collecting attribute
labels from the more general concepts. If one applies this idea to Figure 1.4 then the concept
4 Some applications interpret a “.” in the cross table as meaning that, it is either irrelevant or unknown
whether the object has the attribute.
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{}
{Frog,Fish,Dog}
{Lives in Water}
{Frog,Fish}

{Has Hair }
{Dog}

{Lives in Water, Has Gills}
{Fish}

{Lives in Water, Has Gills, Has Hair}
{}

Figure 1.4: Concept lattice showing the five concepts of the formal context in Table. 1.1.

Car 1
Car 2
Car 3

Color
Red
Green
Black

Max. Speed
100
120
160

Red
Green
Black

Light Color
x
x
.

Dark Color
.
.
x

Table 1.2: Multi-valued context and a conceptual scale for the color attribute.
for frog would have the label “lives in water” and the concept for fish would have the label “has
gills”. To determine the intent of the concept for fish one would collect “has gills” and “lives
in water” because there is an upwards path from the concept for fish to the concept for frog.
Similarly, for objects one may attach object labels to their minimal concepts (also known as
their most specific concepts) and determine the extent of a concept by collecting object labels
attached to concepts on downward paths from the concept in question.
Formal concept analysis may be applied to data in which objects are interpreted as having
attributes with values. A common example may be an analysis of cars in which the attributes
are colors, maximum speed, etc. In this case the basic data is stored in a multi-valued context.
A multi-valued context is a tuple (G, M, W, I) where G is a set of objects, M is a set of attributes,
W is a set of attribute values and I ⊆ G × M × W is a relation saying which object has which
attribute value. The relation I is restricted such that for any (g, m, w1 ) ∈ I, and (g, m, w2 ) ∈ I,
it is the case that w1 = w2 . In other words every object has only one value for a particular
attribute. The set of all values taken on by objects for a given attribute m, is denoted Wm . In
other words Wm = {w ∈ W | ∃g ∈ G : (g, m, w) ∈ I}. An object, g has at most one attribute
value for each attribute, m. A partial function to produce this attribute value is introduced,
m(g) := w if and only if (g, m, w) ∈ I.
For the purpose of analysis, a multi-valued context is transformed into a single valued formal
context via a conceptual scale. The new single valued formal context is called the derived
context, and presents a summary of the data. A conceptual scale is normally applied to a
single attribute m in which case the scale is itself a formal context, Sm = (Gm , Mm , Im ) where
Wm ⊆ Gm , Mm is a new set of attributes, and Im is a relation connecting attribute values in
Gm with the new attributes in Mm . To make this situation clearer consider the example in
Table 1.2. On the left a multi-valued context has been drawn and on the right is a scale for
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Light Color
x
x
.

Dark Color
.
.
x

Table 1.3: The derived context resulting from applying the scale in Table 1.2 to the multi-valued
context also in Table 1.2.
the color attribute. The scale translates Red and Green to be a Light Color and Black to be
Dark Color. Table 1.3 shows the result of applying this scale to the multi-valued context in
Table 1.2. The objects, Car 1 and Car 2 have the new attribute Light Color and the object Car
3 has the new attribute Dark Color. The conceptual scale is used to generate a new context
called the context derived with respect to plain scaling. This new context is derived from the
scale and the multi-valued context, and is defined as: (G, Mm , J) where for g ∈ G and n ∈ Mm
(g, n) ∈ J :⇔

∃w ∈ Wm : (g, m, w) ∈ I

and (w, n) ∈ Im

Often it is inconvenient to enumerate all the values of an attribute in a scale. In such a
case we define a scale to be a context (Gm , Mm , Im ) where the scale objects Gm partition the
attribute values Wm via a function α : Wm → Gm called the composition operator and assigning
to each attribute value a single scale object. Then the derived context is given by:
(g, n) ∈ J :⇔

∃w ∈ Wm : (g, m, w) ∈ I

and (α(w), n) ∈ Im

The process of conceptual scaling has been successfully captured in the tool set comprised
by the computer programs Toscana and Anaconda [23]. Anaconda allows the user to construct
conceptual scales by entering crosses in a cross table such as the one drawn in Table 1.2. The
objects, rather than enumerating all the possible attribute values, are expressed as fragments
of an SQL statement. So for example an object in a scale for Maximum Speed might be
Cars.speed ≥ 100. When using the Anaconda and Toscana systems it is important that the
SQL queries attached to the objects partition the set of values of the attribute for which the
scale is being constructed. The Toscana program is used to derive concept lattices from the
conceptual scales produced using Anaconda and the multi-valued context stored in a relational
database. Toscana draws the concept lattice of the conceptual scale and replaces the scale
objects with objects retrieved from the database via the SQL query attached to the scale
objects.
Replacing
W the scale objects with objects from the multi-valued context is possible because
there is an -preserving order embedding from the derived concept lattice into the scale concept
lattice given by:
(A, B) 7→ (B 0 , B)
where B 0 is the derivation of B with respect to scale context. Order embeddings are of particular
interest in this thesis because they allow one concept lattice to be drawn using the structure
of another. An example is shown in Figure 1.5. An order embedding φ : L1 → L2 , where L1
and L2 are lattice, is used to achieve such a drawing by first drawing L2 in a grey color. The
elements of L1 are then drawn in black over the tops of the elements to which they map. Any
elements that are not in the image of the embedding will accordingly not be overwritten with
black circles and thus will be visible as grey circles and referred to as ghost elements. The
lines passing through the grey elements, formed during the drawing of L2 , because of the order
embedding, are used to visually determine the ordering of elements in L1 .
Two scales, acting on the same multi-valued context (G, M, W, I), can be combined and the
resulting concept lattice drawn using a technique called nested scaling. Let S1 = (G1 , M1 , I1 )
and S2 = (G2 , M2 , I2 ), be two scales where S1 scales m1 ∈ M , i.e. G1 ⊆ m1 (G), and S2 similarly
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L2

L1 drawn using L2

Order
Embedding
Figure 1.5: Example showing how an order embedding is used to draw a concept lattice L1
using the diagram of another concept lattice L2 .
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Fast

Red

Red
Blue

Green
Fast

Slow

Green

Blue

Slow






Figure 1.6: Example of a nested line diagram, shown as the product of two scale lattices.

o
n

scales m2 . For the moment we ignore the use of a composition operator, α. The two scales, S1
and S2 , are combined to form a new scale using the semi-product:
S1 S2 = (G1 × G2 , M1 × {1} ∪ M2 × {2}, ∇)
where (g1 , g2 )∇(n, i) :⇔ (gi , n) ∈ Ii for i ∈ {1, 2} such that n ∈ Mi . A new derived context
is constructed for this new composite scale. The derived context is defined as (G, M1 × {1} ∪
M2 × {2}, J) with:
(g, (n, i)) ∈ J :⇔ (m1 (g), m2 (g))∇n

n ∈ Mi

n
o

An example of nesting two scales is shown in Figure 1.6. The two constituent scales are
shown on the left and the lattice product is shown on the right. The product shown in Figure 1.6
is the direct product of the concept lattices. There is an order embedding from the concept
lattice of the semi-product of the scales into the direct product, and an order embedding from
the derived concept lattice into the concept lattice of the semi-product. Concepts which are
not mapped to in the direct product, from the derived concept lattice, by the composition of
the two order embeddings, are again, as was the case for a drawing of a single scale, shown as
faded grey circles.
In the case that the composition operator is used for both S1 and S2 , i.e. α1 : m1 (G) → G1
and α2 : m2 (G) → G2 , a new composition operator acting on the object set of the semi-product
is given by α1 2 : m1 (G) × m2 (G) → G1 × G2 , where:
n
o

α1 2 (w1 , w2 ) = (α1 (w1 ), α2 (w2 ))
Wille and Ganter in [24, 15] provide a general framework for understanding conceptual
scaling of single valued contexts. A scale for a single valued context K = (G, M, I) is introduced
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as a context S = (GS , MS , IS ). The two contexts are connected by a special type of map called
an S-measure. An S-measure from K to S is a map, φ : G → Gs , such that for any A which
an extent of S it is the case that φ−1 (A) is an extent of K. Wille and Ganter introduce a large
number of conceptual scales, of particular interest to this thesis is the scale Øcd
P := (P, P, 6≥)
which is examined in more detail in Chapter 2. Given a scale for a single valued context,
together with an S-measure, a new context can be derived: (G, Ms , J) where gJm :⇔ α(g)Is m.

1.4

Text Retrieval

Text retrieval is essentially the process of retrieving text documents in response to an information need in the mind of a human user. The information need may be a vague notion in
the mind of the user and can be expressed either extensionally, via a statement of how well a
particular document satisfies that information need, or intensionally via a statement in some
language intended to describe the information need such as “Papers published in the last 4
months concerning the application of formal concept analysis and the retrieval of documents”.
Such an intensional statement is often called a query.
A common example of the application of text retrieval techniques are the Web search engines.
These engines create a keyword index over collections of Web pages and allow the user to
express an information need by choosing words likely to appear in the documents satisfying
those requests. Another often cited application of text retrieval is the process of topic spotting.
A topic spotting algorithm attempts to classify documents as being of a particular class. For
example when applied to Reuters news articles, documents are classified as members of the
classes such as “National Basketball League” and “Hostile Take-over”.
A major problem tackled by the text retrieval community it the amount of data processed.
An emphasis is placed on being able to handle very large amounts of text. Part of the reason
for this is that vast collections of text documents are produced and people want to retrieve
quite specific documents from those collections. For example most popular web search engines
used today index less than 20% of the documents on the Web. The text retrieval community
has attempted to standardise the testing of its algorithms though TREC [25]. The TREC competitions supplied participants with very large documents collections, a small — in comparison
to the size of the document collection — collection of queries for which a small number of
documents were assessed as either being relevant to the query or irrelevant. The researchers
after experimenting on this collection submit their algorithms to be run over the same data
but this time the algorithms results were compared with documents in the original collection
whose assessments with respect to the query were previously unknown. The performance of
the algorithms are measured in terms of execution time, and two measures called precision and
recall.
To express precision and recall, three sets need to be defined in relation to a query. Let q
be the name of the query, then Aq is the set of documents that were assessed by a human to
satisfy the query, Bq is the set of documents that the algorithm assessed to be relevant to the
query. The measures precision, pq , and recall, rq , are then defined to be:
pq =

|Aq ∩ Bq |
|Bq |

;

rq =

|Aq ∩ Bq |
|Aq |

Precision is a measure of the proportion of documents returned by the algorithm that are
considered by the user to be relevant to the query. Recall, on the other hand, is the proportion
of documents that would be considered relevant by the user, that are actually returned by the
algorithm. There is an unpredictable variation in the precision and recall of different queries
and so for comparing two algorithms the queries are modeled as random variables. For one
algorithm to be better than another it is required that for a query chosen at random the
precision and recall will be better 90% of the time.
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Two different aggregate definitions for precision and recall are used within the IR community.
Given a set of test queries Q, the micro-averaged precision and recall are determined as:
P
P
q∈Q |Aq ∩ Bq |
a∈Q |Aq ∩ Bq |
P
P
p=
; r=
q∈Q |Bq |
q∈Q |Aq |
and the macro-averaged precision and recall are determined as:
p=

1 X
pq
|Q|
q∈Q

;

r=

1 X
rq
|Q|
q∈Q

The micro-averaged measurements are influenced more by the measurements of common categories while the macro-averaged measurements are more influenced by uncommon categories.
The two different measurements can be further combined into a single measure [26], denoted
F1 , and determined by:
2rp
F1 (r, p) =
r+p
The two aggregate definitions of precision and recall give rise to two different measurements of
F1 (r, p).
This thesis makes the tacit assumption that attributes are connected with documents using
either a good text retrieval algorithm, a human, or a combination of the two as in the mixed
initiative approach of Chapter 3. In the case that an algorithm is used, either a query is
attached to each attribute, or a machine learning algorithm has constructed a machine capable
of determining whether a document should be associated with an attribute.
This thesis concentrates on the use of formal concept analysis after the documents have
been associated with attributes. As a result, only simple algorithms are used to associate
documents with attributes. These simple algorithms, in future work, could be replaced with
more sophisticated algorithms from the text retrieval literature.

1.5

Ontologies

The use of the word ontology in the knowledge representation community differs from its use
in philosophy. An ontology, in the knowledge representation community, is “a specification of
the meaning of a collection of terms”. The objective, when constructing such a specification,
is to formalise an agreement of the meanings of the terms in the ontology in order to support
the communication of some knowledge.
A basic function of ontologies is to organise objects into groups. This is a useful and fundamental activity of humans, required for thinking and communicating. This thesis is concerned
with the organisation of documents into categories to aid in the retrieval of, and reasoning about,
document collections. What makes a particular category useful? Obviously some categories are
more useful than others, when communicating a piece of knowledge, e.g. the statement “you
should not eat bad smelling meat”, requires a category for bad smelling meat. Communicating some pieces of knowledge, given the circumstances in which a person finds herself, is more
important than others. And thus ontologies which support the communication of valuable
knowledge are more valuable.
It is natural to ask: what is the best process for developing categories and how shall we
organise our categories? There are several different approaches. Description logics [27] and
terminological logics [28, 29] use a very formal approach. They consider types, individuals
and relationships between types, called roles, and develop a set of descriptions. Constraints,
encoded as rules, can be placed on the set of descriptions designed to test the rationality of the
descriptions. For example, a rule might be that all individuals of type “elephant” are grey. If
we try to talk about a white elephant the system would tell us that no such thing exists because
all elephants are grey. Medical terminologies associate a natural language description with the
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terms they attempt to specify. A common criticism of medical ontologies is that they try to
enumerate too many terms. For example defining a term as specific as “small cell carcinoma
located in the left lung”, requires that the terminology must be very large. Faceted structures
[30] of library science attempt to define terms as vectors. Each component of the vector defines
the term with respect to a different facet.
It is inevitable that the set of objects conforming to some category, will, when the category
is more specific than another category, be a subset of the objects of that more general category.
Recognising such subsets is useful because rules that apply to all objects of the more general
category will also apply to all objects of the more specific category. For example, poison berries
are not to be eaten, those berries (i.e. pointing to a collection of berries) are poisonous, therefore
those berries are not to be eaten. Such a rule is abstracted to the form, if a → b, and b → c
then a → c and is known generally as the transitive rule. A collection of such rules forms a
partially ordered set of objects. It is perhaps then not surprising that any partially ordered set
of objects can be represented by collection of sets organised using the subset relation. Almost
all representations of ontologies explicitly represent transitive rules. Example of such rules are:
is-a, part-of, and the appropriateness constraints in description logics.
Formal concept analysis synthesizes categories according to the definition of a concept.
Before, this can be done, a human using formal concept analysis, provides a context consisting
of a set of objects, a set of attributes, and a statement of which objects have which attributes.
Attributes can be regarded as categories themselves and this is the underlying approach taken
in this thesis. Using the approach outline in this thesis, the new categories synthesized as
concepts using formal concept analysis take into account the background information embodied
in partial ordering defined over the terms in the ontology. In Chapter 2, the terms are taken
from a large medical terminology. In Chapter 3 the terms are input interactively by a person
organising their email collection with the objective of later retrieving half remembered emails.
Two competing constraints arise in the use and specification of ontologies. In order to
efficiently support the communication of a wide range of knowledge, ontologies should contain
a large number of terms. As ontologies become larger, they become more difficult for a person
to comprehend. In particular if a person is to understand knowledge represented using terms
from an ontology, then they need to learn the meaning of the terms from that ontology.
Normally in human interaction communities share a common understanding of terms that
arise, and individual persons share the understandings of multiple communities. Human beings
normally communicate using natural language, which is ambiguous, but is less ambiguous when
used within a community having an understanding of that term. Part of the reason for the
ambiguity is that if terms in natural language were to unambiguously define all useful categories
then there would be too many terms to be learned by an individual. Formal methods, such
as description logics [27] and terminological logics [28, 29], attempt to tackle this problem by
allowing the construction of new terms using a structure composed of already existing terms. In
order to reason about the properties of such structures they are formally defined and analysed.
A criticism of such an approach is that the resulting structures are too restrictive and are
not as expressive as natural language. In contrast to natural language, however, these formal
systems allow computers to support people in tasks of managing knowledge. Applications
include configuration management, and document retrieval. In such applications a human being
attempts to retrieve knowledge, created by other human beings and stored within a computer
system, by describing to the computer system the knowledge they are seeking, using terms and
descriptions from the formal system.
In contrast to the formal ontologies created with description logics, mathematicians create
formal ontologies for the purpose of clear and unambiguous communication between human
beings. The terms described by mathematicians are defined using natural language in a way,
and with a meaning, understood within their community. As is the case with any community
employing a large ontology of terms for communication, a person wishing to communicate
effectively within that community must learn the meaning of terms of the ontology used within
that community.
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In the case that a portion of the ontology is to be created, or stored in a form that can be
computed with, software tools can be of assistance. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 introduce diagrammatic techniques to aid in the process of creating, understanding, and exploiting ontological
information. In summary the underlying assumptions of this thesis are: (i) organisation and
communication of an organisation requires an ontology of terms, (ii) a partial order is a suitable basic structure to represent the ontology, (iii) further useful information can be synthesized
from data using formal concept analysis, (iv) people can be usefully aided in this process by
computer programs.

Chapter 2

Analysing Medical Texts
The text retrieval community has organised documents via two approaches. A fine grained
approach generally attempts to retrieve documents in response to a text query given as a string
of words by a user. The documents are retrieved using the frequency in the documents of
words or synonyms of words within the text query. A course grained approach attempts to
train a machine learning algorithm to classify documents under subject headings like “sport”,
or “take-over bid”. Ultimately both these approaches impose little structure on the documents.
The user is able to retrieve documents based on either a text query or subject heading but isn’t
able to see how various text queries or subject headings relate to one another.
This chapter presents a mechanism to leverage the ability of formal concept analysis to
visually organise a document collection into concepts and to leverage the rich structure provided
by a domain specific taxonomy. The system is then able to answer, via a diagram, questions
of the form: How are the documents distributed with respect to “lung cancer”, “smoking”
and “heart disease”. The answer is a conceptual organisation of the documents based on the
attributes called a concept lattice.
The major difference between the approach outlined in this chapter and previous work using
formal concept analysis is: (i) the incorporation of background information from a domain
specific taxonomy; and (ii) the use of both scalable algorithms and scalable visualisation.
Section 2.1 gives a brief description of previous research using formal concept analysis to
organise document collections: describes the text collection used to obtain experimental results
in this chapter and briefly reviews the literature concerning medical ontologies. Sections 2.2,
2.5, and 2.6 introduce a scalable mechanism by which taxonomies can be incorporated in the
process of formal concept analysis. Section 2.3 describes a process by which terms from a
taxonomy are located with the test collection, and experiments to determine the accuracy of
this procedure.

2.1
2.1.1

Background
FCA and Text Retrieval

Previous applications of formal concept analysis to text retrieval can be classified on the basis
of whether or not they use conceptual scaling. All systems, regardless of this distinction, have
a basic context which associates documents, seen as objects, with words or phrases, seen as
attributes.
Godin et al.[31] introduced the idea of an interface for text retrieval based on formal concept
analysis. Their system, rather than trying to draw the entire concept lattice, represented
concepts in windows. At any time only a small number of the concepts from the context are
displayed. Each window presents, using lists, both the concept intent and the concept extent
(see Figure 2.1 for an example) of the concept for that window. The user is given the capability
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Figure 2.1: Two windows representing concepts using the approach of Godin et al.
to navigate from one concept to another by adding more terms to the intent. Stated more
precisely, if the concept (A, B) is displayed in a window and the user selects attribute m then
a new window is created containing the concept ((B ∪ {m})0 , (B ∪ {m})00 ).
The work outlined in this chapter was initially reported in 1996 [32] with scalability results
following in 1997 [33] and then later as a journal publication in 1999 [34].
Carpineto and Romano [35] reported on an analysis of the size of concept lattices produced
from text sources. Based on the assumption that each document contains a small number of
terms, and that the chance of finding any given term in a document is fixed, they predicted that
the concept lattice would grow as the square of the number of documents for a fixed attribute set.
This result was confirmed by experiments with several data sets including keywords attached
to scientific abstracts. Carpineto and Romano also proposed using a fish-eye viewer to navigate
from concept to concept within the lattice of all concepts. Both of these approaches spent
considerable effort trying to ensure that it was possible for the target collection of texts to
be able to calculate the concept lattice prior to navigation by the user. This problem can be
avoided by calculating sub-lattice or sub-semilattice on demand rather than a-priori.
Ganter et al.[36] suggested a modification to his next concept algorithm that would for a
given concept calculate the lower cover in linear time and present these additional concepts to
the user for selection. The user then selects a more specific concept by a choosing an attribute.
More recently, Ferré and Ridoux [37] implemented a file system based on formal concept analysis
in which this type of navigation from concept to concept is made possible.
The other possible approaches are those that include conceptual scaling. Wille and Rock
[38] implemented a text retrieval system for a library in which over 500 conceptual scales were
produced. Each conceptual scale was hand crafted and contained a small number of terms
and of the ways in which terms combined in the documents. More formally the initial data
consisted of a multi-valued context (G, M, W, I) where G is a set of books, M is a set of terms,
W = {0, 1}, (g, m, 1) ∈ I if book g is assigned term m, and (g, m, 0) ∈ I otherwise. A conceptual
scale S = (Gs , Ms , Is ) is essentially determined by Ms ⊆ M . Say Ms = {m1 , . . . , mk }, then
k
Gs = ×i=1 {0, 1} and (x1 , . . . , xk )Is mj if and only if xj = 1. A mapping from objects of the
multi-valued context to scale objects is given by:
α(g) = (x1 , . . . , xk )

where, for i ∈ 1, . . . , k : (g, mi , xi ) ∈ I

This mapping may be used to derive a concept lattice shown to the user, (G, Ms , J) with
gJm :⇔ α(g)Is m.
Figure 2.2 is an example of a scale similar to those used by Wille and Rock. The scale
has three attributes and eight objects. The objects are tuples containing zeros and ones. The
derived concept lattice from these scales will replace the objects by the documents having
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(0,0,0)

Factor Analysis

Principal Component Analysis

(1,0,0)

(1,1,0)

Multi−dimensional Analysis

(0,1,0)

(1,0,1)

(0,0,1)

(0,1,1)

(1,1,1)

Figure 2.2: Example of a conceptual scale for books similar to those used by Rock and Wille.
exactly the attributes specified by the tuples. So, for example, the bottom concept of the scale
will induce a concept in the concept lattice with all books that are assigned all three terms.

2.1.2

Discharge Summaries

A corpus of medical discharge summaries for patient treatments was obtained from the Thoracic Unit at the Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH). A discharge summary is a semi-structured
text document describing the patient’s state and interaction with the hospital. The discharge
summaries were de-personalized by removing the names and address details of the patients.
The discharge document describes the patient’s interaction with the hospital and is a summary
of the episode of treatment.
The discharge summaries were obtained, in 1995, as a single file output from the database
system at the Thoracic Unit. The discharge summaries had been depersonalised by removing all
instances of names and dates. The various sections within the discharge summaries and indeed
the discharge summaries themselves were separated by a strange and varied collection of control
and plain text characters. A parser was hand crafted to recognise the different separators found
in the file and convert the format into SGML. Later as SGML was superseded in popularity
and prevalence by XML the documents were converted to XML.
Figure 2.3 shows one of the discharge summaries. At the top of the file are a number of
fields, some of whose values were removed to protect the privacy of the patient. Some fields in
some discharge summaries have missing fields and the syntax of fields such as the age field was
inconsistent. The problem list section contains a rich collection of medical terms. Considering
the discharge summary in Figure 2.3 there is a UMLS concept called “Carcinoma, Small Cell”,
another called “Lung”, and a third called “Drug Therapy” corresponding to chemotherapy. We
note that in converting to concepts of the UMLS there is some loss of information; there is no
concept in the UMLS for “left lung”, nor is it possible to find a concept combining small cell
carcinoma, and lung — although interestingly there is a concept for non-small carcinoma of the
lung. In terms of automatic parsing a special rule has to be constructed in order to recognise
small cell ca as meaning carcinoma. Looking further down the list; hypertension, pulmonary
embolus, glaucoma, peptic ulcer, cholecystectomy, appendicetomy, and oophorectomy all find
matches in the UMLS. COAD is an abbreviation for chronic obstructive airways disease and
would match via a specially constructed rule to “lung disease, obstructive”. As for carcinoma of
the left lung, right sided pneumonia and right sided neutropaenia would have to be generalised
to pneumonia.
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The discharge treatment contains a list of drugs. In other experiments we tried matching
these drugs with descriptions from the MIMS taxonomy of therapudic drugs. Again this section
contains a wide range of abbreviations requiring special rules, e.g. bd for before dinner. The
remaining sections contain a number of abbreviations, e.g. SOB for shortness of breath and a
variety of concepts not present in the UMLS, e.g. retrosternal pain. Some abbreviations used
are ambiguous even in context to a medical doctor, e.g. bs. could stand for either bowl sounds
or breast sounds.
The discharge summaries furthermore contained English/Australian spellings for many medical terms. We were lucky and grateful to receive from Dr. Don Walker a version of the UMLS
augmented with Australian/English alternative spellings. The collaboration with Don Walker
was supported by a research grant from Mercke Shafte and Dometm .

2.1.3

Medical Taxonomies

A number of large taxonomies have been defined in the medical domain for the purpose of
describing medical phenomena such as medical procedures like “frontal lobe lobotomy”, diseases
like “carcinoma of the lung”, and drug prescriptions like “4mg paracetamol”. These medical
taxonomies vary in their structural complexity from simple tree hierarchies [39] through multiple
partial orders [40] to the ontologies of description logics [41, 42, 43].
The idea of an information ordering is important for the description of concepts formed in
the world. If a concept, say “frogs”, is more specific than another say “tree frogs” then we
know two things. Firstly all instances of the more specific concept are instances of the more
general concept. So any tree frog is necessarily a frog and secondly any attribute common to
all instances of the more general concept are necessarily common to all instances of the more
specific concept. So if all frogs are green we can infer that so too must all tree frogs be green.
These two properties of an information ordering make it an attractive way to organise concepts
and it forms the basis of medical taxonomies.
Concepts commonly used by people are fuzzy1 . This is evidenced by the multiple short
descriptions that people can attach to the same concept. In addition different people will
attach slightly different meanings to concepts. Medical taxonomies recognise this feature and
provide one or more text descriptions for each concept. The intention is to produce a good
understanding of the concept rather than an exact definition. Many more distinctions between
concepts can be made than are commonly useful. As the size of the taxonomy increases and
the distinctions between concepts necessarily becomes finer the task of correctly identifying the
best matching concept for the task at hand becomes more difficult. This behavior can be seen
using the structures of FCA. Whenever a new attribute is added to a formal context it doubles
the number of potential concepts2 . This tradeoff between the precision of the concepts and
the size of the taxonomy is recognised by the creators of medical taxonomies who attempt to
strike a balance between having enough concepts to adequately make necessary distinctions and
having a taxonomy small enough to be adequately comprehended at least in parts by users of
the system.
The Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, SNOMED, organises concepts into a large
tree structure. The top level of the tree divides the concepts into eleven modules: topology;
morphology; disease and diagnoses; procedures; function; living organisms; chemical drugs
and biological produces; physical agents activities and forces; social context; occupations; and
general link modifiers. Concepts from different modules are intended to be combined together
to form new concepts. An example of such a combination is:
‘‘T59200 Appendix’’ + ‘‘M400000 - Inflamation’’ + ‘‘GA231 Acute’’
Each concept is identified by an alphanumeric code. The code is also used to define the
information ordering so, for example, the code “M440000” is more specific than “M400000”
1 Fuzzy

indicating that the concept meaning is not exactly defined.
of course not all these potential concepts may actually be realised.

2 Although
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DISCHARGE SUMMARY 002
Previous File

File Name
Patient Number
First Name
Second Name
Date of Birth

###
###
###
###
###

Age
Sex
Admission Date
Discharge Date
Referral

68 yrs
Female
###
###
###

Cover
Ward
Field6
Doctor
Addr

Priv
S2
3
###
###

Problem List
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Small cell ca left lung, treated with 8 cycles chemotherapy 1990.
Hypertension.
COAD.
Pulmonary embolus.
Glaucoma.
Peptic ulcer.
Cholecystectomy.
Appendicectomy.
Oophorectomy.
Right sided pneumonia and neutropaenia.

Discharge Treatment
Nifedipine 10mg tds, Ranitidine 3mg bd, Temazepam 10-20mg nocte prn, Ventolin 90 sec 4 hrly
nebs prn, Panadeine forte 1-2 tabs 4 hrly prn, Bisacodyl 2 prn, Dipiverine Hydrochloride 1 drop
both eyes bd, Mylanta 10-20mls tds prn.

Information to Patient
Patient presented with retrosternal epigastric pain. Aware that a specific cause for her symptoms have not been found, but may be due to extension of the tumour. Mylanta appears to
relieve discomfort.

Summary
of Admission
68 year old widowed lady, lives with daughter. Presents with epigastric and retrosternal chest
pain. 2 mth history of episodic burning, retrosternal and epigastric pain, associated with nausea
and SOB, no vomiting. Not precipitated by meals. Lasts 2-3 hrs, relieved by Gaviscon. Recently
hospitilised at Quorn for this problem. Good exercise tolerance. Also noted increasing ankle
swelling. Allergic to Penicillin. Alcohol 10 gms daily. Reformed smoker 8 mths ago, previously
heavy.

Examination
68 year old woman, undistressed. No conjunctival pallor, jaundice, cyanosis or clubbing, HR
80/reg, BP 170/100, JVP NR, HS dual + nil, no ankle swelling, peripheral pulses present, TML,
PN res, BS vesicular + nil. Abdomen soft, mildly tender in epigastrium, no hepatosplenomegaly,
bowel sounds present, no lymphadenopathy, no vertebral tenderness. Neurological examination
unremarkable.

Investigation
Upper abdominal U/sound 13/5; liver appears normal size and 1

Progress
Mrs ### made a reasonable recovery and did not complain of her epigastric pain.
Follow Up
LMO in ###.

Next File

Figure 2.3: Example of a discharge summary.
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Number of terms
Number of descriptions
Tree structure (yes/no)

UMLS
18,317
228,615
almost
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SNOMED
15,6605
15,6605
yes

Galen
48,000
57,000
no

Table 2.1: Dimensions of some taxonomies.

because the more specific code matches the digit in the equivalent position in the more general
code whenever the digit from the more general code is not a zero. SNOMED is often seen as
being an ad hoc taxonomy because it was constructed without a formal mathematical model
describing its properties. Two major criticisms of SNOMED are that (i) it isn’t easily extensible
because there may not be room in the space defined by the codes to accommodate a new concept,
and (ii) the information ordering is not semantically consistent in that no distinction is made
between “is-a” and “part-of” yet both types of subsumption are present in the taxonomy.
Creators of the Unified Medical Language System [44], UMLS, at the National Library
of Medicine in the US, recognized that a number of competing medical coding schemes were
being implemented in medical databases in America. The use of different medical coding
schemes was becoming a barrier to the sharing of medical information between different medical
institutions. The UMLS is an attempt to define a set of mappings between various medical
taxonomies including SNOMED, MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), and ICD-9 (International
Classification of Diseases).
The UMLS meta-thesaurus attempts to maintain hierarchical information contained in the
source vocabularies. To this end it contains a number of distinct hierarchical relations including
“is-a” and “part of” relations. Each concept is accompanied by one or more text descriptions.
The concepts furthermore have a synonym relation defined on them.
The GALEN project [41, 42, 43], in contrast to previous taxonomies such as SNOMED,
MeSH, ICD-9 and the UMLS meta-thesaurus, is based on description logics, and so has structure
in addition to a basic information order, and is referred to as an ontology. The GALEN project
attempts to be independent of the human language used to express the concepts by having
mappings from concepts to a number of different human languages.
The GALEN project has the objective of constructing a language-independent conceptual
representation of medical information. GALEN makes the distinctions between concepts, being
units of thought, and terms, being the words that we use to describe these abstract concepts.
The following quote is taken from “An Overview of GALEN” which is part of the “Galen
Documentation” [45].
“The fundamental proposition of the GALEN project is that there is a terminological
or more properly, a conceptual component of clinical language which can be usefully
separated from other aspects of medical natural language processing, information
modeling, knowledge based systems, and user interface design.”
Galen, in using a terminological logic, is constructionist. The ordering over basic types
must conform to a strict notion of an information ordering. Descriptions of concepts are then
constructed using these basic types.
Table 2.1 shows the relative sizes of the three medical taxonomies discussed in this section.
UMLS, here and for the remainder of this thesis, refers to the meta-thesaurus of the UMLS,
Galen is by far the largest taxonomy, followed by SNOMED and finally by UMLS. This reduction
is size corresponds to a reduction in the granularity of the terminologies. SNOMED is strictly a
tree (a point enforced by its chosen coding system), with only one description of each concept.
The meta-thesaurus of the UMLS has some elements with multiple parents indicating a partial
order structure. This partial order structure is not a lattice since several pairs of terms have no
least upper bound. The UMLS meta-thesaurus was chosen for use in the study in this project
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because of its availability at the commencement of the project, and because it is used by the
UMLS as the standard taxonomy onto which others described by the UMLS are mapped.

2.2

Taxonomies and FCA

In order to organise a set of documents according to terms from a taxonomy using formal
concept analysis, it is natural to consider the documents as objects and the terms from the
taxonomy as attributes. A document, g, is then related to a term, m, from the taxonomy if
that document g makes mention of the term m. Such a situation in formal concept analysis
is represented by a formal context, K = (G, M, I), where G is a set of documents, M is a set
of terms, and I is a relation between G and M that relates documents with the terms they
mention.
In the case that the terms are taken from a taxonomy it makes sense to interpret the isa or part-of relation as indicating implications between the terms. For example, if the term
carcinoma is related to the term disease by the is-a relation, then finding any instance of
carcinoma in a document should also indicate that an instance of a disease has been found
since carcinoma “is-a” disease. The same argument may be applied to the “part-of” relation.
A taxonomy is modeled as (M, ≤) where M is a set of terms, and ≤ is partial ordering defined
over the terms. The partial order relation is interpreted as providing a set of implications
between terms; i.e. for g ∈ G and m1 , m2 ∈ M :
(g, m1 ) ∈ I

and

m1 ≤ m2

implies (g, m2 ) ∈ I

(‡)

This condition, (‡), is called the comparability condition. A formal context (G, M, I) is
compatible with a partial ordering, ≤, defined over M , if for all g ∈ G and m1 , m2 ∈ M the
comparability condition, (‡) holds. A compatible formal context, (G, M, I ‡ ) can be derived
from a context (G, M, I) via the definition:
(g, m) ∈ I ‡ :⇔

∃n ∈ M :

n ≤ m and (g, n) ∈ I

The text retrieval community has been concerned with the question of how best to store an
index from terms to documents. A commonly accepted solution is to use an inverted file index
[46]. An inverted file index stores for each term a compressed list of documents in which that
term exists. This section addresses the question: “Is a compatible context a good candidate for
storage and processing using a compressed inverted file index?”
An inverted file index stores for each term a list of documents in which that term occurs.
Each document is identified in the list by a number, and the list is sorted in ascending order.
The list can be compressed by storing differences between successive numbers in the sequence
rather than the numbers themselves. Compression can be achieved because the differences
between successive numbers, when regarded as predicted by a random variable, have a nonuniform probability distribution in the case that the document numbering is independent of
term inclusion. To be more precise, consider a given term m; the probability that a document
g, chosen at random, will contain term m is denoted by pm . The probability pm is estimated by
nm /N , where nm is the number of documents containing term m, and N is the total number
of documents. The probability distribution of the differences between successive numbers of
documents containing term m is given by the geometric distribution, i.e. Let Pr[x|m] denote
the probability of a difference of x between two successive document numbers containing term
m.
Pr[x|m] = (1 − pm )x−1 pm
A number of different encoding techniques have been applied to try and exploit this probability
distribution. A Golomb code represents numbers by a fixed length part and a variable length
part. Given a number x to be encoded, and a parameter b, the variable length part is a unary
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Number of Entries
Entries/Attribute
Golomb Compression
Shannon Entropy Bound
No Compression
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Base Context
1,962
4,000
30,464
15.527
7.5311 bits/sym
2.7861 bits/sym
12 bits/sym

Compat. Context
3,101
4,000
122,973
39.65
5.6229 bits/sym
4.5581 bits/sym
12 bits/sym

Ratio
1.5805
1.0
4.0367
2.5536

Table 2.2: Compression results for an inverted file index.
Storage Structure
Inverted Index
Golomb Compression
Shannon Entropy Bound
No Compression
Array of Tuples
Bitmap

Bits per Entry
Base
Compat.

Total Bytes
Base
Compat.

7.5311
2.7861
12
24
32.20

28,674
10,586
45,696
91,392
981,000

5.6229
4.5581
12
24
12.6

86,388
70,065
184,495
368,919
1,550,500

Table 2.3: Comparison of the performance of an inverted file index with that of other data
structures.
encoding3 of q + 1, where q = b(x − 1)/bc. The fixed length part is a binary encoding of the
remainder (given by (x − 1) − qb) requiring log2 b bits. The Golomb codes approximates an
infinite Huffman code applied to a geometric distribution. The value for the parameter b is
estimated by
b = loge 2/pm
where pm is the probability of finding the term m in a document g. Other more elaborate
encoding methods such as arithmetic coding can produce better compression for small data
sets but require a more computationally expensive decoding procedure.
Further compression can be achieved for terms that appear in more than half the documents
by encoding the differences between documents in which the terms do not occur rather than
the differences between documents in which they do.
An experiment was conducted to detect the cost of making a context compatible with a large
taxonomy. Table 2.2 shows a comparison between the storage required for a basic context and
that required for a compatible context. The documents are the discharge summaries described
in Section 2.1.2 and the taxonomy structure is the “is-a” relation from UMLS. Making the
context compatible has increased the number of attributes by 1.58, and increased the number
of attributes per entry by 2.55 which amounts to a total increase of 4.0 times the number of
entries. This increase in the number of entries, however, has been countered by an increase
in the efficiency of encoding system of 7.5 bits/symbol to 5.6 bits/symbol which is a ratio of
1.33. Overall, making the context compatible with UMLS has caused the index file to grow by
a factor of 3.
An alternative to the inverted file index is the structure used by a relational database. In
a relational database a relation is typically represented using an array of tuples. In the case of
I ⊆ G × M each tuple would be a pair of integers the first being an identifier for the object and
the second being an identifier for the attributes. As was tacitly assumed for the inverted file
index, the translation of these integers into strings is stored in a separate table. Table 2.3 shows
a comparison — in terms of the space required — between an inverted file index, an array of
3 The

unary encoding represents a number y by y ones followed by a zero.
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tuples, and a bitmap. The compressed inverted file index used the least amount of space and
the bitmap relation — as is to be expected with a sparse relation4 — used the most of amount
of space. Of the three data structures only the bitmap can be quickly updated dynamically.
Both the inverted index and the array of tuples require the entries to be sorted. Section 2.6
presents an algorithm for deriving concept lattices based on conceptual scales from data stored
in either a relational database or inverted file index.

2.3

Automated Term Matching

The task of automated term matching is to construct an algorithm that can recognise instances
of concepts from the UMLS meta-thesaurus in the text of the discharge summaries. Each
concept is accompanied by one or more text descriptions of the concepts. Two basic approaches
present themselves: (i) match documents to concepts for which at least one word in at least one
description of the concept is present in the document, or (ii) match documents to concepts for
which at least one entire description appears in the text. The first approach will gain higher
recall at a significant cost to precision. The second approach will gain higher precision at some
cost to recall.
A quick examination of the first approach shows it has very poor precision. Since a sentence
such as “small cell carcinoma” will match with all concepts of something small, something about
a cell, and some form of carcinoma even “non-small cell carcinoma”. The second approach can
be accommodated by storing all concept descriptions in a trie data structure and using the data
structure to recognise descriptions within the text.
Figure 2.5 shows an algorithm for recognising descriptions within a document. A trie data
structure is a tree structure for storing strings of characters. A string is represented by a path
from the root of the tree to a node of the tree marked as a terminating node. In the algorithm
in Figure 2.5 the variable node travels along such paths. When the node variable reaches a
terminating node the concept is added to the set words. If the current traversal cannot be
continued then the search is begun again at the character immediately following the position
where the current search was started. The function next on line 2 simply returns the child
node of the current node whose character matches the third argument of the function. If no
such node exists then NULL is returned. The function at word end on line 8 returns true if the
code currently refers to the last character of a description. An example of a trie data structure
is shown in Figure 2.4.
The discharge summaries contain many more concepts than are present in the UMLS metathesaurus. In order to determine precision and recall of the concept recognition process it is
necessary to produce a benchmark classification with which to compare the automated approach. The benchmark encoding of the discharge summaries does not try to capture all of the
information within the texts but rather attempts to capture clear matches between concepts in
the UMLS and concepts in the texts. So, for example, the phrase “lives alone with supportive
family” matches only the concept “family” because the meta-thesaurus doesn’t have concepts
for either “residing alone”, “a supportive family”, or “having a supportive family”.

2.4

Scaling with Taxonomies

Conceptual scaling has two primary purposes in formal concept analysis. Firstly it allows
a multi-valued attribute to be transformed into a number of single valued attributes. For
example a numerical attribute like speed may be transformed into linguistic attributes like
“fast”, “medium paced” and “slow”. Secondly, it allows the user to focus on distinctions between
objects that are considered important, and to neglect other distinctions. This is a necessary
process because in many instances there is simply too much data to be comprehended without
using some kind of abstraction.
4A

sparse relation I ⊆ G × M has |I|  |G||M |, i.e. only a small number of entries.
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Figure 2.4: Example of a trie data structure.
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procedure recognise(trie: in Trie, doc: in array of character,
words: out set of concepts) is
variables:
start : integer = 1
last : integer = 1
node : Trie.Node
begin
1. while start < doc.length() loop
2.
node := next(trie, node, doc[last])
3.
if node = NULL then
4.
start := start + 1
5.
last := start + 1
6.
node := root(trie)
7.
else
8.
if at word end(trie, node) then
9.
words.insert(get concept(trie, node))
10.
end if
11.
last := last + 1
12.
end if
13. end loop
end procedure
Figure 2.5: Algorithm to recognise descriptions of concepts within a text document.
In the case of text documents, conceptual scaling is directed to the second of these two
purposes. Since the terms from the medical taxonomy are single valued — either they are
associated with a document or they are not — there is no need to transform to a new set
of variables. Rather there is a need to focus attention on a small number of terms. This
section deals with the question “How can and should the user be assisted in the construction
of conceptual scales for text retrieval and analysis in the presence of a term hierarchy?”
The basic context is (G, M, I) where G is a set of documents, M is a set of terms, and
I is a relation between G and M that is compatible with a partial order, ≤, defined over
M . A conceptual scale is essentially determined by a set of terms from the taxonomy, Ms ,
selected by the user with the aid of some process (possibly embodied in a computer program).
The objective of the scaling process is to produce a summary of the basic context by forming
(G, Ms , I ∩ (G × Ms )), i.e. to create a formal context having just those attributes that have
been selected by the user. Conceptual scaling normally derives a context from a multi-valued
context. In this case however scaling shall be presented based on a single valued context and
shall follow an analogue of the standard scaling mechanism introduced by Wille and described
in Section 1.3. Two possible mechanisms for constructing a conceptual scale present themselves.
• Use the scale S = (Ms , Ms , 6≥). This scale has a concept for every possible combination
of terms given the ordering imposed by (Ms , ≤). This scale is determined solely by the
ordering over the terms and the selection of a number of attributes, Ms , and so this
approach will be referred to as static scaling.
• Instead of producing a scale, we construct the sub-context S = (G, Ms , I ∩ (G × Ms )). It
is possible, although more complex, to construct a scale for which the sub-context will be
the derived context. This approach will be referred to as dynamic scaling.
The essential difference between these two approaches is whether or not they emphasise the
difference between the concepts that can arise due to the taxonomy as opposed to the concepts
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Disease

B

Disease
Carcinoma
Lung Disease
Carcinoma
Bronchitus

x
A

z

Lung Disease

Bronchitus
Carcinoma of
the Lung
Carcinoma of
the Lung
Ordering Over Terms

(M,<=)

(a)

Static Scale

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Example showing how the concept (A, B) of (Ms , Ms , 6≥) partitions (Ms , ≤).
(b) Example showing a subset (on the left), Ms of the partial order, M , and the static scale
(on the right) generated from the subset (Ms , ≤).
that do arise in the data. Static scaling presents to the user two overlaid diagrams to the user,
one containing all possible concepts (given the taxonomy), and another containing the actual
concepts formed from the data. Dynamic scaling simply produces the actual concepts formed
from the data.

2.4.1

Static Scaling

The concept lattice of the static scale is generated from a subset, Ms , of the attributes, M , and
has one concept for every possible combination of the selected attributes, Ms . Some combinations of attributes are not possible because the attribute ordering is imposed as implications on
the data. A natural question then is “How can we generate the concept lattice of all possible
combinations of attributes”. The answer is to use the contraordinal scale introduced by Wille
and Ganter [12]:
Ocd
(Ms ,≤) = (Ms , Ms , 6≥)
As will be shown shortly the contraordinal scale is isomorphic to a lattice formed from the
order filters of the attribute order (M, ≤). An order filter of (M, ≤) is simply a subset of M
closed under the order relation, i.e. if A ⊆ M is an order filter then for all x, y ∈ M with x ∈ A
and x ≤ y it must be the case that y ∈ A. Since the basic context is compatible with the order
relation the extent of any object must be an order filter.
The following argument explains why the contraordinal scale is isomorphic to the lattice
formed from order filters of the attribute order. Consider a concept (A, B) of the contrordinal
5
scale Ocd
(Ms ,≤) . For such a concept we know that: A ∪ B = Ms , A ∩ B = ∅ , and A is an order
ideal since x ∈ A and x ≥ z implies z ∈ A (because z cannot be in B since for z to be an
attibute of x requires x 6≥ z, see Figure 2.6(a)). So every intent of the contraordinal scale is
an order filter of (Ms , ≤). Furthermore every order filter of the partial order is an intent of
the contraordinal scale. Consider an order filter B ⊆ M , then (M \ B, B) is a concept of the
contraordinal scale because M \ B = {x ∈ M | ∀b ∈ B : x 6≥ b} = B 0 and B 00 = B.
Figure 2.6(b) shows the contraordinal scale generated from a fragment of a partial order.
There is a concept for every possible combination of terms. This is evident from a consideration
of the following: Let B be an intent of (G, M, I), then B must include any term that is more
general than at least one term already in B since the base context has been made compatible
with (M, ≤). This is precisely the defintion of an order filter and since the concept lattice is
5 The

empty set is denoted ∅.
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Figure 2.7: (a) A derived concept lattice. (b) The derived concept lattice in (a) embedded in
a static scale lattice.
isomorphic to the lattice of order filters of (M, ≤) there must be one concept for every possible
combination of terms.
Up until now data has been mapped to the scale context using the composition operator that
maps from data objects to scale objects. The contra-ordinal scale however requires a mapping
from data objects to scale concepts. A new scale context can be constructed that has for objects
the concepts of the contra-ordinal scale, and the terms from the taxonomy for attributes:
S = (B(M, M, 6≥), Ms , Is )
The incidence relation, Is , of this new scale is defined as ((A, B), m) ∈ Is if and only if
m ∈ B. The concept lattice, B(S), of the scale context, S, will be isomorphic to the concept
lattice of the contraordinal-ordinal scale. The composition operator, α : G → B(M, M, 6≥),
which maps from documents to objects of the scale, S, is given by:
α(g) = (Ms \ g 0 , g 0 )
where g 0 uses the derivation operator with respect to base context. The derived concept
lattice is defined as B(G, Ms , J) where (g, m) ∈ J if and only if (α(g), m) ∈ Is , or in other
words, (g, m) ∈ I. So the derived context is equal to (G, Ms , I ∩ (G × Ms )).
Figure 2.7 shows an example of a derived concept (on the left) lattice, together with an
embedding of that derived concept lattice into a static scale (on the right) from which it is
derived. The static scale contains all potential concepts, given the attribute ordering, and the
derived scales contains only those concepts generated from the actual documents.
Static scaling supports the use of nested
line diagrams via an approach common in the
W
practice of formal concept analysis. An -preserving order embedding is constructed from the
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derived concept lattice, B(G, Ms , J), into the scale lattice, B(S). The embedding is
(A, B) 7→ (B 0 , B)
where B 0 uses the derivation operator in the scale context S. Given two scales, S1 and S2 ,
generated from attribute sets M1 and M2 , it is possible to draw a nested line diagram by
drawing S1 × S2 and using the order embedding into the two scales. The context derived from
the scale product is (G, M1 ∪ M2 , J), where (g, m) ∈ J if and only if (g, m) ∈ Ii for i ∈ {1, 2}
such that m ∈ Mi . A ∨-preserving order embedding from the concept lattice derived context
into the direct product of the two scale lattices is given by:
(A, B) 7→ (((B ∩ M1 )0 , B ∩ M1 ), ((B ∩ M2 )0 , B ∩ M2 ))
where the derivation operators are taken from the two scale contexts respectively.
Zooming is the process of restricting the data objects to just those present in the extent of
a concept selected by the user. If the user selects a concept, (A, B) of the derived scale, then
the base context is restricted to (A, M, I ∩ (A × M )), and accordingly the derived context is
restricted to (A, M, J ∩ (A × M )).

2.4.2

Dynamic Scaling

Dynamic scaling generates from a base context, K = (G, M, I), and
V a subset of the attributes,
Ms ⊆ M , a sub-context, Ss = (G, Ms , I ∩ (G × Ms )). There is a -preserving order embedding
of the concept lattice of the sub-context into the concept lattice of the base context given by:
(A, B) 7→ (A, A0 )
The order embedding shows that every extent of the sub-context is an extent of the base
context. In generating a sub-context the user is saying which attributes make distinctions
between objects that are valuable to the current investigation.
Nested line diagrams and zooming can be supported by dynamic scaling. In order to describe
the construction of a nested line diagram consider two dynamic scales selected by attribute
subsets M1 , M2 ⊆ M . These scales will be S1 = (G, M1 , I ∩ (G × M1 )) and S2 = (G, M2 , I ∩
(G × M2 )). A nested line diagram can be formed by taking the direct product between the
concept lattices of the two scales, i.e. B(S1 ) × B(S2 ). Not every concept in the lattice product
however is instantiated in the data, so a new scale combining the two attribute sets is produced:
S1,2 = (G, M1 ∪ M2 , I ∩ (G × (M1 ∪ M2 )))
An order embedding from the concept lattice of this new scale into the lattice product of the
two concept constituent scales, S1 and S2 , is given by:
(A, B) 7→ (((B ∩ M1 )0 , (B ∩ M1 )), ((B ∩ M2 )0 , (B ∩ M2 )))

(2.1)

Since the order embedding exists the concept lattice of scale S1,2 can be drawn using the lattice
product drawn as a nested line diagram and employing “ghost” nodes for members in the lattice
product that are not instantiated by concepts of the context S1,2 .
Zooming is the process of generating a concept lattice from only the objects that are in the
extent of a concept selected from a scale. So, for example, consider a concept, (A1 , B1 ), selected
from a scale S1 . For this concept a second scale S2 may be displayed, zoomed with respect to
(A1 , B1 ). In this case the zoomed concept lattice of S2 is denoted and determined by:
S2|(A1 ,B) = (A, M2 , I ∩ (A × M2 ))
There is a connection between zooming and nesting. If a user displays a nested line diagram
determined by nesting S1 and S2 and considers one of the inner lattices enclosed by a circle then
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this inner lattice is the same as the lattice obtained by zooming into the concept corresponding
to the large circle.
The definitions of zooming and nesting can be applied recursively so that the user may apply
a sequence of zooming and nesting operations to derive a new scale.
In the generation of a derived context by either static or dynamic scaling, the concept lattice
of the derived lattice shows only the distinctions between documents made by the terms selected
by the user. The derived concept lattice provides a summary of the document collection. By
making use of the taxonomy over terms the user is able to view organisations over the data that
have different granularities. For example, in the case of analysing medical discharge summaries
by choosing a general term like “Lung Disease” the user makes a coarse distinction between
documents. In contrast by selecting a very specific term like “Squamous Cell Carcinoma of
the Lung” the user is able to make fine grained distinctions between documents. One of the
advantages of the concept lattice approach is that the user can combine, in the one diagram,
terms of quite different levels of specialisation thus making a fine grained distinction with one
attribute say “Carcinoma” and a course distinction with another say “Drug Treatment”.

2.5

Constructing Scales

Given the large size of medical taxonomies it is necessary to assist the user in the process of
selecting appropriate attributes to form a scale. The entire taxonomy cannot be comprehended
in all of its detail by a user. This section proposes supporting the user via two mechanisms:
text searching, and construction of sub-orders of the taxonomy.
Text searching is made possible because many medical taxonomies have one or more phrase
or sentence descriptions of a taxonomy entry. An example in UMLS is that the taxonomy
entry Neoplasms has 12 text descriptions including “neoplasms of unspecified nature” and
“unclassified tumor, uncertain whether benign or malignant.” The user is able to enter a
boolean search expression made up from individual words. A word matches with a description
if the word is a prefix of a word in the description. So, for example, the search expression neo
& nature would match the description “neoplasms of unspecified nature” because both terms
are prefixes of words in the description.
Using the text search capability the user is able to select terms from the taxonomy based on
their description. The user is also interested in the taxonomical relationships between concepts
and these are shown graphically in a diagram. Let (M, ≤) be the taxonomy from which terms
are chosen. Let Ms ⊆ M be a subset of the terms displayed to the user as (Ms , ≤s ). There are
three constraints that can be placed on the view:
1. Preserve the ordering relation. The order relation should be preserved so that if two
terms, m1 , m2 ∈ Ms , are in an ordering relationship, i.e. m1 ≤ m2 then they should be in
a ordering relationship in the view, i.e. m1 ≤s m2 . In other words ≤s = (Ms × Ms )∩ ≤.
2. Preserve the covering relation. Preserving the order relation doesn’t entail preserving
the covering relation. For an arbitrary subset Ms ⊆ M of M and a preserved ordering
relation being used to infer a new coving relation, ≺s defined on Ms , it may be the case
that m1 ≺s m2 but not m1 ≺ m2 and vice-versa. In order to preserve the covering relation
it is necessary to add extra terms to Ms . Specifically the order interval defined by the
top and bottom of Ms needs to be added.
While preserving the covering relation gives an accurate impression to the user of whether
or not one term is an immediate sub-type of another, this is often precisely the type of
information which should be abstracted over. In a scale which preservers the covering
relation and contains a specific term like “carcinoma” and a general term like “disease”,
there will also be all the distinctions made between “carcinoma” and “disease”.
3. Preserve the join operation. Preserving the join operation means that if m1 , m2 ∈ Ms
then m1 ∨ m2 ∈ Ms where the join is defined from (M, ≤). By preserving the join
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Figure 2.8: Example of a tool for constructing conceptual scales.
operation the user is able to see how two terms are related by the hierarchy. In the case
that the two terms are incomparable simply preserving the order relation would leave
them disconnected. The join operation does not exist for all partial orders. In the case
that the partial order is not a lattice two possibilities present themselves: complete the
lattice, possibly incrementally as pairs of elements having no join are added to the scale;
or simply add to the scale minimal terms that are more specific than the two terms having
no join.
Figure 2.8 shows a tool written to aid the user in the construction of conceptual scales. It
allows text searching using boolean queries and both join and the order relation are preserved.
The user is able to enter a search expression and the results are displayed in the bottom right
hand list box. Clicking on terms in the list box causes the term to be added to the scale.
The user is able also to display in the list box the upper or lower covers of a displayed term.
The layout of the taxonomy simply uses a layer diagram and animates changes that occur in
response to the addition of new terms. The layout in terms of labels and circles emphasises the
relationship between the view of the taxonomy and the concept lattice or conceptual scale that
will be derived from the view.
To implement the tool displayed in Figure 2.8 it is necessary to store the partial order
relation. There are three popular mechanism for storing such a relation: using an array of
tuples in a relational database, using a graph based representation, and using a taxonomical
encoding. Each of these representations is optimised for different operations. An array of tuples
allows very fast retrieval of the upset of a term; for example
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Figure 2.9: Example situation showing why determining the next co-chain requires a graph
traversal when only the covering relation is available.
SELECT greater_term FROM order WHERE lesser_term = m

But retrieval of the upper cover is slower unless the covering relation is stored in a second
table. The join operation represented as a relation will have typically |M |2 tuples whereas for
a taxonomy such the UMLS the order relation contains 7|M | tuples. Calculating the join operation using a relational database storing the covering relation and a graph traversal operation
is generally impractical because each of the large number of small queries will be accompanied
by expensive opening of index files. Furthermore maintenance of the covering relation requires
many small updates and queries.
Storage of the covering relation can be done via a graph data structure. Such a data
structure has a node for each term in the hierarchy and stores in each node pointers to the
lower and upper covers. A wide range of lattice based operations can be supported via graph
traversals.
Calculating the join involves a breadth first traversal from each term returning the first
term to be reached by both traversals. The graph based technique is often hampered by not
having the order relation. Consider the order in Figure 2.9. When traversing upwards from the
two bottom elements, the two top-most elements are encountered but are not incomparable.
Without performing a further graph traversal one cannot test to see if they are ordered. Elements in medical taxonomies often have small upsets and so the graph based algorithms can
take advantage of this by preferring upward traversals in preference to downward traversals.
The graph based data structure is easily updated.
The third possible representation of the partial order is to use a term encoding. A term
encoding maps elements from the partial order to symbols in a code space. The order relation
and the join operation can then be calculated directly from the codes. An example of a simple
code for the partial order (M, ≤) is to map each element to a string of bits where there is a
bit for every element of the partial order. If m1 ∈ M and m ≤ m1 then the code for m will
have a one in the bit for m1 and a zero otherwise. With such a code the ordering relation is
given by performing a bitwise AND on the two codes, and testing to see if the result is equal
to one of the codes. Join is given by performing the bitwise AND on the codes. The advantage
of using codes is that a two-way hash table can be used to map back and forth between codes
and members of the partial order.
Fall introduced the use of sparse logical terms [47] as codes for a partial order and proposed
an encoding algorithm. A significant advantage of using sparse terms as codes is that if the
partial ordering is modified only some of the elements need to be assigned new codes to reflect
the change. This property is in contrast to other coding schemes for partial orders such as
integer codes and is used as the basis for storing a modifiable taxonomy in Chapter 3.
A sparse term is a variation of the idea of a term from first order logic. In first order logic
a term consists of a functor and a possibly zero length list of arguments, each of which is itself
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<ARG-LIST>
<FUNCTOR>
<INDEX>
<STOP>

::=
::=
::=
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::=
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<FUNCTOR> <ARG-LIST>
<STOP> | <INDEX><ST><ARG-LIST>
1...n | 0
1...n
0

Figure 2.10: EBNF definition of sparse terms.
a term. An example of such a term is:
person(name(richard),age(twenty))
A sparse term is a term in which not every argument must be present. To denote which
arguments are present, each argument is preceded by an index giving its location. An example
of such a term is:
person(1-name(1-richard),3-age(1-twenty))
For the purpose of encoding a taxonomy we restrict functors to be natural numbers. All functors
are followed by ‘.’, and argument lists are enclosed by square brackets. An example of such a
sparse term is:
1.[1-2.[],2-1.[]]
These sparse terms can be represented by strings of natural numbers. Figure 2.10 defines a
syntax for sparse terms using only natural numbers in Extended Backus-Naur Form [48]. Any
sequence of natural numbers is a valid code as long as it is followed by a suitable number of
zeros.
Sparse terms have both meet and join operations, as well as a subsumption ordering. Three
algorithms, based on a string representation of a sparse term, are presented to compute meet,
join and subsumption. By representing sparse terms as strings and computing using strings the
algorithms are able to achieve fast speeds by exploiting memory locality.
Figure 2.11 contains the code for calculating whether one sparse term, r, is subsumed by
another, s. The algorithm is expressed in a language taking ideas from C and Ada. The
variables r and s store strings of natural numbers. The operation r[i] returns the i’th natural
number of the string r and the operation r + i returns a string formed from all except the
first i symbols in the string r. The subsumption algorithm shown is recursive. Each time
the function is called the two arguments, r and s, store sparse terms of the type defined in
Figure 2.10. Line 3 compares the leading functors of the two terms and returns false in the
case that r is more specific than s. If the functor for r is subsumed by the functor for s then
the procedure continues to line 4 where the variables i and j are set to refer to the indicies of
the first arguments of r and s. While there is an argument in the term r at the position given
by i, the two arguments are compared. If they have the same index, as tested on line 6, then
the terms in the two arguments are compared, otherwise the indicies of the two arguments are
compared. If the index of the argument for term r is less than the argument for the term s then
the argument in r is skipped, otherwise the index of the argument for r must be greater than
the argument for s indicating that there is no matching argument in r for the current argument
in s. In other words r isn’t subsumed by s because s contains an argument that isn’t in r. In
this case the function returns false.
The algorithms to compute meet and join proceed in a similar way to the subsumption
algorithm. The join of two terms is formed from the minimum of the functors of the two terms,
coupled with the join of any arguments having the same indicies. The meet operation, in
contrast, takes the maximum of the two functors, copies all arguments not having a matching
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1. function leq(r : Term, s : Term) return bool is
2. begin
3.
if r[0] < s[0] then return false; endif
4.
i := 1; j := 1;
5.
while r[i] != 0 loop
6.
if r[i] == s[j] then
7.
if not leq(r+i+1,s+j+1) then
8.
return false
9.
else
10.
i += 1 + length(r+i+1);
11.
j += 2 + length(s+j+1);
12.
endif
13.
else
14.
if r[i] < s[i] then
15.
i += 1 + length(r+i+1);
16.
else
17.
return false
18.
end if
19.
end if
20.
end loop
21. end function

Figure 2.11: Subsumption algorithm for sparse terms. A term is simply a sequence of natural
numbers (referred to as symbols). The expression r+i is a string formed from r by taking all
but the first i symbols. The function length determines the length in symbols of the sparse
terms passed as an argument.
argument in the other term, and takes the meet between pairs of arguments having the same
indicies in the two terms.
Figure 2.14 shows Fall’s sparse term encoding algorithm and is presented in the same format
as that used by Fall in [1]. The algorithm generates codes for an entire partial order P . It
encodes elements in the partial order in a topological order so that a member of the partial
order is not encoded until all of its parents have been encoded. Let C denote the set of all
sparse terms as defined in Figure 2.10. Fall’s algorithm constructs and modifies three functions;
prec : P → P , path : P → C, and label : P → 1, . . . , n, during the encoding procedure. The
encoding algorithm proceeds to encode each member of P by attempting to extend the code
of one of the parents. A parent with a positive label is preferred because it can be extended
by changing the value of a functor. If no parent with a positive label is available then some
parent is chosen and extended by inserting a new argument in the last empty list in the code.
Line 8 of the procedure, extend, identifies label(q) and label(pred(q)). This means that, in
later execution of the same program, if the label of the predecessor of q is modified then so
will the value for the label of q. If later in the execution of the program the label of q is
redefined, however, then the identify between the label of q and the label of the predecessor of
q is removed.
In order to assess the efficiency in practice of sparse term encoding for taxonomies, the main
taxonomy of the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [49], Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) was used. Table 2.4 gives various metrics that characterise UMLS. The number of
terms in UMLS, 18,317, is very close to the size of the covering relation indicating that UMLS
is very close to a tree structure. The average number of parents is 1.27 with a standard deviation
of 0.55 parents indicating that most terms have a single parent. An interior node, of which
there are 6,091, is a term having at least one child. The average number of children for interior
nodes is 3.81, but there is a large standard deviation of 4.93 indicating that the number of
children has a skewed distribution. The largest number of children possessed by a term is 65,
and is for the term “Miscellaneous Techniques.”
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procedure join(r : in Term, s : in Term, t : out Term) is
begin
t[0] = min(r[0],s[0])
i := 1; j := 1; k := 1;
while r[i] != 0 and s[j] != 0 loop
if r[i] == s[j] then
t[k] = r[i];
i += 1; j += 1; k += 1;
join(r+i, s+j, t+k);
i += length(r+i); j += length(s+j); k += length(t+k);
else
if r[i] < s[i] then
i += length(r+i+1) + 1;
else
j += length(s+j+1) + 1;
end if
end if
end loop
t[k] = 0;
end function

Figure 2.12: Join algorithm for sparse terms.
Measurement Description
number of poset members
number of ordered pairs
average number of parents
variation in number of parents
number of interior nodes
average number of children
variance in number of children
maximum number of children

Value
18,317
23,827
1.27
0.55
6,091
3.81
4.93
65

Table 2.4: Measurements indicating the proportions of the UMLS Taxonomy.

Figure 2.15 is a graph of average code length in symbols vs taxonomy size. Codes were
calculated using Fall’s algorithm which encodes terms from the taxonomy in a topological order
from most general to most specific. The size of the taxonomy increases as progressively more
terms are encoded. The graph shows that after an initial fast rise the average code length is
linear with respect to the taxonomy size. The average code length is 23 symbols and each
symbol was encoded using a 32 bit unsigned integer.
As is shown in Table 2.5 the symbols forming the sparse terms have a very skewed probability
distribution. The zero symbol is by far the most frequent, occuring over 50% of the time. Such
a skewed probability distribution suggests that coding could be efficiently employed to reduce
the storage costs of such codes. Table 2.6 is a comparison of two encoding techniques against
the Shannon lower bound and the case of using no compression. A simple implementation
using 32 bit integers would use 32 bits per symbol while using Golomb encoding (explained in
Section. 2.2) reduces the average number of bits per symbol to just under 3 bits per symbol,
very close to the Shannon entropy bound of 2.26 bits per symbol. Unary encoding used just
over 3 bits per symbol. The average number of symbols per code was 32.3038. Fall reported 442
bits/code for a medical taxonomy of 2,717, in which the terms were feature structures and no
attempt at compression was made. In Fall’s experiments sparse terms out perfomed bit vectors
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procedure meet(r : in Term, s : in Term, t : out Term) is
begin
t[0] = max(r[0],s[0])
i := 1; j := 1; k := 1;
while r[i] != 0 and s[j] != 0 loop
if r[i] == s[j] then
t[k] = r[i];
i += 1; j += 1; k += 1;
meet(r+i, s+j, t+k);
i += length(r+i); j += length(s+j); k += length(t+k);
else
if r[i] < s[i] then
t[k] = r[i];
append(r+i+1, t+k+1);
i += length(r+i+1) + 1;
k += length(r+i+1) + 1;
else
t[k] = s[j];
append(s+j+1, t+k+1);
j += length(s+j+1) + 1;
k += length(t+k+1) + 1;
end if
end if
end loop
t[k] = 0;
end function

Figure 2.13: Meet algorithm for sparse terms.
by a factor of 10 on the medical ontology and a more modest factor of 4 on another ontology
related to chess game position.
In brief conclusion sparse terms are a good candidate for supporing scale production by
providing a fast join operation with small codes that are very amenable to compression. Term
encodings however don’t provide a covering relation and so need to be acompanied by a representation of the covering relation. The covering relation can be efficiently represented either by
a graph based data structure, or a relational table based data structure. Commonly the graph
based data structure is preferred because being based on hash tables it allows O(1) lookup of
the covering relation. By combining the graph based data structure with a sparse term encoding providing O(1) lookup of the order relation and join operations a data structure capable of
supporting tool for scale construction created.

2.6

Deriving Concept Lattices

Both dynamic and static scaling require the construction of a derived concept lattice from a
basic context (G, M, I). As was demonstrated in Section 2.2, an inverted file index is a suitable
structure for storing the base context even when the base context is made compatible with
a taxonomy. This section presents an algorithm for generating the derived context from an
inverted file index representation of a formal context.
Before explaining the algorithm it is useful to give a definition for the derived context. Let
(G, M, I) be a base context, and Ms ⊆ M be a subset of the attributes, then the scale produced
from the subset Ms is defined as Ss = (Gs , Ms , Is ) where Gs ⊆ P(Ms ) with B ∈ Gs if and only
if B is an object intent of (G, Ms , I ∩ (G × Ms )). The scale Ss has the composition operator,
α : G → Ms , given by α(g) = g 0 ∩ Ms .
Figure 2.16 contains an algorithm to generate a derived context from a base context. The
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procedure sparse term encoding(input P, output τ ) is
1. Let < p1 , . . . , pn > be a top-down topographic ordering of P, where p1 = >.
2. τ (>) := []
3. path(>) := []
4. label(>) := 1
5. for i = 2 to nWdo
6.
τ (pi ) := q∈parent(pi ) τ (q) ∨ extend(pi )
end procedure
procedure extend(input P, output α) is
1. if ∃q ∈ parents(p) : label(q) > 0 then
2.
α := extend integer sort(path(q), label(q))
3.
path(p) := path(q)
4.
label(p) := label(q) + 1
5.
if label(q) == 1 then
6.
label(q) := −1
7.
else
8.
identify label(q) and label(pred(q))
9.
end if
10. else
11.
select any q ∈ parents(p)
12.
n := −label(q)
13.
α := extend arglist(path(q), n)
14.
path(p) := α
15.
label(p) := 1
16.
label(q) := −(n + 1)
17. end if
18. pred(p) := q
end procedure
Figure 2.14: Fall’s sparse term encoding algorithm presented using a syntax and font similar to
that used by Fall in [1].
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Figure 2.15: Graph showing average code length vs. size of ordered set.
base context is passed to the algorithm via the relation I. Both the object and attribute sets are
assumed to be numbers whose interpretation in terms of labels and number is stored elsewhere.
The relation I is assumed to be implemented via an inverted index and so is capable of returning
an attribute extent as a stack of numbers. The algorithm also has as input a set of numbers
called Ms . These are the attributes determining the scale. The two ouputs of the function
are Is the incidence relation of the derived scale and a function f : P(Ms ) → Zn giving the
cardinality of the co-image of the composition operator defined in the previous paragraph.
The algorithm starts by setting the function f to zero. In a practical application of this
algorithm employing bit sequences for subsets of Ms and a dynamically resizing hash table for
f , this can be accomplished by simply clearing the hash table. The algorithm then proceeds
to prime both the array of stacks, E, and the heap of document-attribute pairs, T . The stack
referred to by E[m] is simply a sorted list of document numbers of documents having the
attribute m. The operation pop removes the first element from the list and returns. Document
numbers are popped off the stack and placed, together with the attribute from whose stack
they are taken, on the heap T. The algorithm then proceeds by repreatedly removing from the
stack all pairs refering to the minimum document number in a pair in the heap and replacing
the pairs with the next document number obtained from the relevant stacks. Figure 2.17 shows
an example. A heap data structure is always sorted so that the minimal element is on top. In
this algorithm the pairs are ordered by their document number. In one iteration of the while
loop the two pairs, (1, 1) and (1, 3) will be removed from T and placed in the variable top,
i.e. top = {(1, 1), (1, 3)} in line 9. The object intent B is then formed from the attributes
in the pairs in top, i.e. B = {1, 3} in line 10. For each pair in top a new pair is formed
by taking the next document number, i.e. (2, 1) and (3, 3) will be inserted into T producing
T = h(2, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4)i.
Given that Ms is small in comparison to the number of documents, the complexity of the
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procedure generate_derived_context(I : in relation, M_s : set of
Number, I_s : out relation, f : in out function)
is
E : array of stack of Number
T : heap of Number times Number
B : set of Number
begin
1.
for B subseteq M_s loop
2.
f(B) := 0
3.
end loop
4.
5.
6.
7.

for m in M_s loop
E[m]
:= I.extent_as_stack(m)
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
end loop

8.
while not T.empty() loop
9.
top := T.remove_minimal_set()
10.
B
:= { m | (g,m) in top }
11.
for (g,m) in top loop
12.
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
13.
I_s.insert( B, m )
14.
end loop
15.
f(B) := f(B) + 1
16. end loop
end procedure
Figure 2.16: Algorithm to generate a derived context inverted index.
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Symbol Value
0
1
2
3
4
5, . . .
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Symbol Frequency
268,660 (63.7%)
53,160 (12.7%)
21,456 (4.8%)
11,660 (2.7%)
8,315 (1.7%)
0-6,000

Table 2.5: Shows the frequency of symbols within the codes. Symbols 5 and above vary in
frequency between 0 and 6,000 instances.
Encoding Type
32bit Integer
Entropy Bound
Golumb Encoding b=2
Golumb Encoding b=4
Unary Encoding
Average Code Length

Bits/symbol
Bits/code
32 bits/symbol
745 bits/code
2.26552 bits/symbol 52.7 bits/code
2.83397 bits/symbol 65.9 bits/code
3.36534 bits/symbol 78.3 bits/code
3.1711 bits/symbol
73.9 bits/code
23.3038 symbols

Table 2.6: Comparison of compression results for a sparse term encoding of UMLS.
heap operations and iteration through the set stored in top can be ignored. In this case the
order of the algorithm is O(n) where n is the number of documents having at least one of the
attributes in Ms . This is of considerable advantage when the user selects attributes with small
extents. In the case of a base context, formed from UMLS and medical discharge summaries,
and made compatible with UMLS, most of the attributes have small extents. Closing the scale
attributes Ms , under join, however greatly increases the chances of having an attribute (for
example the attribute “disease”) with a large extent.
In order to handle large extents efficiently the algorithm needs to be modified to handle
intervals. As was mentioned earlier when a term is very common in a document set it is more
efficient to mark the documents that don’t have the terms rather than the documents that do.
Such an inverted index storing the complement of extension of a term is trivially converted into
a sequence of intervals containing document numbers of documents possessing the term. For
example, if the term m is not present in documents < 1, 7, 8, 13, 15, 19 > then we can generate
the sequence of intervals < [1 − 6], [9 − 12], [14 − 14], [16 − 18] >.
The algorithm split across Figures 2.18 and 2.19 follows the same principle as the algorithm
in Figure 2.16 but makes use of intervals. The heap, T , now stores interval-attribute pairs.
The ordering on the pairs is still generated from the document interval part of the pair with
([a, b], m) ≤ ([c, d], m2 ) if and only if a < c or a = c and b ≤ d. The while loop beginning on
line 5 has essentially two parts. The first part forms an object intent, stored in the variable B,
from the attributes whose pairs in T contain intervals that are supersets of the interval of the
minimal pair in T . During this operation the selected pair in T is contracted so that it doesn’t
overlap any interval in T that isn’t a superset of it. The second part of the while loop iterates
through all intervals in T that intersect with the contracted minimal interval, and if they are
not equal to the contracted minimal interval adds their difference back into T . In the case
where the intervals in T are equal to the contracted minimal interval, a new interval obtained
from the stack E[m] is added to T .
This interval based algorithm allows scales containing very general terms to be generated
in sub-linear time. Table 2.7 shows the number of iterations for the two algorithms for a scale
whose attributes are closed under join. There is very little speed-up with the basic context
because all attributes in the scale have very small extents. However, when the taxonomical
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E[1] = <2,3,4,...>
E[2] = <3,...>
E[3] = <1,3,...>
E[4] = < 4,...>

x

x
x

T = <(1,1),(1,3),(2,2),(3,4)>
B = { 1, 3 }

Figure 2.17: Example of data structures used during the execution of the algorithm for generating a derived context from an inverted file index.
ordering over the terms is imposed on the data to form a compatible context, general terms in
the scale are attached to almost every document. In this case the interval algorithm produces
a very considerable time saving.
If the scale contains either at least one attribute which is present in approximately half
the documents (pathological terms), or only terms which are present in a small number of the
documents (uncommon terms) then the interval algorithm will converge to the performance
of the basic algorithm. In the case of uncommon terms, the algorithm’s performance is good
because there are few documents. In the case of the discharge summaries and UMLS there
were few pathological terms (less than 10%). With any tree structured taxonomy, however,
it is likely that some terms will be pathological. If they become a problem in practice one
mechanism to reduce their effect would be to re-order the document numbers to increase the
average size of the intervals for the pathological terms.
Section 2.2 outlines a mechanism for storing a context as a compressed inverted file index
and the algorithms in this section have been formulated to act on inverted file indices. However,
it is also possible to use the algorithms outlined in this section with a compatible context stored
as a relational table. Again for terms that appear in a majority of documents the relational
table should contain a list of documents in which the term does not appear rather than a list of
documents in which it does. A relational table implementation would order the document-term
pairs firstly via terms and then by documents so that each term extent would be a contiguous
chunk of the relation. More formally, define a total order on the pairs as (g1 , m1 ) ≤ (g2 , m2 ) if
m1 < m2 or m1 = m2 and g1 ≤ g2 . Then the term extent m01 is given by
m01 = {(g, m) ∈ I | (g, m) ≤ (0, m1 )

and (g, m) ≥ (M AX DOC, m1 )}

Since the relational table is either stored in a balanced tree or indexed by a balanced tree, such
a set is efficiently retrieved. The advantages of a relational table implementation are that: it
doesn’t require the implementation of a specific data structure, and it can be quickly updated
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Set of Number,

I s : out Relation) is
E : array of stack of Number Interval
T : heap of Number Interval times Number
begin
1. for m in M s loop
2.
E[m] := I.extent as stack of intervals(m)
3.
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
4. end loop
5. while not T.empty() loop
6.
([a top, b top], m) := T.remove minimum interval()
8.
B := emptyset
9.
for ([a,b], m) in T loop
10.
if not a top == a then
11.
if a <= b top then
12.
T.insert( ([a, b top], m) )
13.
b top := a - 1
14.
else
15.
if not E[m].empty() then
16.
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
17.
endif
18.
end if
20.
break
21
else
22.
B.insert(m)
21.
end if
22.
end loop

Figure 2.18: Algorithm (Part 1) to generate a derived context using an inverted index storing
intervals.
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while not T.empty() loop
24.
([a,b],m) = T.remove minimum interval()
25.
if not a == a top then
26.
T.insert( ([a,b],m) )
27.
break
28.
else
29.
if b top < b then
20.
T.insert( ([b top+1,b], m) )
31.
else
32.
if not E[m].empty() then
33.
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
34.
end if
35.
end if
36.
I s.insert(B, m)
37.
f(B) := f(B) + 1 + (b top - a top)
38.
end if
39.
end loop
40. end loop
end procedure
23.

Figure 2.19: Algorithm (Part 2) to generate a derived context using an inverted index storing
intervals.
Algorithm
Basic Algorithm
With Intervals

No of
Base Context
751
751

Iterations
Compatible Context
3,900
222

Table 2.7: Comparison of the complexity of the basic algorithm with the interval algorithm.
with new document numbers. Often compressed inverted file indicies need to be completely
reconstructed when a change is made to the incidence relation but they are faster for retrieval
than relational tables and take much less space.

2.7

Usage Experiments

Figures 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22 show a sequence of screenshots captured during an example exploration of the medical discharge summaries. The user is interested in the co-occurrence of the
concept for carcinoma and lung disease in the documents. The user’s first activity is to locate
a term from the UMLS meta-thesaurus that is related to carcinoma. This is done by typing
the search word carcinoma into the search box near the top of the window and clicking the
search button. The program then sorts all terms from the UMLS containing a word in their
description that has carcinoma as a prefix. The terms are sorted based on their occurence in
the document collection according to the compatible base context. This automatically sorts
the terms topologically according to the specialisation ordering defined by the UMLS. The user
then selects an appropriate term and it is added to the empty scale to produce a scale with a
single attribute as shown in the first screenshot, i.e. Figure 2.20(a).
The user then searches for a term representing lung disease. The search expression entered
is “lung & disease”. The search expression matches terms having a description containing both
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.20: Example of the use of software to analyse and retrieve medical discharge summaries.
Part One
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(c)

(d)
Figure 2.21: Example of the use of software to analyse and retrieve medical discharge summaries.
Part Two
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(e)
Figure 2.22: Example of the use of software to analyse and retrieve medical discharge summaries.
Part Three
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lung and disease as prefixes of words in the description. Again the terms are sorted according
to the number of documents in which they occur. The user selects the term and it is added to
the scale. The scale is closed automatically under the join operation and so the term that is the
join of carcinoma and lung disease — disease (MeSH Category) — is added automatically to
the scale. This has the advantage that it shows how the two terms are related in the taxonomy.
A concept lattice is then derived from this scale and is shown in Figure 2.21(c). The numbers
attached to the lattice nodes show the size of the contingent6 of each concept. The derived
concept lattice only includes documents that contain at least one of the selected attributes. It
is evident from the diagram that about 3700 (the sum of the numbers in the lattice) of the
documents make mention of a disease. Of these 3700, 1423 (1270 + 153) documents mention
lung disease and only 153 of these documents also mention carcinoma. These documents may
be directly of interest and can be retrieved by double clicking on the concept.
The user may be further interested in finding documents that mention bronchial carcinoma and so may add that term to the scale. The term bronchial carcinoma is a subtype of
lung disease. Its join with carcinoma is the term “Neoplasm” which is a sub-type of disease.
Figure 2.21(d) shows the new scale. A concept lattice derived using this scale is shown in Figure 2.22(e). Firstly we notice that bronchial carcinoma is attached to the bottom concept which
has no documents in its extent. So bronchial carcinoma is not found in any of the documents.
Moving up in the diagram we notice the same 155 documents in the extent of “Lung Disease”
and “Carcinoma”. Moving up there are 24 documents that mention a Neoplasm and Lung
Disease but do not mention a Carcinoma. This is unexpected by the user and these documents
may be inspected to see what type of neoplasm they possess that is not a carcinoma. Moving
further up we enconter 136 documents making mention of a neoplasm but not a carcinoma nor
a lung disease. These documents may also be of interest and can likewise be retrieved.
By utilising the hierarchy, the user is able to modify the specificity with which the documents
are organised. Using general terms like lung disease provides a coarse distinction between
documents, while using very specific terms like bronchial carcinoma the user is able to make fine
distinctions between documents. The taxonomy leads to implications in the data corresponding
to background knowledge. It is important for the user to understand the structure of the
taxonomy, and this is achieved by closing the scales with respect to the join operation.
Nesting and zooming as described and implemented in Chapter 3 provide additional navigation operations to assist the user to make the desired distinctions between documents either for
retrieval purposes (i.e. finding documents that conform to some specification) or for analysis of
the document collection.

2.8

Conclusion

The main contribution of this Chapter has been the proposal and implementation of a scalable
system to support retrieval and analysis of a group of domain specific documents using formal
concept analysis and leveraging a large domain specific taxonomy. The system can be seen to
have two inter-related facets; implementational and methodological.
To achieve a scalable implementation the use of sparse terms was investigated to represent
the partial ordering over the terms in the taxonomy. The encoding algorithm of Fall was
combined with a string-based representation of the sparse terms, together with join, meet
and subsumption algorithms based on the string representation. Experiments showing the
possibility for considerable space savings using Golomb compression were reported.
Furthermore, in the direction of achieving a scalable implementation, the use of an inverted
file index for storing large contexts was introduced. The inverted file index, well known in
the text retrieval community for matching documents to keywords, was shown to have similar
performance advantages in the presence of a large taxonomy imposed on the terms attached to
6 The contingent of a concept is the set of objects in the extent of the concept that are not in any extent of
a more specific concept.
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documents. An algorithm for the fast calculation of the derived contexts using an inverted file
index was introduced and extended to handle an adapted form of the inverted file index where
runs of zeroes are encoded as well as runs of ones.
On the methodological side, a mechanism to support the user in the construction of dynamic conceptual scales was introduced. This mechanism presents the scale as a partial order
closed under the join operation of the ordering defined over terms from the taxonomy. The
constructions of scales dynamically allows a user to make distinctions between documents at
different levels of specificity. By a process of specialising and generalising terms in the scales
the user is able to arrive at a conceptual scale that makes distinctions between documents that
are important in the current investigation.
Further work is possible in several areas. The algorithm used to automatically detect medical
terms within the documents limites the specificity of the detected concepts. For example, “small
carcinoma of the left lung” matched with the medical terms “cell”, “carcinoma” and “lung”
rather than “carcinoma, small cell” and “lung, left side”. Another problem associated with the
test set of discharge summaries was the extensive use of abbreviations. Two areas of further
work are: the development of more sophisticated hand crafted rules for matching medical
terms in the document set, and the development of a procedure to be followed by authors of
the documents that would result in fewer author-specific abbreviations and terminologies.
Another area of further work is the comparison of the effectiveness of the system implemented in this Chapter with other systems based on traditional text retrieval systems for the
tasks of analysis and retrieval. Before such work could be completed an improvement in the
specificity of terms matched in the documents would need to be made.
The next chapter considers the case of personal collections of documents (emails are used for
experimentation) and the use of a personal taxonomy. A mixed initiative process is introduced
in which the automatic classification of documents (the equivalent of recognising terms within
the documents) by the computer is augmented by exact classifications entered by the user. The
user is allowed to modify the classifications as well as the structure of the taxonomy.

Chapter 3

Managing Email for Analysis and
Retrieval
The way standard email management systems store email documents is directly derived from
the tree structure of file management systems. This approach has the advantage that trees
have a simple structure that can easily be explained to novice users. The disadvantage of such
a methodology is that it encourages a minimalist approach to the organisation of the email
documents. A tree structure makes it necessary to decide a precedence ordering between email
attributes. For example, if the user is going to file an email based on both author and subject,
then the user must decide whether to first file by author or first file by subject. The decision
made is important because it limits the type of retrieval that can be performed. If email
documents are first filed based on author and secondly filed based on subject then they cannot
be retrieved using current email tools based on subject only. This limitation encourages most
users of email to either have a binary organisation of their email, i.e. keep or delete, or to have
a flat organisation of their email, i.e. just organise by author.
Formal concept analysis allows a mechanism to avoid having to order the attributes of
email documents. Furthermore the approach outlined in Chapter 2 allows the incorporation of
background information of the type: if an email is sent from Karen Noller then the email is
being sent by a staff member of the school of IT. Using formal concept analysis it is possible
to search for a group of emails matching the following description: email from the university
administration regarding the purchase of computer equipment.
The objective of this chapter is to describe the construction a scalable tool that allows users
to manage their email using formal concept analysis. This tool is dynamic in the sense that it
allows users to modify online both the attribute taxonomy, and which attributes are attached to
which emails. Furthermore the tool incorporates a mixed initiative approach to the attachment
of attributes to emails. Mixed initiative means that attributes are attached to documents either
via an automatic keyword based classifier or directly as instructed by the user.
Section 3.1 explains the basic structures used to organise email and introduces requirements
for the functionality of a tool to to support the organisation, retrieval and analysis of documents.
Section 3.2 describes the nature of email documents. Section 3.3 describes the construction of
a tool to aid in the production of a user-defined taxonomy of attributes. Section 3.4 describes
the mechanisms by which attributes are associated with email documents. Section 3.6 describes
how scales are associated with attributes and some mechanisms to support analysis and retrieval
of email. Section 3.7 explains the construction of a memory mapped database that has been
optimised for storing a large number of formal contexts.
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Introduction

Attributes are attached to email documents to construct a basic context (G, M, I) where G is
a set of email documents, M is a set of attributes and I says which attributes are attached to
which documents. The attributes are attached to email documents either automatically via a
classifier or manually by the user. As with the medical taxonomy and medical texts reported
in Chapter 2, the attributes are organised in a partial order as (M, ≤) which corresponds to
implication, so if m, n ∈ M and m ≤ n then for all g ∈ G gIn implies gIm. To impose these
implications on the email documents a new formal context (G, M, I ‡ ) is constructed that is
compatible1 with the ordering over the attributes, i.e.
(g, m) ∈ I ‡

⇔:

∃n ∈ M :

n ≤ m and (g, n) ∈ I

The user is then able to construct conceptual scales from subsets of the attributes either via
static or dynamic scaling as outlined in Chapter 2. A static scale, determined by a set Ms ⊆ M ,
with the background knowledge of (M, ≤), has the form:
K = (Ms , Ms , 6≥)
while the dynamic scale, similarly determined by Ms ⊆ M with the background knowledge of
the attribute taxonomy (M, ≤) and the compatible base context (G, M, I ‡ ), has the form
K = (Gs , Ms , Is )
where Gs = {B ⊆ Ms | B = B 00 ∩ Ms }, B 00 denotes the derivation operator with respect to
the compatible context, and (B, m) ∈ Is if and only if m ∈ B. In other words Gs is the set of
intents of (G, Ms , I ‡ ∩ (G × Ms )). To provide a mechanism for the management of conceptual
scales a conceptual scale is defined for each attribute. Since a conceptual scale is determined by
an attribute set it is sufficient to define a mapping, α : M → P(M ), from attributes to subsets
of attributes. The user is permitted to define α. In the absence of a definition from the user,
however, the default definition is used:
α(m) = {n ∈ M | n ≺ m}
Where n ≺ m denotes that n is in the lower cover of m. To support navigation by local scaling
we impose the following restriction on α:
α(m) ⊆ {n ∈ M | n ≤ m}
It is inevitable that the user may wish to create and manage scales other than those defined by
α for the existing attributes. In such a case the user is directed to create new attributes whose
function is to organise scales rather than to be attached to documents.
A software program, called Conceptual Email Manager (CEM), was constructed based on
these basic structures to aid the user in the process of organising, retrieving and analysing an
email collection. Obviously, although we concentrate in this chapter on the use of email, the
techniques described, and indeed the software program CEM, are directly applicable to collections of structured documents including: medical reports, and World Wide Web documents.
A basic requirement for CEM is that it should facilitate the user in the following activities:
• Construction and modification the attribute taxonomy (M, ≤).
• Automated association of emails with attributes via the definition of a query attached to
each attribute.
1 The meaning of the word compatible in this thesis is not to be confused with the usage of the word compatible
for a compatible sub-context by Ganter and Wille [12].
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• Manual override by the user of the automated association of emails when the automated
association is in error or is undesirable.
• Automated maintenance of a base context that is compatible with the attribute taxonomy.
• Definition and modification of the scale assignment function, α.
• Mechanisms for displaying concept lattices derived from scales that facilitate organisation,
retrieval, and analysis of email.
• All aspects of the software must be scalable to large taxonomies and large document
collections.

3.2

Email Documents

The approach outlined in this chapter can be extended to document collections in general.
Email documents present a challenge because of their particular properties:
• Dynamic nature: new emails are being constantly received. The background information such as an email correspondent’s relationship to the user or a correspondent’s email
addresses, is subject to change.
• Temporal relationships: email often exist in the context of a conversation held over a
series of emails. Some emails are only of interest within a small time window or until
some action is performed such as creating a reply.
• Containing structured text: email documents have some valuable structure constituted
by headers and the separation of the email body into multiple parts2 .
The data format used to represent email documents is detailed and not always fully implemented by email applications. The data format used for electronic mail can be traced back to a
group of “request for comment” documents published in 1972 [50, 51]. Since then the standard
has been revised many times to include new functionality. Because of the long history of the
standard and the desire to maintain compatibility with existing systems the current standard
is long and contains a variety of syntactic complexities not commonly employed by most users
of email.
Essentially an email document consists of: a from statement, a number of headers, and
a message body. The message body may be composed of several parts, as defined by the
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) standard. Some of the parts may contain text
encodings of binary files such as images, executable programs, and data files. The MIME
standard is relatively recent and many legacy email collections, including the email collection
used for experimentation in the chapter, use a variety of other popular techniques for embedding
data files within email documents including: encoding via the uuencoding standard, and just
inserting the data directly into the text (most common for postscript and latex files).
In addition to exhibiting the structure imposed by the email standard, email documents
contain a narrative structure. For example email documents often begin with a greeting and
end with a personal signature composed of the sender’s name, affiliations, and contact details.
To process the email documents used in experiments in this chapter a special purpose
parser was constructed. The parser separated the email documents into headers, and body
parts. Headers were separated into text headers and headers containing email addresses such
as the “from” and “to” headers. The body parts were recognised either according to the MIME
standard or according to hand crafted rules that detected inline latex and postscript files.
The email file format expected by the parser is the format commonly known as MBOX
format. This format is used for the transmission of emails by the SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer
2 Multi-part

email documents are commonly known as emails with attachments.
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<!DOCTYPE email [
<!ELEMENT mail ( emailaddress, addressfield*, subject, messageid,
mime, xfield+, body )>
<!ELEMENT fromline ( emailaddress date )>
<!ELEMENT emailaddress (#CDATA)>
<!ELEMENT date ( daynumber, dayname, monthname, yearnum )>
<!ELEMENT daynumber #CDATA> <!ELEMENT dayname #CDATA>
<!ELEMENT monthname #CDATA> <!ELEMENT yearnum #CDATA>
<!ELEMENT addressfield (xaddress)
<!ATTLIST addressfield name (to|from|bcc|fcc|cc) #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT xaddress (name,emailaddress,comment*)>
<!ELEMENT name #PCDATA> <!ELEMENT comment #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT subject #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT messageid #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT xfield (fieldname,fieldvalue)>
<!ELEMENT name #PCDATA> <!ELEMENT comment #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT body (part+)>
<!ELEMENT mimepart (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST mime version #CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST mime encoding #CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST mime type #CDATA #REQUIRED>
]>
Figure 3.1: The XML structure of an email document
Protocol). Support for other proprietary formats such as that used by Microsoft Exchange and
Eudora was not provided since they are not defined in standards documents.

3.2.1

A Uniform Structured Representation of Email Documents

The email documents were converted to XML documents [52] for two purposes. Firstly, to
utilise open source libraries for the display and printing of email documents it was necessary to
convert the email documents to XML. Secondly, to make the prototype system easily extensible
to documents on the World Wide Web it was considered advantageous to have XML as the
basic document representation format.
Currently there is no international standard for the representation of email documents via
XML, so a propriety document type definition was constructed and used. A representation of
this document type definition is given using XML in Figure 3.1.
Keyword indexing was performed on the email documents by separating the email documents
into section-word pairs. The sections corresponded to the header fields from, to, subject, cc, bcc,
fcc, and body. The address fields were parsed especially to extract several terms from a single
email address, so that the email address r.cole@gu.edu.au would produce the words r.cole@,
gu.edu.au, edu.au, and au. The text index was stored as a formal context, (G, S × W, IW ×S ),
where G is a set of email documents, S is the aforementioned set of fields, and W is a set of
words found in the email documents. A document, g is related to a section-word pair by IW ×S ,
i.e. pair (g, (w, s)) is a member of IW ×S if the word w is found in section s of document, g.
This indexing allows attributes defined by the user to be automatically associated with email
documents. Each attribute is optionally attached to a set of section word pairs. So, for example,
the attribute “KVO Meetings” might be attached to the set {(from, p.eklund@gu.edu.au),
(subject, kvo), (subject, meeting)}. This set of section-word pairs is called the query of the
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Figure 3.2: Example of four different representations of a tree structure.
attribute and matches all the documents which have all the section-word pairs in the query.
In the language of formal concept analysis: Let A ⊆ S × W be a query and (G, S × W, IW ×S )
be defined as above. Then the documents matched by the query are given by A0 where the
derivation operator is taken with respect to (G, S × W, IW ×S ). The base context is then defined
as (G, M, I) where (g, m) ∈ I if and only if g ∈ query(m)0 ).

3.3
3.3.1

A Tool for Editing Taxonomies
Previous Work

Editors of taxonomies have two components: a visualisation component, and a transformation
component. A common approach to the visualisation of taxonomical and hierarchical information is to use a tree. There are basically four different ways to draw a tree: as a layered
diagram, as an indented list, as a tree map, and as a hyperbolic tree. Of these techniques only
the layered diagram does not exploit the property that elements in a tree structure have a single
parent.
The tree map [53] representation usually employs colour to make the divisions larger and
can represent a numerical quality associated with tree nodes, by adjusting the sizes of the
partitions. The tree map emphasises this numerical quality associated with the nodes rather
than displaying symbolic labels attached to the nodes and is particularly suited to cases such
as visualising disk usage in the directory structure on a hard drive. The hyperbolic tree is
designed to place emphasis on the neighborhood of a term from the tree while still giving an
impression of the position of the node within in the tree. The labels of nodes get smaller as
the distance to the central node becomes larger, as a result some of the labels in the example
of hyperbolic tree in Figure 3.2 cannot be easily read. If the user becomes interested in a node
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About KVO Projects

About HiBKB

About WebKB
About Email Concept Analysis

From KVO Members
From Peter Eklund
From Richard Cole
From Bernd Groh

Figure 3.3: Example of a taxonomy of attributes for describing email documents.
with an unreadable label then the diagram may be refocused on that node and the label will
become readable. The hyperbolic tree can be extended to view partial orders and graph data
structures. The indented list representation is in very common use in graphical user interfaces
in computers, appearing most commonly to present the directory structure of disks. It has the
capability to fold directories, an action which removes the directory contents from the tree.
The layered diagram is a technique from the graph drawing community. Often labels are left
off the diagram making the representation much more compact, but less informative.

3.3.2

Using an Indented List

The attributes attached to emails are ordered in a partially ordered set. The attributes and
their ordering will be referred to as an attribute taxonomy. The user needs to be supported
in the construction and maintenance of the taxonomy. Figure 3.3 is a small example of a
taxonomy for classifying emails. The figure employs a Hasse diagram, also known as a layer
diagram to represent the ordering relation. The ordering corresponds to attribute implication.
So for example the fact that there is an upwards path from the attribute About HibKB to the
attribute About DTSC Project indicates an implication, namely, that any email that is about
HiBKB is about a DSTC project.
A popular technique for rendering trees is to use an indented list. An example of an indented
list is shown in Figure 3.4. An indented list can be seen as a type of Hasse diagram because
there is a line running from each element to its single parent3 . Indented lists are very compact
diagrams allowing large taxonomies to be rendered using a small amount of space. In the case
that the taxonomy created by the user is tree-like, meaning that most elements have only one
parent, it is desirable to use an indented list because (i) users are familiar with the operation
3 In

a tree, all elements have a single parent except for the root node which has no parents.
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Figure 3.4: A tree representation of the partial order from Figure 3.3.
and meaning of indented lists, and (ii) indented lists make very good use of the limited amount
of space on the display device.
Any partial order can be converted into a tree by adding extra elements to the tree for
elements that have multiple parents. More formally let (P, ≤) be a partial order, then a tree
(T, ≤) can be constructed by taking all paths in P terminating at the top plus the empty path:
T = {} ∪ {(p1 , ..., pn ) ∈ P ∗ | p1 ∈ top(P ) and ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , n − 1 : pi + 1 ≺ pi }
where P ∗ denotes the set of all sequences formed from elements of P , and  denotes the empty
sequence. A tree has a single root element, while a partial order can have multiple elements
in its top. The empty sequence is used to provide a single root element to the tree. With the
exception of the root element, each tree element is labelled with the last element of the sequence
constituting the tree element. This labelling is represented by a function Label: T → P given
by:
Label(p1 , . . . , pn ) = pn
The basic definition of a tree also requires that each element of the tree, except for the root,
have a unique parent element. Let parent : T \ {} → T be a function denoting the parent of
each element except the root element then:
parent(p1 )
= 
parent(p1 , . . . , pn ) = (p1 , . . . , pn − 1)
Implementations of data structures storing such a tree within a computer rarely store the
sequences but instead, for each node, store the label and the parent element. The sequence
representing the tree element can then be recovered by traversing to the root of the tree and
collecting the labels.
Figure 3.4 shows the partial order from Figure 3.3 displayed using a tree. The attribute
About HiBKB occurs twice in the tree because it has two parents. Any element having more
than one parent will cause itself and its downset to be repeated in the tree. Such duplication
of elements can result in a very large structure for partial orders in which many elements have
many parents. The indented list can be reduced in size by folding elements with children. When
an element is folded (indicated by a ’+’ inside the box to the left of the element) its children
are not drawn.
Four operations are provided on the taxonomy: insert attribute, insert ordering, remove
attribute, and remove ordering. The insert attribute operation inserts a new attribute into
the partial order. The new attribute is incomparable with all other attributes. The insert
ordering operation introduces an ordering between all attributes of the upset of one attribute,
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Figure 3.5: Different cases to be considered when performing the insert ordering operation.
a, and all elements in the downset of another attribute, b. The insert ordering relation always
results in the first attribute, a, becoming the parent of the other attribute, b, and may in
addition considerably alter the covering relationship between other attributes. The remove
ordering operation acts between two attributes that are in a covering relation. The operation
removes the ordering between the upset of one attribute and the downset of another, with the
exception of orderings between attribute pairs linked by a path that does not pass through the
two attributes whose ordering is being removed. The remove attribute operation removes an
attribute that is incomparable with all other attributes.
These operations will each be described in more detail shortly. The remove ordering operation is not the inverse of the insert ordering operation. It is possible, however, to produce
inverse operations by saving a small amount of information when each operation is performed.
So a sequence of these order operations can be reversed by simply executing a sequence of their
inverses. It is trivial to see that the operations allow any finite partial order to be transformed
into any other finite partial order. More elaborate operations on the partial order for use in
the user interface of a software tool for the editing of partial orders can be constructed as sequences of the four basic operations. For example an operation to “move” an attribute might
be constructed as a remove parent operation followed by a insert parent operation. Inverses of
the more complex operations will simply be sequences the basic operations.
The basic operations act on the partial order. Propagation of the changes to the tree diagram
can either be accomplished by generating a new tree whenever the partial order is modified or
by incrementally updating the tree in response to changes in the covering relation. The software
design chosen implemented incremental update and is described more fully in Chapter 5.
Figure 3.5 shows the possible overlaps between the upsets and downsets of two elements,
parent and child, before and after the insert ordering operation. The upset and down sets are
shown by egg shaped regions. Selected covering relations are shown using a solid line while the
order relation is indicated by membership of an upset or downset region. A dotted line indicates
that two elements are in an ordering relationship but not a covering relationship, e.g. in the
before case element C is less than the element labelled child, but not in the lower cover4 of the
element labeled child. The covering relation between D and C must be detected and removed
while the covering relation between B and A remains valid. The operation is not reversible
4 The

lower cover of an element is otherwise known as the set of children of that element.
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procedure insert order(P: in out Set of Element,
leq: in out OrderEncoding,
cov: in out Relation(Element,Element),
parent: in Element, child: in Element)
precondition:
child in P and parent in P and not leq(child, parent)
variables:
curr: Set of Element
A: Set of Element
begin
1. A := emptyset
2. curr := { child }
3. while not curr == emptyset loop
4.
for x in curr loop
5.
for y in { a in P | cov(x,a) } loop
6.
if leq(parent,y) then
7.
remove(cov, (x,y))
8.
end if
9.
end loop
10.
leq.update code(x, { a in P | cov(x,a) } )
11.
end loop
12.
A := union(A,curr)
13.
curr = next cochain down(curr, A, child, leq, cov)
14. end loop
15. insert(cov, (child,parent))
end procedure
Figure 3.6: Algorithm for the insert ordering operation.
without storing the portion of the lower cover of parent that is in the downset of a child.
This non reversibility is evidenced by the element E. After the operation is completed, element
E is indistinguishable from element F. To construct an inverse operation it is necessary and
sufficient to store the set of covering relationships removed during the insert ordering operation
and re-insert them after the remove ordering operation.
Figure 3.6 shows an algorithm for performing the insert ordering operation. The operation
takes as inputs a set, P, an order relation defined on that set, leq, and a covering relation
defined on that set, cov, and two elements from the set, parent and child. The function
has the precondition that parent and child are unordered with respect to the ordering relation
and are both members of the set P. The function uses two variables, curr and A, to traverse
the downset of child. The variable curr stores successive co-chains of the partial order in the
downset of child, while A maintains a list of visited nodes. The algorithm visits each element
in each co-chain of the downset of child. When visiting each element, stored in x, the algorithm
tests to see if any upper cover5 of x is in the upset of parent. If so then the covering relation
between x and the offending member of the upper cover of x is removed. It is assumed that
the order relation is being stored using sparse terms and so the encoding for each element is
updated when it is visited. More details of the adaptation of sparse term encoding for dynamic
taxonomies is given in Chapter 5.
In the case that the partial order is not being stored using sparse terms, but rather directly in
a relational database table it is more efficient, under the assumption of this chapter — that the
5 Another

term for the upper cover of an element is the set of parents of an element.
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procedure remove order(P: in out Set of Element,
leq: in out OrderEncoding,
cov: in out Relation(Element,Element),
parent: in Element, child: in Element)
precondition:
child in P and parent in P and cov(child, parent)
variables:
curr: Set of Element
A: Set of Element
begin
1. A := emptyset
2. curr := { child }
3. while not curr == emptyset loop
4.
for x in curr loop
5.
leq.update code(x, a in P | cov(x,a) )
6.
end loop
7.
A := union(A,curr)
8.
curr = next cochain down(curr, A, child, leq, cov)
9. end loop
10. remove(cov, (child,parent))
end procedure
Figure 3.7: Algorithm for the remove ordering operation.
taxonomy is tree like — to search the upset of parent for elements with offending lower covers
than to search the downset of child for elements with offending upper covers. The algorithm in
Figure 3.6 is simply adapted to achieve this. We note in passing that one cannot generate the
next co-chain upwards or downwards in linear time (linear with the size of the union of lower
covers of the members of the current co-chain) without having a taxonomical encoding. It is
still possible, however, to traverse the upset of parent using a typical graph traversal such as
breadth first search.
To make the insert ordering operation reversible it is necessary to store the pairs removed
from the covering relation on line 7. This information then needs to be stored together with
the child and parent items to be used when an undo operation is performed.
Figure 3.5 may be used to visualise the remove order operation. The update to the covering
relation is simply the removal of the covering relation between parent and child. As was the
case for the insert ordering operation, elements in the downset of child must be assigned new
codes.
The remaining two operations, insert attribute and remove attribute, simply insert and
remove elements from P respectively and do not alter the order relation. The remove attribute
operation has the precondition that the element being removed is unordered with respect to all
other members of P , and the insert attribute inserts a new attribute into P which is unordered
with respect to all other members of P .
The tree representation of the partial order displays the covering relation to the user. Whenever a change is made to the covering relation the tree needs to be modified.
Figure 3.8 shows an algorithm to update the tree representation required after the insertion
of a set of pairs, ins cov, into the covering relation cov. The algorithm takes as inputs the
order relation leq and the covering relation cov. These two relations are expected to be
conistent and to have already included the new insertions stored in the relation ins cov. The
algorithm uses the function topological ordering to order pairs from ins cov topologically
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procedure observe insert(T: in out Set of Sequence(Element),
leq: in Relation(Element,Element),
cov: in Relation(Element,Element),
ins cov: in Relation(Element,Element)
variables:
D: Set of Element
begin
1. for (x,y) in topological ordering(leq, ins cov) loop
2.
D := downset(leq, x)
3.
for t in { a ∈ T | label(a) == y } loop
4.
for z in topological ordering(D) loop
5.
for u in { a in T | label(a) ∈ parents(z) ∩ D } loop
6.
insert(T, append(u,z))
7.
end loop
8.
end loop
9.
end loop
10. end loop
end procedure
Figure 3.8: Algorithm to update the tree based on an update to the covering relation.
according to the first element of each pair, and to order the elements of the downset of x
(performed on line 4) according to the order relation leq. In practice such a topological ordering
is usually achieved by the next cochain down iteration described in remove ordering operation.
In practice elements of the tree are stored as nodes in a graph with the unique path to the root
of the tree6 determining the sequences noted in this algorithm. In such a case the operation on
line 5 will produce a new node identified by the path of its parent, stored in u, appended with
the poset element stored in the variable z.

3.3.3

Dynamic Sparse Term Encoding

Sparse terms were utilised in Chapter 2 to store the ordering relation of the taxonomy of terms.
This section reports experiments designed to measure the performance in terms of space and
time of using sparse terms.
The algorithms in Section 3.3.2 update the sparse term encoding via a call to a procedure called leq.update code. Andrew Fall’s sparse term encoding algorithm presented in
Figure 2.14 encodes the elements by considering each element in a topological order. This
approach can be extended to maintain the codes of a changing partial order by considering
elements, whose codes are invalidated by a change to the partial order, to be new elements.
Such an approach creates holes in the coding space. A hole in the coding space occurs when
an element is assigned a new code. The old code becomes a hole because no other element can
subsequently be assigned this code.
A procedure for calculating the new code is presented in Figure 3.9. The algorithm makes
the assumption that the state of the encoding process is stored in the variable leq. The state
of the encoding process includes a label and a path for each element as well as a map from
each element to a previous element of the partial order. In addition it is necessary to store a
Hasse diagram as an adjacency graph data structure to allow the determination of the upper
and lower covers of each element.
6 It

is a property of trees that each element has a unique path to the root of the tree.
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procedure update code(leq: OrderEncoding, x:
upper cover: Set of Element) is
s : SparseTerm
begin
1. s := extend(leq, x, upper cover)
2. for parent in upper cover LOOP
3.
s := meet(s, leq.code(parent)
4. end loop
end procedure
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Element,

Figure 3.9: Algorithm to update the sparse term encoding of a member of the taxonomy.

Number of
Insertions
100
500
1000
5000
7956
Re-coded

7834-7956
Re-coded

Measurements of the first run.
Cumulative
Entropy
Ave Code
Time
(bits/sym)
Length
3.8 ms
2.7
5.0
24.7 ms
3.0
6.51
70.1 ms
2.8
9.06
1,560 ms
3.1
16.2
2,607 ms
3.1
19.8
206 ms
2.7
19.0

Max Sym
Value
87
353
581
1367
1667
307

Average and range over 10 runs.
2,502-2,607 ms
2.8-3.1
19.2-19.8
450-1667
206-246 ms
2.7
19.0
302-307

Num. of
Elem.
73
287
455
1464
2000
2000

2000
2000

Table 3.1: Measurement of the performance of dynamic encoding using sparse terms.
The procedure in Figure 3.9 is called by the two operations; insert ordering and remove
ordering. The operations call this function for each element in the downset of the child argument
of the two functions.
To simulate a large number of changes to a partial order and to check the integrity of the
coding process, experiments were conducted using the partial order (N, |) where N denotes the
set of positive integers and | is the relation a|b if and only if a divides evenly into b. The order
relation was constructed by applying the insert ordering operation according to the algorithm
shown in Figure 3.10.
Using the order (N, |) has the advantage that it is easy to verify the correctness of the codes
and the covering relation. The order (N, |) has the disadvantage however that the order relation
created is monotonic in the sense that once an element is inserted into the order and compared
to all other elements in the order its ordering relationship to those other elements won’t change.
Table 3.1 shows measurements taken during the execution of the algorithm in Figure 3.10. The
table is divided into two parts. The first part shows measurements from a single run of the
algorithm, while the second part shows the range of these same measurements over 10 different
runs of the program. Since the algorithm randomises the order in which the elements are both
inserted in the hierarchy and compared with one another, a variation in the measurements is
expected. The measurements were taken on a 700MHz AMD Duron with 256M of main memory
running Redhat Linux Version 6.2.
The “number of insertions” column counts the number of times the insert ordering operation
has been performed. The rows labelled Re-coded shows measurements on the codes after the
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procedure construct-order(n: Integer)
seq: Sequence of Integer
leq: OrderEncoding
begin
1. seq := randomise sequence(1..n)
2. for a in seq loop
3. leq.insert(a)
4.
for b in seq loop
5.
if a = b then break; end if
6.
if a|b and not leq.less than(a,b) then
7.
leq.insert ordering(a,b)
8.
end if
9.
if b|a and not leq.less than(b,a) then
10.
leq.insert ordering(b,a)
11.
end if
12.
end loop
13. end loop
end procedure

Figure 3.10: Algorithm to exercise the insert ordering operation.
order has been recoded using Fall’s encoding algorithm and the Hasse diagram data structure.
The cumulative time column shows the total time to perform the number of insertions. In the
case of the Re-coded row it shows the time taken to recalculate the codes. The “symbol entropy”
column shows the entropy of all symbols that form the sparse term codes. Interestingly, the
entropy is not monotonically increasing but has a spike around 500 elements. The range of the
entropy is still small however. The entropy is calculated via the formula:
X
H(S) = −
p(s)log2 p(s)
i∈S

Where S is the symbol alphabet and p(s) is the frequency with which s appears in the sparse
terms. The average length the sparse terms is shown in the column ave. code length and
appears to increase roughly in proportion to the log of the number of elements. The column
labelled max symbol element shows the value of the largest symbol found in the sparse terms.
The symbols used to construct the sparse terms are all positive integers. This column has
the largest variation between different runs. The largest value was encountered on the first
run and is approximately 3 times the smallest value obtained in the 10 runs. This variation
is attributable to the creation of more holes by elements close to the top of the order being
constructed. The final column shows the number of elements in the partial order.
An overall conclusion of these measurements is that dynamic sparse term encoding is certainly fast enough for the uses to which it is put in this chapter, an insert ordering operation
taking on average 1 millisecond. Significant gains in storage space can be obtained by compressing the codes if storage becomes a problem; i.e. 32 bits for a standard unsigned integer
compared with the entropy compression bound of 3 bits for the symbols of the sparse terms.
Regular re-coding is recommended to remove holes and is of relatively small cost in terms of
time (0.2 seconds for the 2000 element order used in these experiments).
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Associating Documents and Attributes

Section 3.2.1 describes how documents are composed of sections, each section containing a
set of words. A context (G, S × W, IS×W ) associates documents with section-word pairs. A
function query: M → P(S × W ) maps attributes to a subset of the set of section-word pairs.
A base context is then constructed, (G, M, I) where gIm :↔ g ∈ query(m)0 and the derivation
operation is taken with respect to the context (G, S × W, IS×W ).
While keyword searching provides a good mechanism for associating documents with attributes, it is prone to error. Consider for example the situation where an attribute “From
Bernd” has the query { (“from”, “b.groh@gu.edu.au”) }, and Tom borrows Bernd’s email account to send an email. The email will match the query “From Bernd” but the email should
really have the attribute “From Tom” instead. In other situations, such as categorising an
email as being related to the purchase of a super computer, the keyword based query is bound
to be less accurate. As a result the user must be able to override the automated association of
attributes with documents, i.e. the automatic categorisation of the email documents.
To facilitate such an override, two contexts are introduced, the context of positive user
judgments (G, M, R+ ), and the context of negative user judgments (G, M, R− ). The positive
user judgments contain statements by the user that a document definitely should be associated
with a particular attribute and the negative user judgments say that a document definitely
should not be associated with a particular attribute.
Two inter-related difficulties arise in the use of these user judgments: they should be prevented from being inconsistent, and the eventual context produced by their combination with
the base context should be compatible with the taxonomical ordering. A solution to these
problems is provided by the following restrictions:
• The positive user judgments, (G, M, R+ ), should be compatible with (M, ≤).
• The negative user judgments, (G, M, R− ), should be compatible with the dual of (M, ≤),
i.e compatible with (M, ≥).
• R+ and R− must be disjoint.
Given these restrictions it is possible to construct a compatible base context from the relation
(I ‡ ∪ R+ ) \ R− . This constructed relation is the same as (I ‡ \ R− ) ∪ R+ . One problem, however,
remains — a change to partial order, with no accompanying change to the user judgments can
invalidate one or more of the conditions previously statisfied by R+ and R− . The conditions can
be imposed by a careful choice of the operations provided in the graphical user interface. The
operations chosen should be complete in that it should be possible to construct any combination
of user judgments and taxonomical order that obeys the restrictions above. The operations
should also have an intuitive effect easily predicted by the user.
Four basic operations are provided; insert positive judgment, insert negative judgment, remove positive judgment, and remove negative judgment. Each operation is accompanied by
a pre-condition which is a boolean statement that must be true before the operation can be
performed. Each operation has as an argument a document and an attribute, denoted g and
m in the following discussion.
The pre-condition for the insert positive judgment operation is
(g, m) 6∈ R−
and the operation is:
insert pos(R+ , g, m) = R+ ∪ {(g, n) ∈ G × M | n ≥ m}
Similarly the precondition for the insert negative judgment is (g, m) 6∈ R+ , and the operation
is:
insert neg(R− , g, m) = R− ∪ {(g, n) ∈ G × M | n ≤ m}
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procedure remove pos(R pos: Relation(Element,Element), m: Element,
g: Element, order: OrderEncoding) is
variables:
R: Set of Element
begin
1. for x in order.upset(m) loop
2.
for y in order.lower cover(x) loop
3.
if (not order.less than(x,y)) and (g,y) in R pos loop
4.
R.insert(x)
5.
break
6.
end if
7.
end loop
8. end loop
9. for x in set minus(order.upset(m), R) loop
10.
R pos.remove(g,m)
11. end loop
end procedure

Figure 3.11: Algorithm for the operation remove positive judgment.
The operation remove positive judgment is a little more complex. When a positive judgment
is removed all unsupported positive judgments are also removed. An unsupported positive
judgment is a pair (g, m) such that there is no positive judgment (g, n) with n ≤ m, i.e there
is no judgment that would imply the unsupported positive judgment. The precondition says
that to remove a positive judgment it must be present and unsupported. A positive judgement,
(g, m) is unsupported if and only if:
(g, m) ∈ R+

and (¬∃n ∈ M : n ≤ m and (g, n) ∈ R+

The operation which removes all unsupported members is:
remove pos(R+ , g, m) = R+ \ {(g, n) ∈ R+ | n ≥ m and
¬∃x ∈ M : x ≤ n and x 6≥ m and (g, n) ∈ R+ }
Figure 3.11 shows an algorithm to perform this operation. The algorithm’s performance can
be increased by pruning the upset of supported elements as they are detected in the upset loop
starting on line 1. Typically such a loop would be implemented by a co-chain based traversal
in which upsets of elements are inexpensively pruned (see Chapter 5 for a discussion).
The operation to remove a negative judgment proceeds in a similar manner to the remove
positive judgment operation except that it traverses in the opposite direction. The precondition
is given by:
(g, m) ∈ R− and ¬∃n ∈ M : n ≥ m and (g, n) ∈ R−
and the operation is:
remove neg(R+ , g, m) = R− \ {(g, n) ∈ R− | n ≥ m and
¬∃x ∈ M : x ≥ n and x 6≤ m and (g, n) ∈ R− }
The user judgments need to be updated in response to a modification to the taxonomy. Of
the four operations on the taxonomy — insert, remove, insert ordering, remove ordering — only
insert ordering provides a difficulty. It is possible for the user to introduce an inconsistency in
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Figure 3.12: Picture of the situation in which an inconsistency can be created by an insert
ordering operation.
the situation shown in Figure 3.12. The element marked in Figure 3.12 with a + denotes an
attribute associated via R+ to a document g. The element marked with − indicates another
attribute associated via R− to the same document g. When the insert ordering operation is
performed an inconsistency results because positive judgments propagate upwards and negative
judgments propagate downwards and thus the document is assigned both positive and negative
judgments for attributes in the interval between the two marked attributes.
Two possibilities for remedying such a situation are apparent. Firstly, one may place a precondition on the insert ordering operation that prevents it from being executed in this situation,
or secondly, one may inform the user and request that the user choose for each document with
conflicting judgments a set of judgments that don’t conflict. The set of conflicting documents
can be determined by:
conflict(parent, child) = {g | (g, parent) ∈ R− } ∩ {g | (g, child) ∈ R+ }
It is sufficient to consider only the judgments for the child and parent because negative
judgments propagate downwards and the positive judgments propagate upwards. Given that the
conflict is resolved, either by adjusting conflicting judgments, or by disallowing insert ordering
operations that cause conflicts, the insert ordering operation has the following effect on the
user judgments:
R+ → R+ ∪ {(g, m) | (g, child) ∈ R+ and m ≥ parent}
R− → R− ∪ {(g, m) | (g, parent) ∈ R− and m ≥ child}
The remove ordering operation removes positive judgments in the parent that become unsupported when the child is no longer less than the parent. Similarly negative judgments are
removed in the child that become unsupported with the removal of the parent from the upper
cover of the child.
Figure 3.13 contains an algorithm to remove all judgments made unsupported by the remove
ordering operation on the taxonomy. The calculation of the set S can be efficiently rewritten
and computed using the intersection operations between balanced trees given in Chapter 5. The
update to the negative judgments is accomplished via a similar algorithm involving searching
the child and its upper covers instead of the parent and its lower covers.
The taxonomical operation, insert attribute, requires no change to the judgments, while the
remove attribute operation requires the removal of all judgments containing that attribute. An
intuitive mechanism is required to allow the user to modify user judgments.
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procedure remove ordering pos(parent: Element, child: Element,
R pos: Relation(Element, Element), leq:
OrderEncoding(Element,Element)) is
variables
S : Set of Element := { g | (g,child) in R pos and
not ∃ (g,m) in R pos :
m in set minus(leq.lower cover(parent),{child})
}
begin
1. for g in S loop
2. remove pos(g,parent)
3. end loop
end procedure
Figure 3.13: Algorithm to update the positive judgments during a remove ordering operation.

Figure 3.14: The interface allowing the user to modify the user judgments.
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Figure 3.14 is an example of the interface for entering user judgments. The attribute hierarchy is shown on the left using an indented list. A list of emails, selected from a concept lattice,
is shown at the top on the right. One of the emails is shown on the right at the bottom. Accompanying the taxonomy are three columns containing for each attribute (from left to right): the
number of emails matching the attribute, whether or not the displayed email is associated with
the attribute (tick for yes, dot for no), and whether there is a judgment of the email with the
attribute (tick for positive, cross for negative and dot for neither). The user is able to modify
a judgment by clicking in the right hand column to toggle the judgment of the email in the
sequence: neither → positive → negative → neither. If a precondition for changing a judgment
is not met then a dialog box is produced explaining to the user why the precondition failed.

3.5

Attaching Scales to Attributes

A scale, S1 = (Gs , Ms , Is ), is essentially determined by a set of attributes M2 . In the case
of static scaling the scale context is entirely determined by M2 and the order relation defined
over the attributes. For dynamic scaling the object set, Gs is determined as the set of intents
of lattice (G, Ms , I ∩ (G × Ms )), where (G, M, I) is the basic context linking documents to
attributes.
It is useful to organise scales by associating them with attributes. A function called the
scale assignment function, α : M → P(M ) maps from attributes to sets of attributes and is
used to define the scale for each attribute. The static scale for the attribute m is given by:
Sm = (α(m), α(m), 6≥)
while the dynamic scale for the attribute m is given by
Sm = (Gm , α(m), ISm )
where Gm = {B ⊆ α(m) | B = B 00 ∩ α(m)} and (B, m) ∈ ISm :⇔ m ∈ B. The definition for α
is supplied either by the user, or by a default value in the absence of a definition by the user.
By default α is defined as
α(m) := {n ∈ M | n ≺ m}
It is useful to impose the restriction on the scale assignment function, α, that the image of
an attribute, m, under the map α, be a subset of the downset of m. More formally:
α(m) ⊆ {n ∈ M | n ≤ m}
This restriction makes a useful connection between the taxonomical ordering and the definition
of scales. Firstly, for any scale defined by an attribute m1 — if that scale contains the attribute
m1 then m1 will be the maximum attribute in the scale. Secondly, the connection is useful
in the composition of scales to form indented line diagrams. Whenever an attribute scale is
displayed to the user, it is possible to augment the displayed scale with the scale of one of the
attributes, m1 , in the diagram. When this occurs, new concepts and new attributes (contained
in the new scale) will be introduced to the diagram under the attribute concept for m1 .
A mechanism is needed in the graphical user interface to allow the user to make changes
to the definition of α. Figure 3.15 shows the mechanism implemented in CEM. When the user
chooses to edit an attribute, a dialog box is displayed containing the attribute’s name, the
attribute’s query, and an indented list showing the portion of the hierarchy below the attribute.
The user can then add attributes to the scale by clicking on the cross icons next to attributes
in the list or remove them by clicking on the tick icons.
More formally consider and attribute m1 . Then if m1 ∈ α(m1 ) then m1 is the maximum
element of α(m1 ). Further if m2 ∈ α(m1 ) and the scales for m1 and m2 are combined then all
new concepts of the derived concept lattice produced by from the two scales will be less than
the attribute concept for m2 .
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Figure 3.15: The user interface mechanism allowing the user to modify the definition of α.

Figure 3.16: Example of a scale attached to the attribute “From Mailing List”. The scale
assignment function maps the attribute “From Mailing List” to the set of attributes: “From
Mailing List, “Hermes Mailing List”, and “Text Retrieval List”.
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Figure 3.17: The default scale for the attribute “Hermes Mailing List” is combined with the
scale for “CG Mailing List” from Figure 3.16.
Figure 3.16 is an example of a scale assigned to an attribute created using the program
CEM which employs dynamic scaling. The numbers attached to concepts show the number of
emails in the extent of each concept.
As a first step, a default scale is defined for each attribute. Let (M, ≤) be the taxonomy
of attributes and (G, M, I) be the basic context linking documents in G with attributes in M .
The default scale for an attribute m, is formed from the attribute in the lower cover of m, i.e.
{n ∈ M |n ≺ m} where ≺ is the covering relation of the taxonomy.

3.6

Navigation via Local Scaling and Zooming

Having constructed a taxonomy of attributes and constructed a large formal context compatible
with that taxonomy, the user now needs to be supported in the process of retrieving and
analysing her document collection. The two processes of retrieving and analysing documents
are defined as:
1. Retrieving is the process of selecting a group of emails via a determination of the attributes
they have in common. An example is: selecting recently received emails pertaining to
discussions about software security notifications concerning RedHat Linux. To retrieve
these emails using formal concept analysis requires the identification by the user of an
appropriate concept in a concept lattice.
2. Analysing is the process of finding interesting implications between attributes within a
document collection. For example when considering the scale of emails mentioning KVO
related projects and KVO members it may be apparent that Philippe is mostly mentioned
in connection with WebKB and HibKB, while Richard is mostly mentioned in connection
with CEM. Often the interesting attribute implications and combinations are those that
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From Tom Tilley
From Peter Eklund

From Richard Cole

From DSTC

From KVO

From KVO
From Tom Tilley

From DSTC

With Local Scaling

From Richard Cole

From Peter Eklund

Without Local Scaling

Figure 3.18: Example of a nested line diagram with (on right) and without (on left) local
scaling.
do not fit the current knowledge or expectations of the user, and are therefore somewhat
surprising.
In order to support the processes of retrieving and analysing the user employs two operations
to either broaden or narrow the search: nesting and zooming. A zooming operation restricts the
objects included in future concept lattices to be in the extent of a currently displayed context,
while nesting combines two scales together to form a nested line diagram. Local scaling is
a special type of nesting that produces a visually simpler diagram that still contains all the
information in the combination of two scales.

3.6.1

Nesting and Local Scaling

A nested line diagram is a special drawing of a lattice that uses fewer lines than a simple line
diagram. A nested line diagram is used to draw a product of two lattices; an inner lattice and
an outer lattice. The diagram is drawn by expanding, and inserting inside, each element of the
outer lattice, a copy of the inner lattice. An example is shown (ignoring for the time being the
difference between filled and hollow elements of the inner lattice) on the left in Figure 3.18. If
(L1 , ≤1 ) and (L2 , ≤2 ) are two lattices, then the direct product is defined as:
(L1 , ≤1 ) × (L2 , ≤2 ) := (L1 × L2 , ≤12 )
where (u, v) ≤ (x, y) if u ≤ x and v ≤ y. Considering the nested line diagram on the left
of Figure 3.18, it is evident that the thick lines between the elements of the outer lattice are
a replacement for lines between corresponding elements of the inner lattices inside the two
connected elements of the outer lattice.
In order to construct a nested line diagram for the concept lattice, B(G, M, I), it is necessary
to factor the concept lattice into two parts that are recombined to form a lattice product. In
many cases the product of the two factors is not equal to the concept lattice, B(G, M, I). In
such a case an injective order embedding is constructed from the concept lattice into the product
of the two factors and only the elements of the factor product in the image of embedding are
represented by black filled circles in the diagram. The remaining elements — not being in the
image of the order embedding — are drawn as hollow circles.
A common mechanism for generating two factors is to split the context, (G, M, I), based
on the attributes to form, F1 = B(G, M1 , I ∩ (G × M1 )) and F2 = B(G, M2 , I ∩ (G × M2 )) as
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procedure local_scale(Fo: in ConceptLattice, Fi: in ConceptLattice,
L: in ConceptLattice) return Subset of Fo is
variables:
S: subset Fo
begin
1. for x in L loop
2.
outer_concept := embed_concept(Fo, x)
3.
inner_concept := embed_concept(Fi, x)
4.
if not inner_concept = top_concept(Fi) then
7.
S.insert(outer_concept)
8.
end if
9. end loop
10. return set_minus(Fo, make_interval(Fo, S))
end function
Figure 3.19: Algorithm to determine local scaling. The embedd concept determined the embedding (A, B) 7→ ((B ∩ M )0 , (B ∩ M )) where M is the set of attributes of the sub-lattice F of
L
described in [12]. An injective order embedding into the direct product of the contexts is then
given by
(A, B) → (((B ∩ M1 )0 , B ∩ M1 ), ((B ∩ M2 )0 , B ∩ M2 ))

o
n

In the case of scaling, nested line diagrams can be used to combine two conceptual scales
together by defining the combination of two scales to be the product of the two scales. Consider a
base set of objects G and two conceptual scales defined by their contexts, S1 = (G1 , M1 , I1 ) and
S2 = (G2 , M2 , I2 ), and functions linking their object sets to the base set of objects, α1 : G → G1
and α2 : G → G2 . Rather than trying to define the direct product of two scales in terms of
the scale contexts, the semi-product is employed. The semi-product, S1 S2 := (G1 × G2 , Ṁ1 ∪
Ṁ2 , ∇) where Ṁi := Mi × {i} for i ∈ 1, 2, and (g1 , g2 )∇(i, m) :⇔ (gi , m) ∈ Ii . The concept
lattice of the semi-product of the two scale contexts is not always equal to the direct product
of the scale lattices. A natural mapping from the base objects to the new objects of the scale
context is given by the function α12 G → G1 × G2 :
α12 (g) = (α1 (g), α2 (g))
This mapping leads to the derived context, (G, Ṁ1 ∪ Ṁ2 , J) where for i ∈ {1, 2}, gJ(i, m) ⇔
α12 (g)∇(i, m) ⇔ (αi (g), m) ∈ Ii . The derived context can be interpreted as object, g having
attribute m in the combined scale if attribute m comes from constituent scale i and object g
has that attribute in scale i.
The semi-product differs from the direct product in that if the bottom element of the inner
scale has zero extent then the bottom element is removed from the inner scale of the direct
product and a new bottom is added to the direct product. Stumme [54], builds on the structure
of the semi-product to produce a construction called the local semi-product. An example of a
local scale product is shown in Figure 3.18.
The local semi-product is used with the objective of collapsing elements of the outer scale for
which the only instantiated element of the inner scale is the top concept. In the example in the
right of Figure 3.18 the top and left elements of the outer scale have been collapsed. In order
to maintain an order embedding an interval is formed from the uncollapsed elements of the
outer scale and all elements in the interval are prevented from being collapsed. For a structural
description of the local semi-product the reader is directed to [54]. Rather than presenting the
structural description of local semi-product as given by Stumme in [54], an algorithm for the
determination of which elements of the outer scale should be contracted is presented.
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Figure 3.20: Example of a concept lattice showing email documents organised via the institution
they originate at.
Figure 3.19 contains an algorithm which determines a set S of the elements of the outer
scale Fo that should be collapsed from clear white ovals to small dark ovals. The algorithm
makes use of the order embedding from the derived concept lattice L into the two scale lattices,
Fo and Fi , which is given by:
(A, B) → ((B ∩ Mo )0 , (B ∩ Mo ))(A, B) → ((B ∩ Mi )0 , (B ∩ Mi ))
where Mi and Mo are the attribute sets of the outer and inner scales respectively. The algorithm
firstly collects in S all elements of the outer scale which are instantiated, together with a nontop element of the inner scale in a pair, in the derived concept lattice L. The set S is then
closed to form an interval and the complement of this interval is returned.
Figure 3.20 shows a snapshot the CEM program displaying a concept lattice of email documents and attributes indicating their sources. The attributes are organised in a hierarchy on the
left via a tree view as described in Section 3.3. The scale associated with the attribute “From
Organisation” is shown. The scale contains the four attributes “From Organisation”, “From
Darmstadt Group”, “From KVO Members” and “From Griffith Uni”. The numbers attached
to the concepts show the size of the extents of the concept. Dynamic scaling is used, so that
although a concept combining the attributes “From KVO Member” and “From Darmstadt” is
theoretically possible, no concept is shown in the diagram, since there is no data instantiating
that concept within the email collection.
The document collection used to generate the concept lattice in Figure 3.20 has been restricted to email documents using a zoom facility. The current level of zooming is shown in the
lower left corner of the Figure in a box labelled Zooming History. The user may be interested in
knowing more detail about the 306 emails from the Darmstadt group. The user can choose to
combine the scale for “From Darmstadt Group” with the current scale. In this case it is known
that the new attributes introduced by the new scale will all appear below the concept for “From
Darmstadt Group” since to be a member of the scale for “From Darmstadt Group” they must
imply “From Darmstadt Group”. Figure 3.21 shows a locally scaled nested line diagram with
the scales for “From Darmstadt Group” (inner scale) and “From Organisation” (outer scale).
Only the members of the outer scale that are below “From Darmstadt” can possibly need to
be expanded. The remaining concepts are left contracted according to the rule of local scaling;
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Figure 3.21: Example of a locally scaled nested line diagram combining the scale for “From
Organisation” and “From Darmstadt Group”.
namely that neither have they non-top concepts of the inner scale instantiated inside them, nor
are they part of an interval defined by such elements of the outer scale.
Local scaling in this case has the benefit that it visually emphasises to the user which concepts of the outer scale are further sub-divided by attributes of the inner scale. Without local
scaling a nested line diagram of the combination of these two scales is much more visually
complex and thus more difficult for the reader to comprehend. The lattice produced in Figure 3.20 was initially surprising because of the concept indicating emails that were both from
the Darmstadt Group and also from Griffith University. The KVO group is located at Griffith
Uni and so emails from the KVO group and Griffith Uni were not unexpected. The mystery
of the emails from the Darmstadt group however was solved by adding the scale associated
with the attribute “From Darmstadt Group” which shows in Figure 3.21 that 12 emails sent
by Gerd Stumme were detected as originating at Griffith Uni and a quick inspection of these
emails (double click on the concept) reveals that they occurred during Gerd’s visit to the KVO
group in 1999.
This form of navigation is not only useful when exploring the email collection but is also
of use when searching for a particular group of emails. The user can quickly increase the
specificity of attributes displayed in the lattice by choosing one of the attributes displayed, and
thus incorporating the scale associated with that attribute.

3.6.2

Zooming

Zooming is the process of restricting the objects used to form a concept lattice to be either in
the extent (called extent zooming), or the contingent (called contingent zooming) of a currently
displayed concept. For example, consider a derived formal context K := (G, M, I) and recall
that the derived formal context is the same for both static and dynamic scaling. If the user
selected a concept, (A, B), of the derived concept lattice, B(K), then the derived context, formed
from the scale determined by Ms and extent zoomed with respect to A, will be (A, Ms , Is ∩
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procedure generate_derived_context(I : in relation, M_s : set of
Number, Z: Set of Number, I_s : out relation, f : in out function)
is
E : array of stack of Number
T : heap of Number times Number
B : set of Number
begin
1.
for B subseteq M_s loop
2.
f(B) := 0
3.
end loop
4.
5.
6.
7.

for m in M_s loop
E[m]
:= I.extent_as_stack(union({m},Z))
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
end loop

8.
while not T.empty() loop
9.
top := T.remove_minimal_set()
10.
B
:= { m | (g,m) in top }
11.
for (g,m) in top loop
12.
T.insert( (E[m].pop(), m) )
13.
I_s.insert( B, m )
14.
end loop
15.
f(B) := f(B) + 1
16. end loop
end procedure
Figure 3.22: Algorithm to generate a derived context from an inverted index.
(A × M )). The relation Is is the normal incidence relation of the derived context of the scale
determined by Ms .
An algorithm for the determination of the derived context was given in Figure 2.16. This
algorithm can be adapted, and is in Figure 3.22, to handle context zooming by altering the
definitions of the input stacks. Line 5 of the algorithm assigns each stack to be an attribute
extent. If Line 5 is altered to assign the stacks to the attribute extent intersected with the
intersection of the extents of the attributes in the intent of the concept with respect to which
the zooming is being performed, then the algorithm will compute the extent-zoomed derived
context. The algorithm with this modification is shown in Figure 3.22.
Chapter 5 describes how using balanced trees the extent of a set of attributes can be efficiently computed. In order to zoom into the contingent of a concept is more difficult. The
contingent of a concept, c, according to a concept lattice L can be determined by:
[
contingent(c) = Ext(c) \
Ext(x)
x≺L c

where Ext(c) denotes the extent of c, the relation x ≺L c denotes that x ranges over the
elements in the lower cover (according the lattice L) of c. Line 5 of the algorithm would then
become:
5.

E[m] := intersection_as_stack( extent_as_stack(m),
contingent(c) )

Such a construction can be efficiently constructed using the balanced tree approach and lazy
operators described in Chapter 5.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.23: Example of zooming into the concept “From Darmstadt” and “From Griffith Uni”
using the program CEM. (a) The concept is selected for zooming and it’s intent is shown in the
lower left indented list. (b) The scale “From Darmstadt Group” zoomed with respect to the
concept selected in (a) is displayed.
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Figure 3.23 shows the process of zooming. It is initially surprising that there are 12 documents from both Griffith University and Darmstadt. This concept is selected for zooming and
the scale “From Darmstadt”, zoomed with respect to this concept, is displayed. The program
CEM, when displaying scales, rejects attributes that are not possessed by any documents. The
derived lattice has a single concept indicating that all 12 documents were from Gerd Stumme.
An inspection of these emails resolves the mystery by revealing that they were sent by Gerd
using an email account at Griffith University while visiting there.
The examples of zooming and nesting contained here employ a small taxonomy. As the size
of the taxonomy grows so too does the usefulness of these operations for locating collections of
documents according to a information need.

3.7

Storing and Manipulating Large Contexts

The approach outlined in this chapter requires the storage of a number of large contexts. The
contexts are subject to change in response to both new documents and changes to the taxonomy
of attributes. This section presents two mechanisms for storing a set of large contexts and
compares their speed and space requirements.
A formal context, (G, M, I) can be stored in a relational database by simply storing the
relation I. In such a case, I is stored as an array of pairs, (g, m) where g and m are integers
whose interpretation is given by other tables relating their numbers to symbolic names or other
information. The motivation for storing a formal context using a relational database is to make
use of the extensive work done to optimise the database performance. Commonly relational
databases are accessed using the standard query language, SQL. A basic operation used in the
application of formal concept analysis is the derivation operation. It is defined with respect to
a formal context for both A ⊆ G, and B ⊆ M :
A0
B0

= {m ∈ M | ∀g ∈ A : gIm}
= {g ∈ G | ∀m ∈ B : gIm}

The derivation operation, B 0 with respect to a formal context stored in the relation I, where
B = {m1 , . . . , mn } is expressed in SQL as:
SELECT g FROM I WHERE m = m_1 AND m IN (
SELECT g FROM I WHERE m = m_2 AND m IN (
SELECT g FROM I WHERE m = m_3 AND m IN (
...
Several of the algorithms employed in the software program called CEM, including the
calculation of the derived context in the presence of zooming, and the insert ordering operation
for a taxonomy, require calculations of this type. This SQL expression is not supported by all
RBMS implementations employing SQL, in particular PostgresSQL. An alternative construction
for PostgresSQL is to use the INTERSECT construct:
SELECT m FROM I WHERE g = g_1
INTERSECT SELECT m FROM I WHERE g = g_2
INTERSECT SELECT m FROM I WHERE g = g_3
...
A context compatible with a partial order defined over the attribute set can be calculated
as the relational join between the incidence relation, I and the partial order relation, Leq:
SELECT I.g, Leq.greater FROM I, Leq WHERE I.m = Leq.less
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Figure 3.24: Representations of a relational database data structure for storing a context (left),
and a tree based representation of a formal context (right).
Relational database management systems (RDMS) translate SQL expressions into relational
algebra expressions and then attempt to optimise, in terms of the time, the calculation of the
result. The most highly optimised RDMS’s are produced by commercial companies who don’t
reveal their optimisation strategies and therefore it is difficult to predict the order complexity of
the queries. It is likely however that both the SQL statements mentioned here will be suitably
optimised, i.e. neither query is a pathological case defeating the optimisation strategy.
An alternative to using a relational database management system is to store the formal context using a balanced tree implementation of an inverted file index and to specify the derivation
operation, and the calculation of the compatible context, as operations on this data structure.
Such a solution is similar to the relational database approach since most relational database
engines index arrays of tuples using balanced tree data structures. The RDMS would store indices to all tuples of the relation I in a single balanced tree, while the inverted index approach
would store the attributes of each object intent in separate trees. A hash table maps objects
to object intents. The time required to look up an object intent is similar for the RDMS and
the balanced tree approach since the relevant tuples in the RDMS will be located together in a
subtree located in O(logb (N )) steps while the hash table will take O(1).
If the tuples in the RDMS are sorted rather than being indexed by a balanced tree then
there is no associated penalty of having to locate the tuples in order to compare values. If the
tuples have to be loaded from disk however and are unsorted then a lack of spatial locality can
have a seriously impact on speed. An advantage to using the balanced tree approach is that
incremental algorithms may be employed to maintain the data structure in response to changes
in the data, and the index may be compressed using both Golomb compression and intervals
as described in Chapter 2.
Figure 3.24 contains a pictorial representation of two different methods for storing a collection of formal contexts. The relational database has an index stored as a semi-balanced
tree into an array of tuples, while a tree-based approach has a hash table mapping context
indices to object indices, while another hash table maps object indices to semi-balanced trees
of attributes. The data structure in Figure 3.24 shows a data structure that can only calculate
an object intent. To support the calculation of an attribute extent requires an additional tree
index for the RDMS solution, and a additional set of hash tables and trees for the inverted
index solution.
To gauge the relative performance, in terms of time and space, some common operations
were tested with an email collection. The email collection was provided by Peter Eklund and
contains 207 megabytes of email. A summary of the email collection statistics is shown in
Table 3.2.
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Value
207M
11,683
45,097
1,218,383

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the email collection used for experimentation.
SQL Section
Part One
Part Two
Part Three

Operation
Insert Documents
Construct Index
Attrib Extent

RDMS Time
3min, 2sec
8min, 12sec
37.7 sec

Inverted Index Time
30sec
0.21sec

Table 3.3: Comparison between execution time for common operations using the RDMS and
the inverted index.
A data collection was constructed using the email collection. Email documents, being structured, are composed of parts incluuding a from field, a subject heading, etc. A formal context
was created for each email part to store a relation between words and documents containing
those words in their associate email part. Formal contexts were additionally created to store:
the compatible base context, the relation R+ , and the relation R− as described earlier. The
data collection was stored as two text files. The first file contained all of the formal contexts
represented together as a sequence of (context-id,attrib-id,document-id) tuples. The second file
mapped identifers used in the first table to textual labels. The two text files were loaded into
an the RDMS via the commands shown in Part One of Figure 3.25. Part Two of the same
figure shows how indices were created over the two tables, created by Part One. Part Three
shows a query that counts the number of documents that contain the word “kvo” in the section
called “body”.
The same operations as those presented in Figure 3.25 were implemented using the inverted
file index and their running times were compared to those of the RDMS. The results are shown
in Table 3.3. Both the RDMS and the inverted file implementation were tested on a 700MHz
AMD Duron with 256M of main memory, running Redhat Linux 6.2 with an Ext2 file system
built on top of a Level 0 RAID split across two 7200 rpm IDE hard drives. The RDMS employed
was PostgreSQL version 6.5.3.
The inverted file index has no operation corresponding to Part Two of Figure 3.25 because
the inverted file data structure is always indexed. The inverted file data structure is significantly faster, about 22 times faster, for the importation of the data, compared with the RDMS
approach. For the calculation of an attribute extent the inverted index is more than 100 times
faster than the RDMS.
The relational database required 120 megabytes of storage compared with 47 megabytes used
by the uncompressed inverted file index. The relational database provides multi-user access, and
transaction support, neither of which are provided by the inverted file index implementation.
Furthermore because the inverted file index used memory mapped files during the construction
of the index it was able to take over practically all machine resources and exploit the computer’s
hardware implementation of its memory architecture.
Proponents of relational database systems argue quite rightly that in some circumstances,
such as maintaining the financial records of a company, transaction support and crash recovery
are vital. In this application though, while crash recovery is desirable, the speed of reaction of
the system to a user’s input is more important than support for transaction rollback. It is well
known in the user interface literature that if common operations performed by the user can be
brought down to below about a second then the user’s productivity is significantly improved.
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part one:
create table cxts (g int4 not null,
m int4 not null, K int4 not null);
create labels (id int4 not null, str text not null);
copy cxts from ’context table.dta’ using delimiter s ’ ’ ;
copy labels from ’label table.dta’ using delimiter s ’ ’;
part two:
create index cxt extent index on cxts (K,m,g);
create index cxt intent index on cxts (K,g,m);
create index label id index on labels (id);
create index label word index on labels (word);
part three:
select count(g) from cxts, labels as section, labels as word where
K = section.id + 11 and
m = word.id and
word.str = ’kvo’ and
section.str = ’body’;

Figure 3.25: SQL Statements to test database solution
The inverted file index implementation is able to perform the most of the operations described in this chapter7 in under a second and so the additional implementation effort of using
a specialised data structure is justified.

3.8

Conclusion

The main contribution of this chapter has been the construction of a methodology embodied in
a software program for the management of a collection of documents based on formal concept
analysis. Formal concept analysis is used to provide a mechanism to conceptually structure
documents to which user defined attributes have been attached. The methodology provides a
mixed initiative approach in which the user augments and overrides the classifications made
automatically by the computer with the user’s own classification. Background information is
added to both the automatic classifications and the user’s judgements via the use of a taxonomy
defined over the attributes. The taxonomy corresponds to single premise implications. The user
is free to modify both her own classifications, and the background knowledge captured in the
taxonomy of attributes.
A number of technical challenges involved in the translation of the methodology to software
were addressed. Sparse terms were shown to provide a suitable mechanism for encoding a changing taxonomy. The use of a nested list was introduced for the display, design and modification
of the taxonomy and a mechanism to incorporate scales into the taxonomy was introduced to
reduce the user interface complexity. Finally a special purpose data structure based on the
idea of an inverted file index was employed to store the collection of formal contexts arising in
the software implementation. This special purpose data structure was shown to be very much
faster than a relational database implementation and allowed the user interface to respond very
7 Operations

such as importing a large email collection, or loading a new taxonomy often take over a second.
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quickly to operations performed by the user.
The methodology provides three operations, scaling, nesting, and zooming to aid users in
making the distinctions between emails that are important in their current investigation. An
important area of further work would be investigate possible algorithms that automatically
construct conceptual scales to explain either a concept contingent or an extent. For example
when new email arrives and is tagged with the attribute “new email” it may be useful to allow the automatic construction of a conceptual scale containing attributes selected via some
information theoretic measure or data mining technique. Similarly it is often the case that the
contingent of a concept unexpectedly contains documents. For example a concept for “ICCS
Organisation” might have in its lower cover concepts incorporating the attributes “Program
Committee”, “Paper Submissions”, and “Local Arrangements”. Documents then in the contingent of “ICCS Organisation” do not have these other attributes, and this suggests perhaps the
addition of a new attribute that distinguishes them from the other documents in the extent of
the concept for “ICCS Organisations”. Again, some machine learning algorithm may provide
a mechanism for selection of new attributes with which to augment the current scale.
A next important step for the methodology is the construction of a usability study. Such
a study would compare the performance of users engaged in both retrieval and analysis tasks
using this methodology with that of users employing other techniques such as traditional mail
readers, information retrieval programs, or knowledge representation techniques.
A final area of further work would be to extend the structure imposed on the attributes. A
decision was made in the presented methodology to allow conjunction in the queries attached to
attributes, disjunction in the taxonomy defined over the attributes, and conjunction again in the
concept lattice. It may be of interest to extend the attributes to be descriptions in a description
logic and use the subsumption operation defined on such descriptions as the taxonomical order
relation. It may also be of interest to have the attributes being meta-data as considered by the
work-flow literature and to incorporate a conceptual organisation of documents with ideas of
work-flow.

Chapter 4

Automated Layout of Concept
Lattices
Diagrams of concept lattices are the primary mechanism for communicating structure determined in data by the process of formal concept analysis. The effectiveness of the communication
of this structure is dependent to a very large extent on the quality of the diagrams. It is for this
reason that traditionally diagrams of concept lattices are drawn, in the sense defined below, by
hand.
The layout by hand of a concept lattice is usually performed either manually via the geometric method [55], or using a computer program [23] that employs direct manipulation [56]
and the idea of an additive line diagram [12]. While both of these techniques can be time
consuming they generally produce high quality diagrams when performed by a practised hand.
The level of difficulty involved in finding a high quality diagram of a concept lattice varies
greatly with the structure of the lattice. A high quality layout of a boolean lattice, for example, is easily obtained using an n-dimensional grid [57]. Similarly distributive lattices which
commonly occur in the practical use of formal concept analysis may have a satisfactory layout
generated by a chain decomposition [58]. Non-distributive concept lattices such as the “Pocket
knives” example from [57] however are much more challenging.
This chapter proposes and examines three computer aided approaches to the layout of
concept lattices. The use of these automatic techniques is aimed at supporting the user in the
drawing of a concept lattice rather than replacing the user in this task.
Section 4.1 presents some background definitions. Section 4.2 describes the basis on which
one algorithm will be selected over another and the overall objective in constructing the algorithms. Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6 describe three layout algorithms based on chain decomposition,
the spring algorithm and the layered diagram respectively. The two graph drawing algorithms,
spring and layered, are adapted from their normal use in the graph drawing literature to produce
additve diagrams.

4.1

Background

This section introduces the notions of an additive line diagram and lattice decompositions both
of which are important to the layout approaches described in this chapter.

4.1.1

Additive Line Diagrams

Additive line diagrams are defined by Wille and Ganter in [12]. An additive diagram is a
diagram of a lattice in which the position of each lattice element in the diagram is determined
by a linear combination of a set of vectors subject to the following constraint.
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Figure 4.1: An additive diagram of the Boolean lattice of 3 components.
Let L be a lattice. A representation function for L is a function, rep : L → P(X), that
maps each element of L to a subset of a representation set, X, such that for all x, y ∈ L, x ≤ y
implies rep(y) ⊆ rep(x). Let vec : X → Z2 be a function assigning a 2 dimensional vector with
integer components to each element of the representation set X. The position of each lattice
element is then given by the function pos : L → Z2 where:
X
pos(e) =
vec(x)
(4.1)
x∈rep(e)

The range of the function, vec, is restricted to vectors with positive y-components. This
is done to preserve the Hasse diagram property (if x, y ∈ L with x ≤ y then x should appear
below y in a diagram of L).
Two common representation functions used to draw a concept lattice are: an attribute
representation, and an attribute-object representation. Let (G, M, I) be the formal context of
the lattice to be drawn then the attribute representation is:
rep(x) = Int(x)

(4.2)

where Int(x) returns the intent of the concept x. The attribute-object representation is:
˙
rep(x) = (G \ Ext(x))∪Int(x)

(4.3)

where Ext(x) returns the extent of the concept x.
These two representations are important because they aid the reader in determining the
intent and extent of concepts in the diagram. For an attribute representation, the position of a
concept in the diagram is determined by the sum of the vectors associated with the attributes
in the intent of the concept. As a result, the user can determine the intent of a concept by
decomposing the position of that concept into its constituent vectors. Consider the lattice
diagram in Figure 4.1. This diagram is generated from the three vectors shown to the right of
the lattice diagram. Consider the concept labelled “C”. It has two children, one with intent
{C, A} and the other with intent {C, B}. With the knowledge of the vectors for “A” and “B”
it is clear that the left child has intent {C, A} and the right child has intent {C, B}.
This process of identifying intents is still possible with an attribute-object representation.
The difficulty of the process is however increased as the vectors determining a concept’s position
come from both the intent and the complement of the extent. The motivation for an attributeobject representation arises from an undesirable characteristic of attribute-based diagrams of
non-distributive lattices. In an attribute-based diagram the x-components of the attribute
vectors often cancel, but since all y-components must be positive they never cancel. The result
is that if a concept’s intent differs from its parent’s intent by a large number of attributes (as
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Figure 4.2: An attribute-based additive diagram of the non-distributive lattice M 3.
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Figure 4.3: An attribute-object based additive diagram of the non-distributive lattice M 3.
is often the case with the bottom element of a concept lattice), then that concept will appear
a lot further down in the diagram than it’s parent. This effect is shown using the smallest
non-distributive lattice, M 3, in Figure 4.2.
By combining the vectors for the intent with vectors from the complement of the extent
of a concept the large relative vertical distance can be reduced by pushing down the parent
concepts in the diagram. Figure 4.3 shows an attribute-object based diagram of the smallest
non-distributive lattice, M 3. The concept ({A}, {1}) has its position determined as the sum of
the vector for the attribute A and the vectors for objects named 1 and 2. The bottom concept,
with intent {A, B, C} and extent {} has its position determined as the sum of all the vectors.

4.1.2

Lattice Decompositions

In order to construct algorithms for the layout of concept lattices it is helpful to be mindful of
some results given by Wille and Ganter [12] concerning the decomposition of concept lattices
and the determination of order embeddings. These results are repeated here.
For every finite lattice V there is a unique — up to isomorphism — reduced context K(V)
with V ∼
= B(K(V)), that is:
K(V) := (J (V), M(V), ≤)
In order to simplify the task of laying out a concept lattice, all algorithms in this chapter
are applied to reduced contexts and the diagram for the concept lattice of the original context
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is derived using the isomorphism between the concept lattice of the reduced context, and the
concept lattice of the original context.

4.2

Selection Criteria

The three approaches to lattice layout reported in this chapter are compared, the comparison
being based on the quality of the diagrams produced for six representative lattices. The lattices
are chosen from the literature as difficult candidates for automatic layout occuring in the practice of formal concept analysis. The analysis of the three approaches differs from the normal
assessment of graph drawing algorithms in that much more emphasis is placed on obtaining a
good diagram than the speed or scalability of the algorithm. As concept lattices grow beyond
a small size, the increase in the number of lines in the diagram generally forces the use of a
nested line diagram. In a nested line diagram the concept lattice is drawn using a sub-direct
product of the concept lattice. While less emphasis is placed on the speed and scalability of the
algorithms, they are constrained to produce a layout within a few seconds on a 700MHz AMD
Duron with 256M of memory.
Figure 4.4 shows 6 test lattices that are used to compare the layout algorithms. A convention
of starting object labels with a lower case letter and starting attribute labels with an upper case
latter is used to disambiguate objects and attributes in Figure 4.4(a) and 4.4(e). Figure 4.4(a)
contains a concept lattice of pocket knives and the tools they contain. The concept lattice
is an example taken from [59] and is relatively easy to lay out by hand. Figure 4.4(b) is
a concept lattice about plants and animals, and their properties mentioned in a children’s
documentary. That concept lattice is used to introduce formal concept analysis by Ganter and
Wille [12]. The concept lattice has a regular structure, yet the diagram shown is difficult to
find by hand without experience in lattice layout. The concept lattices in Figures 4.4(c) and
Figures 4.4(d) were provided by Gerd Stumme [60] and are examples of non-distributive lattices
lacking significant regular structure and being difficult candidates for layout. Figure 4.4(e) is
an example from [61] where it is shown to present difficulties to automated algorithms based
on chain decomposition. The lattice is non-distributive, yet it has a lot of regular structure
explored and described by Wille [61]. The lattice presents preference judgments concerning
cognac. A taster was asked to compare ten brands of cognac (shown as brands A-J) in pairs
and say which was preferred. The brand names appear as both objects and attributes, the
former are indicated by lower case letters and the latter are indicated by upper case letters.
If a brand A is preferred to brand B then the object called brand B will have the attribute
called brand A. Since Cognac A is at the top of the diagram we may infer that it is preferred
to all other cognac brands since it has all brands, except brand A, in its extent. Similarly, all
brands except brand G are preferred to brand G. Both D and H are preferred to C but there
is no preference between C and E. The lattice in Figure 4.4(f) is the free distributive lattice
of three components and is theoretically important in a number of fields including information
theory. The layout results of the three algorithms are produced without tuning parameters to
the lattice with which the algorithms are being tested.

4.3

Chain Decomposition

The technique of chain decompositionWattempts to derive a layout for a concept lattice by
finding either an order-embedding or a -embedding from the concept lattice into a product of
chains. Figure 4.5 shows how the product of two chains is formed. The order-dimension of a
partial order is the smallest number of chains into whose product there is an order embedding
from the partial order.
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Figure 4.4: Concept lattices choosen for assessing the three layout algorithms reported in this
chapter. (a) Knives, (b) Film, (c) Lakes, (d) Parks, (e) Cognac (f) FD3.

Figure 4.5: Example of a product of two chains with lengths two and three.
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procedure chain decomposition(P: in OrderEncoding(Element),
chains: out Set(Element), succ: out Map(Element,Element)) is
begin
1. chains := empty set
2. succ := empty map
3. for x in topological(P) loop
4.
if not set minus(P.up set(p),chains) = empty set then
5.
q := first(P.minimal in(set minus(P.upper set(p),chains)))
6.
chains.insert(q)
7.
succ(q) := p
8.
else
9.
chains.insert(p)
10.
end loop
11. end loop
end procedure
Figure 4.6: Algorithm to decompose a partial ordering into a set of chains.

4.3.1

Formulation

W
Wille, in [57], explains that “every -embedding of a finite lattice L into a direct product of
chains essentially corresponds to a chain decomposition of M(L).” and provides the following
formulation.
bj := Cj ∪ {1} (j ∈ 1 . . . k) where
Let C1 , . . . , Ck be disjoint chains covering M(L) and let C
bj greater
1 is the maximal element of L. For x ∈ L we define xj to be the smallest element of C
W
k
bj .
than or equal to x. Then φ(x) := (xj | j ∈ 1 . . . k) defines a -embedding φ, of L into ×j=1 C
Wille further mentions that a minimal chain decomposition can be obtained using a specialisation of the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm [62]. The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is an algorithm for
calculating the maximum flow in a graph in which edges have a flow capacity. The algorithm
works by recognising paths, from a source to a sink, which can support an extra flow, such
paths being called flow augmenting paths, and modifies the flow accordingly until no more such
paths can be found.
Figure 4.6 shows a simple algorithm that decomposes a partial order into a product of
chains. The algorithm is applied to the partial order of meet irreducibles of a lattice in order
to derive a chain product in which to embed the lattice. The algorithm proceeds as follows: for
each element in the partial order, visited in a topological order, link that element to a minimal
element in a set of candidates, or start a new chain if there is no element that has not already
been linked to. The algorithm returns a set called chains storing the top element in each chain
and a map, denoted map, which maps elements to successive elements in the chains. The reader
should note that the chains returned by the algorithm in Figure 4.6 correspond to the chains
C1 , . . . , Ck in the formulation above.
Figure 4.7 shows an example of the decompostion of a lattice into a product of two chains.
The steps are: firstly the partial order of meet irreducibles is constructed; this partial order is
divided into two chains; the product of the two chains is then formed and the original lattice is
shown embedded in the product.
In order to derive a diagram for a concept lattice L, the lattice is decomposed into a set
of disjoint chains, C1 , . . . , Ck covering M(L). An additive line diagram is determined for L by
defining the representation set to be M(L), and the representation function rep : L → M(L)
and the vector assignment function vec : M(L) → R2 to be
rep(x)

= {a ∈ M(L) | x ≤ a}

(4.4)
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Figure 4.7: Example of a chain decomposition.
vec(x)

= vi

if x ∈ Ci

(4.5)

A vector, vi , is a assigned to each chain Ci for i ∈ 1, . . . , k. The vector, then of a meet
irreducible element, is given by the vector corresponding to the chain that the irreducible is a
member of. The vectors, after some experimentation, were assigned the values:
(1, 1), (−1, 1), (3, 2), (−3, 2), (5, 3), (−5, 3), (7, 5), (−7, 5), . . .
The algorithm in Figure 4.6 is used to obtain a chain decomposition and Equation 4.1 is
used to determine the position of each lattice element in the diagram.
Figure 4.8 contains a concept lattice taken from a psychometric test [63]. The layout is
derived using the chain decomposition approach outlined here. A similar automatic layout,
reproduced on the right of Figure 4.8, is reported by Wille [57] and was obtained by a computer
program written by M. Skorsky [64]. The labels have been positioned by hand.
The chain decomposition algorithm is quite effective for lattices of the type shown in Figure 4.8 where the difference in the number of elements in the chain product and the concept
lattice is small. For a large class of lattices however, including most non-distributive lattices,
the algorithm results in poor diagrams.
The output of the algorithm in Figure 4.6 is dependent on the topological ordering chosen
and the choice of which chain to extend by adding the current element. Often for a lattice
several different chain decompositions are possible, and these different decompositions result in
chains of different lengths and so diagrams of varying quality.

4.3.2

Results

Figure 4.9 shows the results of deriving lattice diagrams using chain decomposition. While all
of the diagrams are readable, the layouts are significantly inferior to the hand drawn layouts
presented in Figure 4.4. Two immediate problems with the chain decomposition approach are
evident: (i) the use of a single set of vectors for all diagrams, and (ii) the chain decomposition
algorithm allows room in the diagram for many more concepts than are present in the lattice. As
was shown in Skorsky’s layout of the psychometric test lattice (shown on the right in Figure 4.7)
a good choice of vectors can improve the diagram. Langsdorf et al.[59] recommend the storage
of vectors determining diagrams for all chain products of up to 50 elements. In many of the
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Dutiful
Attentive

Sensitive
Superficial

Self confident

Brother in Law

Difficult

Ideal

Myself

Mother

Father

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Layout via chain decomposition of a lattice derived from a psychometric test.
(b) Layout by Skorsky using a similar chain decomposition.
layouts in Figure 4.4, the assignment of vectors is made to prevent points overlapping in the
chain product even those these points aren’t present in the resulting diagram.
Section 4.4 tackles the first problem by using springs to determine appropriate vectors and
tackles the second problem by not forcing the use of chains. Section 4.5 performs layout using a
grid, but restricts only the horizontal positioning of elements, to be determined by the additive
approach, as opposed to having both the horizontal and vertical position being determined by
the additive approach. Section 4.5 addresses the second problem by only considering overlaps
between lines and points in the actual diagram, rather than points and lines in a much larger
chain product.

4.4

Layout by Force Directed Placement

Force directed placement (FDP) is a well known technique for the layout of graphs [65]. It
proceeds by attaching springs and electric forces to nodes of a graph and then searching for a
minimum energy configuration. Layouts when successfully produced by force directed placement
often have two desirable properties: symmetry and clustering.
This section attempts to transform the force directed method from searching over general
graphs to searching over additive diagrams. The hope is that the resulting additive diagrams
will exhibit some symmetry.

4.4.1

Formulation

Let K = (G, M, I) be a formal context with M = {m1 , . . . , mn }. Let B(K) = {c1 , . . . , cm }.
Let rep : B(K) → M be an attribute representation for B(K) and vec : M → R2n be a vector
assignment function. These functions can be defined in terms of matrices. Define the matrix
m × n matrix A to be:


a1,1 . . . a1,n

1
if mj ∈ rep(Int(ci ))
 ..

.
.
A :=  .
ai,j :=
(4.6)
. ,
0
otherwise
am,1 . . . am,n
Define the n × 2 matrix, V, and the m × 2, D matrix to be:
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Figure 4.9: Layouts using chain decompositions of concept lattices. The lattice shown are: (a)
Knives, (b) Film, (c) Lakes, (d) Parks, (e) Cognac (f) FD3.
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v1,1
 ..
V :=  .
vn,1


v1,2
..  ,
. 
vn,2



d1,1
 ..
D :=  .
dm,1
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d1,2
.. 
. 
dm,2

(4.7)

where the values of the matricies are related to an additive representation of the diagram
(see Equation 4.1) via: rep(mi ) = (vi,1 , vi,2 ) and pos(ci ) = (di,1 , di,2 ). A re-expression of
Equation 4.1 as a matrix equation is:
AV = D

(4.8)

Force directed placement proceeds by attaching forces encoded as a rate of change of an
optimisation function on the position matrix D. Let φ : Mn,2 (R) → R be a differentiable
objective function that maps a diagram represented by a 2 × m matrix to a real number
indicating the quality of the diagram (larger numbers indicating a better diagram). The function
φ is never directly calculated but it is assumed to exist, to be differentiable, and is determined
by its partial derivatives. The rate of change of φ with respect to a matrix D representing a
diagram is defined as:
 ∂φ

∂φ

dφ
:= 

dD

∂d1,1

∂d1,2

..
.

..
.

∂φ
∂dm,1

∂φ
∂dm,2





(4.9)

We assume that φ is sufficiently differentiable to allow the following substitution [66],
m

X ∂φ ∂dk,j
∂φ
=
∂vi,j
∂dk,j ∂vi,j

(4.10)

∂dk,j
= ak,i
∂vi,j

(4.11)

k=1

and

which with some rearrangement yields:
m

X
∂φ
∂φ
=
ak,i
∂vi,j
∂dk,j

(4.12)

k=1

Equation 4.12 shows how the rate of change of an objective function with respect to the
vectors (i.e values in V), can be calculated from the rate of change of phi with respect to the
vertex positions (i.e. the values in D). Coleman and Stott-Parker [67] reported on the use of a
linear combination of six objective functions. Their objective functions are listed below1 :
1. Node-Node Repulsion: the magnitude of the vector is d1 .
2. Edge-Length Minimisation: the magnitude of node attraction is d2 .
3. Centripetal Repulsion: the magnitude of repulsion vector is d1 .
4. Node-Edge Repulsion: the magnitude of the normal repulsion vector is d1 .
5. Edge Intersection Minimisation: edge mid points repel each other with magnitude
1
d.
1 In the list of forces the symbol d represents the distance between nodes and is not to be confused with
elements of D defined above.
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6. Tree DAG Constraint: ordered elements have a vertical force pushing the small element
down and the larger element up with a force of strength d2 , where d is the vertical distance
that the smaller element is above the the larger element.
Battista et al.[65] survey a number of spring algorithms in which Hook’s law springs are
placed along edges and electrical repulsion forces act between all vertices. The springs and
electric forces employed are summarised below.
1. Edge Spring Force. The magnitude of the force is: k2 ∗ (dist(v1 , v2 ) − k1 ) where v1 and
v2 are vertices connected by an edge and dist is the Cartesian distance between vertices,
and k1 is a spring constant.
2. Vertical Spring Force. If there is an edge from v1 to v2 and the y component of the
position of v2 is less than the y component of v1 plus a constant, k3 , then the force is:
k4 ∗ (dist(v1 , v2 ) − k3 ) and the direction is along the y axis.
3. Electrical Repulsion Force. A repulsion force exists between all pairs of vertices with
strength equal to k5 /dist(v1 , v2 )2 .
4. Edge-Node Repulsion Force. In the case that a vertex is incident on an edge a
repulsion force exists between the incident vertex and the two vertices connected by the
edge. The magnitude of the force is k6 /dist(v1 , v2 )2 and the direction is a repulsive force
perpendicular to the edge.
In each of the two cases, i.e. force from Coleman et al., or forces from Battista et al., the
forces are translated into rates of change of an objective function by:
∂φ
= Fi,j (d1,1 , . . . , dn,2 )
∂di,j

(4.13)

where Fi,j is the j’th component of the force vector on the i’th vertex. Optimisation then
proceeds by moving either the vertices or attribute-object vectors, small distances according
to the forces. Thus if D1 , . . . , DN are N matricies, each storing the points of concepts in a
diagram, involved in the optimisation search:
Di+1 = Di +

dφ
∗ ti
dD

where t1 , . . . , tn is a decreasing sequence used to dampen the movement of nodes. If the diagram is determined using Equation 4.8 then the forces on the points of the diagrams can
be transformed into forces on the vectors determining the diagram via Equation 4.12. Then
optimisation would proceed by generating a sequence of, V matricies, i.e:
Vi+1 = Vi +

dφ
∗ ti
dV

where again t1 , . . . , tn is a decreasing sequence used to dampen the movement of nodes. Each
matrix Vi in the sequence determines a diagram via Equation 4.8.
After experimenting with both the approach of Coleman and Stott-Parker and Hook’s law
springs, the Hook’s law springs were chosen because they were less sensitive to tuning parameters
and produced more consistently good drawings.

4.4.2

Results

Figure 4.10 shows the result of applying the objective functions above to the layout of a concept
lattice of data concerning preference judgments of tasters of cognac. The layout shown is the
result of applying Coleman and Stott-Parker’s algorithm called GLOSS and so the result is
not additive. The diagram can be made additive by projecting it into the space of additive
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Figure 4.10: (a) Non-additive layout using GLOSS. (b) Additive layout resulting from projection
of (a) into the space of additive layouts.

(a)
Figure 4.11: (a) Layout of B3 by GLOSS. (b) layout of B4 by GLOSS.

(b)
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diagrams, i.e. find the least mean square error fit to the equation AV = D when solving for V.
The closest additive diagram found by this method, on average, moves each point by a distance
equal to one quarter the average edge length: quite a significant distance.
Figure 4.11 shows the result of performing layout using the GLOSS force directed placement
algorithm on the lattice B3 and B4. It is useful to first examine the results of the layout
algorithms on these two boolean lattices since they exhibit a very high degree of symmetry.
The resulting layout of B3 is the best layout for B3 and exhibits a high degree of symmetry
and regular structure. The resulting layout of B4, however, fails to show the same degree of
regular structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: (a) Additive Spring Layout of B3 (b) Additive Spring Layout of B4.
Figure 4.12 shows two layouts resulting from applying the additive spring algorithm. The
spring algorithm acted on an additive symmetric diagram. The layout of B4 is very good. It
is very close to a popular hand drawing of the lattice B4. The layout of B3 is also of high
quality although it is generally considered good to have attribute vectors with the same vertical
displacements if possible and the layout of B3 has two shallow vectors and one deep vector.
Figure 4.13 shows the results of using the four spring forces of Battista et al. Some of the
diagrams are more readable than those produced by the chain decomposition approach. In
particular Knives, Parks and FD3 are quite good. The Films example looks vaguely familiar
to the hand drawn example in Figure 4.4 although several vectors have a very small vertical
displacement which makes it difficult to determine visually the relative ordering of some of the
concepts. The Lakes diagram contains a line that is very close to a concept that it doesn’t
connect to which is misleading. The Cognac example while being squashed and a bit messy is
still readable.
The diagrams in general suffer from the opposite problem to that of the chain decomposition.
They lack the regular structure created by the chains. A chain in the diagram occurs when two
lines of the same slope and length terminate and begin at a concept. The diagrams in Figure 4.4
contain no chains although several of the diagrams, Film, Knives, and FD3 in particular have
arrangements that are close to containing chains.

4.5

Layout by Additive Layer Diagrams

The diagram of a lattice may be seen as a directed graph with the elements forming vertices
and the covering relation forming the edges. Directed graphs are commonly drawn in the graph
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Figure 4.13: Non Symmetric Additive Layout of (a) Knives, (b) Film, (c) Lakes, (d) Parks, (e)
Cognac (f) FD3.
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drawing community using a layer diagram [68]. The laying out of a layer diagram may be
divided into the following steps [65]:
1. Layer Assignment: Vertices are assigned to horizontal layers.
2. Crossing Reduction: Vertices within each layer are ordered so as to reduce edge crossings.
3. Horizontal Coordinate Assignment: An x-coordinate is determined for each vertex.
In the case that an edge joins vertices that are not located in adjacent layers, the edge will
cross a layer without terminating at a vertex. To avoid producing edges that overlap vertices,
dummy nodes are added to layers crossed by edges. The edges then pass through these dummy
nodes, possibly bending as they do so, and so ensuring no overlap between dummy nodes and
vertices will ensure no overlap between edges and vertices.
Assignment to horizontal layers is commonly performed using one of two techniques; longest
path length layering, and Coffman-Grayham layering [69]. Longest path length layering assigns
to each vertex a layer number equal to the longest path from that vertex to any source vertex.
This can lead to “fat” diagrams for some graphs, since a large number of vertices may be
allocated to some layers. Coffman-Graham layering restricts the maximum number of vertices
in a layer to produce “thinner” diagrams.
Concept lattices possess some features that separate them from the typical graphs that the
layering approach is normally directed to:
• Diagrams of concept lattices should be additive.
• Vertices have uniform small size.
• Regular patterns should be visible, so bends at dummy nodes should be avoided.
In order to retain the additive quality of diagrams of concept lattices we propose making
the horizontal position of vertices additive. Since the vertices are of small size we shall employ
maximum path length layering. Dummy nodes shall not be used, but instead a hard constraint
that edges shall not pass through vertices they are not connected to, is employed.

4.5.1

Formulation

This section gives a formal definition of an additive layer diagram of a concept lattice, and then
formulates the search for an optimal diagram as a constraint satisfaction problem that is solved
by a back-tracking approach.
Each element in the concept lattice is assigned to a horizontal layer by a layer assignment
function. The layer assignment function used is the length of the longest chain to the top of
the lattice. The following definition introduces the notion of a layer assignment function.
Definition 1 Let L be a lattice. A layer assignment function for L is a function layer : L → Z
such that for x, y ∈ B(K1 ), x < y implies layer(x) > layer(y).
Each attribute is then assigned a scalar value by an attribute-vector function. The attributevector function is then used to determine the horizontal position of each concept by Equation 4.2. We now introduce the notion of a vector assignment function being unsatisfactory
with respect to a formal context and layer assignment function.
Definition 2 Let K1 = (G, M, I) be a formal context, layer : B(K1 ) → Z, a layer assignment
and let vec : M → Zn be a attribute-vector function. Then vec is unsatisfactory with
respect to K1 if there exists two concepts c1 , c2 ∈ B(K1 ) with layer(c1 ) = layer(c2 ) such that
pos(c1 ) = pos(c2 ) where:
X
pos(c) =
vec(x)
x∈Int(c)
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Figure 4.14: Counter example.
To prune the search space of attribute-vector functions it is desirable to find first a satisfactory attribute-vector function for a sub-context and then extend this attribute-vector function
to the entire context. The counter-example in Figure 4.14 shows that we cannot choose any
sub-context because some sub-contexts exist for which the attribute-vector function is invalid,
while it remains valid for the whole context.
The following proposition states that if an attribute-vector function is invalid for a subcontext of a context K with a given layer assignment then it will also be invalid for K. It
imposes the condition that the sub-context be generated from an intent.
Proposition 1 Let K1 = (G, M, I) be a formal context. Let N ⊆ M such that N is an intent of
K1 . Let layer : B(K1 ) → Zn be a layer assignment function. Define K2 = (G, N, I ∩ (G × N ))
α
and α : B(K1 ) → B(K2 ) as (A, B) → ((B ∩ N )0 , B ∩ N ) and layerα (c) := layer(α(c)).
Let vec : M → Z2n . If vec is unsatisfactory with respect to K2 and layerα then vec is also
unsatisfactory with respect to K1 and layer.
Proof. Since vec is invalid with respect to K2 there exists two concepts c1 , c2 ∈ K2 with c1 6= c2
and pos(c1 ) = pos(c2 ). Let c1 = (A, B).
V Now assume that vec is valid with respect to K1 and
pursue a contradiction. Consider the -preserving order-embedding (A, B) 7→ (A, A0 ), where
the derivation operator is performed with respect to K2 and let c1 7→ d1 , and c2 7→ d2 . Then
there must be at least one attribute, m, in the symmetric difference of the intents of d1 and d2 ,
that is not in N which gives rise to a difference in the positions of d1 and d2 . Assume that
m ∈ Int(d1 ), i.e. m ∈ A0 . Now A = B 0 , so B 00 ⊇ A0 , so m ∈ B 00 , but N 00 = N , so B 00 = B,
so m ∈ N which is a contradiction. The same line of argument may be employed to show that
for d1 and d2 to be on different layers requires an attribute m 6∈ N that is a member of the
symmetric difference of the intents of d1 and d2 .

In order to use this proposition in a back-tracking algorithm it is helpful to construct a
sequence of sub-lattices and a lexical ordering over possible vector assignment functions. Let
K = (G, M, I) be a formal context with M = {m1 , . . . , mn }. Let M = (M0 , . . . , Mk ) be a
monotonically increasing set of intents of B(K), i.e. for i ∈ 1, . . . , k: Mi is an intent of B(K),
for i ∈ 1, . . . , k − 1: Mi ⊂ Mi+1 , M0 = ∅ and Mk = M . A vector assignment function, vec :
M → Zn , may be represented by a sequence, (v1 , . . . , vn ) where vi = vec(mi ) for i ∈ 1 . . . n. A
lexical ordering is now introduced over all possible vector assignment functions via:
succ(M,
V, i) :=

V + ui
if vi+1 6= 0
succ(M \ {mi }, V + ui , next(M \ {mi }, i)) otherwise

(4.14)

where ui is sequence in which the i’th element is 1 and all other elements are zero and the
function, next, is given by:
next(M ) := min{i ∈ Zn | mi ∈ M }

(4.15)

A function is last is used to determine if a diagram is the last diagram, with respect to a
set of attributes M , in the lexical ordering defined over the diagrams.
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procedure backtrack( M : Array of Set(Element) )
return Array of Integer is
V : Array of Integer := (0,...,0)
i : Integer := 1
S : Set(Element)
begin
1. while i <= k loop
2.
S := set minus(M[i],M[i-1])
3.
while unsat(M[i], V) and not is last(S,V) loop
4.
V := succ(S,V)
5.
end loop
6.
if unsat(M[i],V) then
7.
i := i - 1
8.
else
10.
i := i + 1
11.
end if
12. end loop
13. return V
end procedure
Figure 4.15: Back-Tracking algorithm for finding layouts.

is last(M, V ) =



true
if ∀mi ∈ M : vi = n
f alse otherwise

(4.16)

The algorithm shown in Figure 4.15 applies a back-tracking algorithm to progressively find
diagrams that are satisfactory for large and larger subsets of M until a satisfactory diagram is
found. The back-tracking algorithm is then, in our implementation, continued with the next
diagram in the lexical order to produce additional diagrams.
Each satisfactory diagram produced by the back-tracking algorithm is rated using the following set of objective functions:
1. Symmetry: count the number of pairs of siblings which are in the same layer and are symmetrical about a vertical axis running through their common parent. Concepts directly
below their parent contribute to this measure.
2. Minimize lines: each edge is considered as a vector, and the total number of distinct
vectors is minimized. Minimisation of the number of lines is achieved by maximisation of
minus the number of lines.
3. Maximize chains: count the number of grandparent, parent, child combinations in which
the grandparent-parent vector is the same as the parent-child vector.
There is often a trade-off between these objective functions. Some diagrams will have a
large symmetry score but a small score for the number of chains, or vice-versa. In order to
rank diagrams, a partial order is defined over the diagrams as: Let (s1 , s2 , s3 ) ⊆ Zn3 be a triple
giving the three scores for diagram one, and (r1 , r2 , r3 ) ⊆ Zn3 be the three scores for diagram
two then (s1 , s2 , s3 ) ≤ (r1 , r2 , r3 ) if for all i ∈ 1 . . . 3: si ≤ ri . The diagrams whose scores are in
the top of this partial order are then offered to the user.
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Results

Two boolean lattices, three non-distribute lattices, and two distributive lattices are chosen to
demonstrate the diagrams produced by the additive layer approach.
Boolean Lattices

Figure 4.16: Boolean lattice B4 with 4 components.
The additive layer layout of boolean lattices is interesting because of two properties of
boolean lattices. Firstly the additive layer layout of boolean lattices shows the limitation of
additive layer diagrams. Secondly because attribute vectors for boolean lattices can be permuted
without modifying the diagram, the search space is very much smaller for boolean lattices than
the search space associated with other lattices, in particular non-distributive and non-modular
lattices.

Figure 4.17: Boolean lattice B5 with 5 components.
Fig. 4.16 shows the layout of the boolean lattice B4, while Fig. 4.17 is the layout of the
boolean lattice B5. Boolean lattices have a very large ratio of width to height which is a
problem for maximum path length layer assignment. The diagram of the lattice B6 suffers from
being too wide and this problem becomes much worse in larger boolean lattices.
Distributive lattices, of which boolean lattices are a subclass, are generally efficiently drawn
using chain decomposition (described in Section 4.3). Additive layer diagrams therefore should
be employed in situations where the concept lattice is not distributive.
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Non-Distributive Lattices
Diagrams of non-distributive lattices drawn with additive diagrams suffer from the problem of
having a distended base. The additive layer diagram solves this problem by assigning a vertical
position to concepts using a layer diagram method.
Fig. 4.18(a) is a diagram of a concept lattice of data concerning leisure activities supported
in various national parks in California. The attribute and object labels have been left out of
the diagram to focus attention on layout of the lattice, rather than the placement of labels.
The layout is quite good, having the advantage that it separates the regular distributive part
from the non-distributive part.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: (a) Concept lattice from data about National Parks in California. (b) Concept
lattice from data about bodies of water.
The concept lattice in Fig. 4.18(b) is from data concerning different types of lakes and
rivers. The lattice does not contain much regular sub-structure, although the top three layers
are almost symmetrical about a vertical axis. This symmetry indicates attributes which play
similar roles in the conceptual structure in the lattice.
The concept lattice in Fig. 4.19 is from data concerning tasters’ preferences between different
brands of cognac. This lattice has been previously cited as a difficult candidate for layout [12].
The diagram in Fig. 4.19 makes prominent the doubled sub-lattice M3. Any lattice containing
M3 as a sub-lattice is non-distributive, and thus difficult for a purely additive diagram to lay
out because of the problem of a distended base. The layout in Fig. 4.19 doesn’t suffer from this
problem.
Distributive Lattices
Section 4.5.2 showed that the additive layer diagram is suitable for non-distributive lattices,
while Section 4.5.2 showed that additive layer diagrams are only suitable for small boolean
lattices. This section examines the layout of some common distributive lattices that aren’t as
wide as boolean lattices.
Fig. 4.20(a) is the layout of the concept lattice generated from properties of plants and
animals in a documentary film for children. The layout is similar in structure to that of the
hand drawn diagram often used in introductory texts explaining formal concept analysis.
The diagram in Fig. 4.20(b) is good because it displays a high degree of regularity. The
structure of this diagram is close to the hand-drawn diagrams of this example lattice.
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Figure 4.19: Concept lattice of preference judgments by tasters of cognac.
Efficiency Results
The back-tracking algorithm was limited to considering a fixed number of diagrams, commonly
1000. Since the back-tracking algorithm gives preference to varying vector components corresponding to attributes at the end of the sequence m1 , . . . , mn , rather than components at
the start, the ordering of the attributes was permuted. The permutations however are constrained, in accordance with Proposition 1, to produce a topological sequence of attributes.
The back-tracking algorithm was run with up to 100 such permutations of m1 , . . . , mn . The
vector components were restricted to be integers between -10 and 10, giving 21 possible values.
The number of attributes varies between 4 attributes for B4 (see Fig. 4.16, and 9 attributes for
the film example (shown in Fig. 4.20). Thus the total search space of diagrams varies between
204 and 209 diagrams.
In our experiments the algorithm produced between 1 and 5 diagrams for the non-distributive
lattices, and between 1 and 100 diagrams for the distributive and boolean lattices. The large
number of diagrams for the boolean and distributive cases arises because these lattices have a
large number of context auto-morphisms which lead to diagrams that either look the same, or
are symmetrical about a vertical axis, but are generated from different vector components.

4.6

Comparison and Conclusions

Three approaches to the layout of concept lattices were assessed based on a selection of difficult
lattices. The first approach, chain decomposition, previously existed in the formal concept
analysis literature, while the two other approaches, additive spring algorithms and the hybrid
approach drew together the additive diagram technique from formal concept analysis and the
layered diagram technique from the graph drawing community.
Clearly the best layout algorithm is the hybrid approach because while managing to retain
the structural advantage of the additive approach, it produced very æsthetic diagrams that
were in several cases very similar to the hand drawn pictures of concept lattices. The hybrid
approach is limited however to lattices of small size, not being able to produce a good diagram
for B6. The drawing of large lattices can in some instances be achieved using a nested line
diagram which reduces the problem to that of drawing two smaller lattices.
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(b)

Figure 4.20: (a) Concept lattice of animals, plants and their properties mentioned in a film for
children. (b) Concept lattice from data on pocket knives.
This chapter has not investigated the automatic placement of attribute and object labels
which is important for a good diagram of a concept lattice. It is likely that this problem can
be solved by using a spring algorithm to place labels around the perimeter of the diagram with
curved lines of the type used for the attribute label “Key Ring” in Figure 4.4(a) to link labels
to interior concepts of the lattice.
Another interesting approach is the construction of interactive process to assist the user
in determining a good diagram for a concept lattice. One approach already reported in the
literature is the geometric method of Wille. Another idea is to build the diagram incrementally
by adding attributes to the context, in a manner similar to that used by the hybrid approach.
Instead of automatically determining vectors, the user is able to update the vectors. With such
a visual approach it is helpful to animate modifications to the diagram and to try as much as
possible to retain vectors of attributes already present in the diagram.
The main objective for this chapter, from the point of view of this thesis, is to find an
algorithm to produce good diagrams for small lattices used in conceptually organising document
collections. This problem is somewhat simpler than the general problem of finding a layout for
concept lattices because the concept lattices produced are either already products of chains,
as for (M, M, 6≥), or tend to be products of chains with an order filter removed. To this end
the software program, CEM described in Chapter 3, provides both the hybrid layout and the
chain decomposition layout for use by the user as a starting point for achieving a good layout
of concept lattices.

Chapter 5

Implementation
The methodology for organising documents proposed in this thesis is supported by software
tools. The construction of efficient and useful software tools requires solving a number of technical issues related to programming and program design. This chapter provides a description
of some of the important technical issues.
Section 5.1 gives a brief introduction to the design and use of a software library, called
Kryos, designed to allow a natural translation from algebraic structures into C++ programs
[70]. Section 5.2 explains the design of a general purpose class for the storing of partial orders.
This general purpose class follows the general design principles already established in the Kryos
library. Section 5.3 explains how the design principles of the Kryos library were further employed
to produce a general purpose class implementing the idea of a multi-context.

5.1

The Kryos Library

A summary of the Kryos library [71] is reported here for completeness and as background to
the discussion that follows in later sections. The fundemental purpose of the Kryos library was
to construct a set of classes in C++ that closely model the abstractions common to algebra.
The classes are designed to employ efficient data structures, but be sufficiently close to the
basic notions of algebra that structures expressed algebraically have a natural translation into
C++ programs. The central motivation for translating algebraic structures into efficient C++
programs arose in work applying type feature structures to architectural design [72, 73].

5.1.1

Sets

A basic starting point for algebra is the idea of a set of objects. Commonly a set may be
denoted as:
A = {a, b, c, d, e}
Such a notation neccessarily makes use of symbols. The set A in its normal interpretation
does not contain symbols, but rather the things to which the symbols a, to e refer to. Neccessary
to the idea of a set is the idea of equality. If we have two symbols a and b and we know that
a is a member1 of the set A and that b refers to the same object as a, i.e. that b is equal to
a, then we know also that b is a member of A. Two objects are not equal only in the case
that they are distinguishable. It is often helpful to use different criteria at different times for
distinguishing different objects. For example at some time is may be useful to consider two
graphs being indistinguishable if they are isomorphic, while at other times it may be useful to
1 We really mean that the object refered to by a is a member of the set refered to by A but for economy of
expression use the symbol a as though it were the object it refers to.
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consider two graphs to be equal only if they have the same edge labels marking edges between
the same verticies. In computer programs, as for physical objects, objects are distinguishable
by their space-time location. In the case of computer objects the space location is within the
address space of the computer. Such a distinction, however, is often ignored in preference to
other distinctions.
When mathematicians want to use variables to denote the elements of a set they often write:
A = {ai }i∈I
In such a case the set I is called an index set. The index set is often choosen as a set of
numbers to give an implicit ordering over the elements of A and to provide a convenient way to
enumerate the values of A. The index set also provides a fast mechanism to determine equality:
ai = aj if and only if i = j. This view of a set is implemented directly in the Kryos library.
A set of objects is implemented with the type class ValSet<T>. Each object of type
ValSet<T> stores a set of objects of type T and provides an implicit index set available via the
methods, first, and succ:
template <class T>
class ValSet<T> {
public:
Index first() const;
Index succ(Index i) const;
T const& const_ref(Index i) const;
}
The method const ref provides a way to map from indices to objects of the set. The use
of the word “const” indicates that const ref method does not allow the program to modify
the set element returned or the set. Equality between indices of a single set indicates equality
between the objects to which they refer in that set. Indices are implemented as void pointers.
A void pointer in C++ is a binary object that has the same size as a standard memory address
2
. Unlike memory addresses, however, void pointers are not interpretable, except as indices
by the set which produced them. Indices produced by sets are guaranteed not to be equal to
zero. Any index can be tested for equality to zero, and zero is often returned from methods to
indicate that no valid index could be found. Indices are guaranteed to refer to the same object
within a set as long as that object is a member of the set. If the object is removed and then
re-inserted into the set then the index may change.
The use of indices for data structures storing sets is in contrast to popular data structure
libraries such as the Standard Template Library (STL) [74], Qt [75], and Borland’s BIDS [76]
which all implement the idea of a set cursor. A cursor is a special object that makes it possible
to iterate through the elements stored in a data structure. For example the following code
fragment, using the STL, constructs a vector of integers called int array and a cursor called
it of type Vector<int>::iterator.
Vector<int> int_array;
Vector<int>::iterator it;
for(it=int_array.begin(); it != int_array.end(); ++it) {
cout << *it;
}
cout << *it;
Cursors in the STL are called iterators. The loop contains a single statement which writes
the integer referred to by the cursor, it, to an output file called cout. The essential difference
2 Far

pointers are selected as the standard address on segmented address architectures.
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between indices and cursors is that the index of an object in a set remains constant as long
as the object remains in the set, while cursors may be invalidated by an addition of other
elements to the set. Having an invariant — invariant while the object is a member of the set
— correspondence between indices and objects means that other data structures such as maps
can store indices rather than either objects or pointers to objects.

5.1.2

Maps

Another basic notion used in algebraic descriptions is the map. A map is a rule determining, for
each element of a set called the domain, a member of a set called the range. Some mappings can
be calculated explicitly from the objects in the domain. For example the mapping a → a + 1,
where a is an integer, can be calculated explicitly. In contrast however it is common that a
mapping is not calculable simply from the domain members, but instead must be looked up in
a table. In the case that an explicit expression of the map is expensive to compute it can be
faster to determine the mapping via a lookup in table.
Mappings in Kryos are implemented as mappings between indices of the two sets. So, for
example, to implement the mapping α : A → B, where A = {ai }i∈I and B = {bi }i∈J , the
mapping β : I → J is created where β(i) = j, with α(ai ) = bj .
A distinct advantage of using index sets is apparent when one considers implementing maps.
Consider a map; α : A → B. Using the Kryos library such a map, when not calculated explicitly,
is implemented using indices:

ValSet<T> A, B;
IndexMap alpha; // maps from A to B
T a;
...
if ( A.member(a) ) {
T b = B.const_ref( alpha.image( A.seek(a) ) );
}
This code fragment contains two variables, A and B of type ValSet<T>, a variable, alpha of
type IndexMap, and a variable a of type T. The code fragment uses the mapping, alpha, defined
between the index sets of the sets A and B, to map an element from A to an element from B.
It does this by determining the index for a, and finding the element in B which corresponds to
the image of the index for a under the mapping alpha.
Such a construction is not easily supported using data structure libraries based on cursors.
Mappings in such libraries are often implemented by storing A and B together in a hash table
causing the duplication of the objects in A and B. To avoid the duplication of objects, pointers
to the objects may be stored but this introduces a confusion as to which objects, the sets or
the maps, own the objects. In languages such as C++, in which there is no automated memory
management, if one object owns another object then it is responsible for returning the memory
allocated for the owned object to the dynamic memory heap when the object is no longer
required.
Another advantage of the Kryos approach is that the use of maps does not introduce more
types. Parametric types are commonly implemented by a macro-expansion. When a parametric type, e.g. ValSet<T> is instantiated with a particular type — for example, instantiated
with Integer to produce ValSet<Integer> — then the code defining the operations on the
parametric type is duplicated and the parametric type is replaced with the instantiated type.
Such an operation is expensive, both in terms of the amount of machine code finally produced,
and the time taken to perform it.
By implementing maps with a non-parametric type, IndexMap, the proliferation of types is
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restricted. For example, consider an implementation of color palettes:
ValSet<Color>
IndexMap

bright, dark, gaudy;
bright_to_dark, dark_to_gaudy;

Index compose(IndexMap const& A, IndexMap const& B, a) {
return B.image( A.image(a) );
}
Color bright = BrightBlue;
Color gaudy = gaudy.const_ref( compose(bright_to_dark,
dark_to_gaudy, bright) );
The function compose can be re-used in any situation where two maps need to be composed
and yet does not cause the proliferation of parametric types. Consider the alternative using the
cursor based approach.
Set<Color>
bright, dark, gaudy;
Map<Color,Color> bright_to_dark, dark_to_gaudy;
template <class R, class S, class T>
T compose(Map<R,S> const& A, Map<S,T> const& B, R a) {
return B.image( A.image(a) );
}
Color bright = BrightBlue;
Color gaudy = compose<Color,Color,Color>( bright_to_dark,
dark_to_gaudy, bright);
The Kryos library makes a distinction between ValSet<T> and ObjSet<T> to support the
distinction between the function call argument passing conventions; pass by value and pass by
reference. A ValSet is used to store small objects, for which copies are stored in the set, while
ObjSet is used to store and make accessible the address of objects being stored in the set. In
the case of ObjSet<T> the ObjSet<T> is deemed to own the objects to which it has pointers
and when it is destroyed it destroys all objects stored within it.
In addition to implementing sets, the Kyros library also provides heaps, single and doubly
linked lists, and totally ordered sets. In addition to index maps, Kryos also provides, index
injections, index sets, index relations, and index sequences.

5.1.3

Pre-conditions

Pre-conditions are boolean statements that must be true before an operation can be performed.
For example the const ref operation of set must be supplied with a valid index. A pre-condition
of a method, X, is specified by creating a method, pre X, that returns true if the pre-condition
is met and otherwise returns false. For example:
class IndexMap {
public:
...
Index
image(Image i) const;
inline bool pre_image(Image i) const {
return domain_member(i);
};
...
}

// method
// precondition

Often methods of an object like IndexMap make calls to other methods of the object. For
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example the precondition for the method image makes a call to the method domain member.
Since preconditions are often expensive to compute it is desirable that they only be tested at the
entry point into methods of the objects, rather than being called several times as the object’s
methods make calls to other methods of the object. To achieve this a static data member called
scope level is added to classes supporting preconditions.
#define KR_DECLARE_PRECONDITION_SUPPORT \
static int __scope_level;
#define KR_DEFINE_PRECONDITION_SUPPORT(class)
int class::__scope_level = 0;

\

In order to increment the scope level upon entering a method and decrement it upon leaving
a class called ScopeMarker is used. The ScopeMarker class takes a pointer to the scope level,
increments it upon construction, just prior to calling the precondition of the method, and
decrements it upon its destruction at the completion of the method.
class ScopeMarker
{
public:
inline ScopeMarker(size_t* ref_count) {
the_ref_count = ref_count; *ref_count = *ref_count+1;
}; // Constructor. Increments value of ref_count
inline ~ScopeMarker() {
--*the_ref_count;
}; // Destructor. Decrements value of ref_count
private:
size_t *the_ref_count;
};
Each method then begins with a call to the macro PRECONDITION which declares the scope
marker objects, tests the scope level, and if appropriate tests the precondition.
Index IndexMap::image(Index i) const {
KR_PRECONDITION_1(image, i);
... // the code to compute the image
}
A macro is defined for each function arity from 0 to 10 that calls the precondition. If the
precondition fails then an error message is produced and the program is halted since an error
in the program has occurred.
#define KR_PRECONDTION_0(method) \
ScopeMarker kr_scope_marker(&__scope_marker);
if (__scope_marker > 1 && ! pre_##method() ) {
fprintf(stderr, "%s:%u: Precondition ’%s’ failed.\n",
__FILE, __LINE__, #method);
abort();
}
The reason for implementing the mechanism for calling preconditions by a macro is twofold.
Firstly it makes the code more transparent since preconditions are always called in the same,
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Figure 5.1: Example of an insertion site.
unmistakable manner. By accompanying the method declarations with their preconditions,
the precondition code becomes part of the documentation. Secondly, after all program errors
that are detectable with preconditions have been removed, the testing of the preconditions
themselves can be removed from the code, thus improving the efficiency of the program. It is
standard for a complex program such as CEM (see Chapter 3) to run up to 10 times faster with
preconditions removed and full compiler optimizations turned on.

5.2

A Data Structure for Ordered Sets

The Kryos library implemented two classes for ordered sets; ValTaxonomy and ObjPoset. The
class ValTaxonomy was designed to store an ordered set in which the ordering over the set
members is decided at the time of insertion. The objects stored in an ObjPoset, in contrast,
have an ordering relation defined on them. Both ValTaxonomy and ObjPoset provide an insert
operation:
template <class T>
class ObjPoset {
public:
...
Index insert(T const* p, IndexSet const& over, IndexSet const&
under);
}
The insert operation requires the determination of an insertion site for the element. The
insertion site is defined by determining the upper and lower covers of the new element. The
class provides methods to identify the insertion site. Figure 5.1 shows an insertion site and
how the covering relation is altered when a object is inserted at that point. A fundamental
assumption of this approach is monotonicity. If two elements a and b are inserted into the
partial order then the ordering between a and b cannot change unless either a or b is removed
and re-inserted with a different insertion site.
In many algorithms involving partial orders it is desirable to generate a topological ordering
over the partial order. This is done in Kryos via a method called next cochain down. This
method takes the current co-chain, the upset of the current co-chain, and generates the next
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co-chain down.
IndexSet *ValPoset::next_cochain_down(IndexSet const& upset,
IndexSet const& curr_cochain)
{
IndexSet *next = new IndexSet, candidates;
Index i;
FOR_SET(i, curr_cochain)
candidates |= lower_covers(i);

// collect candidates

FOR_SET(i, candiates)
if (upper_covers(i) <= upset)
next->insert(i);

// filter candidates
// insert valid into next

return next;
}
It is then possible to generate a topological ordering over all elements in the partial order
by:
ValPoset<T> poset;
IndexSet A, *next = 0, *curr = new IndexSet(poset.top());
Index i;
while( ! curr->empty() ) {
FOR_SET(i, *cur)
visit(poset.const_ref(i);
A |= (*curr);
next = poset.next_cochain_down(A, *curr);
delete curr; curr = next;
}
delete curr;
The order complexity of the next cochain down algorithm is O(n) where n is the size of
the candidate set. Both the ValTaxonomy and ObjPoset classes maintain the covering relation
of the partial order. The covering relation is stored as: a set of nodes; a set of nodes in the
top of the diagram; and a set of nodes in the bottom of the diagram. Each node contains the
upper and lower covers of the node represented by sets of pointers to nodes.
Neither ValTaxonomy nor ObjPoset store the order relation directly. In the case of ObjPoset
the order relation can be calculated from the objects stored in the ordered set. For ValTaxonomy
however the order relation for a pair (a, b) needs to be calculated from a depth-first search
through the covering relation starting from a and looking for b.
In the production of the tools supporting formal concept analysis many partial orders arise.
Some partial orders, such as the ordering over medical terms in the Unified Medical Language
System, would employ ValTaxonomy because the order relation cannot be intrinsicly calculated
from the terms themselves, while other partial orders such as the ordering over concepts, would
employ an ObjPoset. The two classes ValTaxonomy and ObjPoset are quite similar, both
implementing a covering relation, yet they have no join in the type system allowing one to
abstract over whether the partial order is a ValTaxonomy or an ObjPoset. Furthermore, Chapter
2 introduced the use of taxonomical encoding to speed up the calculation of the order relation
and the join operation. The addition of taxonomical encoding further complicates the situation
because the codes of a taxonomy could be stored in a ObjPoset.
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IndexSet * IndexOrder::next_cochain_down(IndexSet const& curr,
IndexSet const& searched, Index tmp_top)
{
IndexSet ferals, *next = new IndexSet;
Index
i, j;
FOR_SET(i, curr) *next |= lower_cover(curr);
FOR_SET(i, *next)
FOR_SET(j, upper_cover(i))
if (less_than(j, a) && ! searched.member(j)) {
ferals.ensure(i);
break;
}
*next -= ferals;
return next;
}

In order to simplify the situation, a class called IndexOrder was created. The IndexOrder
relation is similar to an IndexMap in that it imposes structure on the indices rather than on the
objects themselves, thus abstracting over what is being stored in the ordering. The index order
stores both a covering relation and a taxonomical encoding, and is used to store both objects
with an intrinsic ordering relation and objects with an extrinsic ordering relation.
class IndexOrder {
public:
...
void insert_ordering(Index parent, Index child);
bool pre_insert_ordering(Index parent, Index child) const {
return member(parent) && member(child) &&
! less_than(child, parent);
};
void remove_ordering(Index parent, Index child);
bool pre_remove_ordering(Index parent, Index child) const {
return member(parent) && member(child) &&
lower_cover(parent).member(child);
};
...
}
Unlike the ObjPoset and ValTaxonomy classes the insert ordering operation is not monotonic. The ordering relation between two elements is not fixed when both elements have entries
in the IndexOrder.

5.2.1

Co-chain Traversals

The IndexOrder class makes available both the covering relation and the order relation of a
partial order defined over a set of indices. Having both relations available means that it is
possible to traverse upsets pruning order filters in the process. Firstly consider the algorithm
next cochain down.
The method takes three arguments: the current co-chain as curr, a set of already visited
elements as searched, and a single element called top. The method forms the union of the
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IndexSet searched, *next, *curr = new IndexSet;
curr->insert(tmp_top);
while (! curr->empty() ) {
FOR_SET(i, *curr)
if (! should_prune(i)) searched.insert(i);
next = order.next_cochain_down(curr, searched, tmp_top);
delete curr; curr = next;
}
delete curr;

searched
tmp_top
prune downset
curr

Figure 5.2: Example showing the calculation of next cochain down. A element and its downset
are pruned from the traversal by not including the element in searched.
lower covers of indices in curr. It then tests each element in the union to see if it should be
included in the next co-chain. Invalid elements are collected in a set called ferals. An element
is invalid if it has an upper cover that is less than tmp top but not yet visited. Invalid elements
are removed from the next co-chain because the invalid element can be reached, assuming that
searched contains all elements previously visited, from the next co-chain via the upper cover
that made the invalid element invalid.
A variation on the standard traversal using co-chains can be used to prune order ideals from
the downset of an element.

5.3

A Data Structure for Multi-Contexts

In 1996 Wille introduced the notion of a multi-context [77]:
A multi-context signature σ : P → I 2 , where I and P are non empty sets, shall be
defined as a pair (SI , RP ) consisting of a family, SI := (Si )i∈I of sets and a family
Rp := (Rp )p∈P of binary relations with Rp ⊆ Si × Sj if σp = (i, j). A multi-context
K can be understood as a network of formal contexts, Kp := (Si , Sj , Rp ) with p ∈ P
and σp = (i, j).
Multi-contexts provide a mechanism to understand data that is presented in more than
one context. Wille considers operators for combining data under the situations of: an overlap
between the object sets of two contexts, an overlap between the attribute sets, and an overlap
between the object set of one context and the attribute set of another context. In this thesis such
multi-contexts are present. For example consider the base context (G, M, I), of Chapter 2 with
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class MultiContext {
public:
void insert_pair(Index p, Index g, Index m);
void remove_pair(Index p, Index g, Index m);
SetCursor *intent(Index p, Index g) const;
SetCursor *extent(Index p, Index m) const;

// derivation of g
// derivation of m

SetCursor *intent(Index p, SetCursor &A);
SetCursor *extent(Index p, SetCursor &B);

// derivation of A
// derivation of B

Index
insert_label(char const* label, int length = -1);
void
remove_label(Index i);
char const* const_label (Index i);
};
Figure 5.3: The interface for MultiConext class. The multi-context stores relations between
index sets. The indices may be optionally associated with a unique label.
documents as objects and taxonomy elements as attributes, and the taxonomy itself (M, M, ≤)
with taxonomy elements as both objects and attributes. In Chapter 3 contexts were introduced
to store a keyword index and also to store positive and negative user judgments.
In order to support the use of multi-contexts in the presence of large amounts of data, a
special data structure optimised for computing the derivation operation was implemented. The
data structure’s interface was designed to be consistent with the view of sets and maps in the
Kryos library. The data structure was also designed to be persistent via storage in a memory
mapped file. An object oriented data base was not used because the object oriented database
model is not close enough to the model presented by the Kryos Library.
Figure 5.4 contains a pictorial representation of the data structure used to store the multicontext. A chained hash table is used to map indices of elements from P to a second level of
chained hash tables3 . The second level of chained hash tables maps from indices of elements
in Si and Sj to balanced binary trees containing indices of elements in the derivations of the
elements in Si and Sj . The storage of labels is achieved with a combination of a bucket hash
table and an array. The bucket hash table maps strings to buckets via a hash function, while
the array maps indices to locations in the hash table, thus making it possible to map from
labels to indices and indices to labels in O(1). The data structure, being memory mapped, is
designed to exploit the hardware supported memory management systems of modern computer
systems and to achieve a high degree of memory locality.
Four data structures are used by the multi-context: a chained hash table, a bucket hash
table, a balanced binary tree, and a bucket for storing strings. When a file is mapped into
memory the location of the file in memory isn’t necessarily predictable. As a result it is
necessary to make the pointers independent of the location in memory of the memory mapped
file. It was also necessary to allocate and de-allocate chunks of memory from the file as new
data structures are created and old ones are destroyed. These two objectives were achieved
by using a variation of the buddy allocation scheme. Using the buddy system the memory
mapped file was divided into blocks, each block being a power of 2 times the size of a predefined smallest block. A list of unallocated blocks was maintained for each possible size of
block (min, min*2, min*4, ...), and pointers were stored as an offset from the beginning of the
file. Each data structure is completely enclosed in a block. As data structures outgrow their
current block they are moved to a new larger block using a hardware DMA (direct memory
3 Refer

to Wille’s definition of a multi-context given above.
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Intent
Hash Table

Extent
Hash Table

Intent
Balanced Tree

Extent
Balanced Tree

Index
Index Pos

String Bucket

Label Hash Table
Figure 5.4: The data structure used to store multi-contexts.
address) operation.
Wilson et. al. [78] provide an overview of the memory allocation literature from 1965 to
1995. They concentrate on the evaluation of memory allocation schemes based on an assumption
the scheme is being used in a traditional Algol like language such as Pascal, Ada or C++. The
use of the memory allocator in such languages is generally for the allocation of many objects of
varying size. The use of the memory allocator by the multi-context data structure is different.
There are only four data types used and these data types double in size when they need to grow
larger. As a result, while the buddy memory allocation scheme is not suggested for use with
general purpose memory allocators, it is appropriate for use in the multi-context data structure.
The chained hash table converts index values into locations in the table by taking the
modulus of the index value with the table length. Linear probing is combined with the use
of an empty bit and a dirty bit to handle the case of two indices mapping to the same table
location. Each entry in the table stores both an index value and a block number. Since the
minimum block size is 16 bytes, the maximum number of blocks that can fit in the address
space of a 32 bit machine is 232 /16. As a result the top four bits of any block number will
always be zero and could therefore be used to store the dirty and empty bits used by the hash
table for each entry. The balanced tree used to store intents is implemented within a single
contiguous block. This block is divided into a header, and an array of constant size tree blocks.
A t-tree data structure [79] — basically a threaded AVL tree that stores an array of elements
at each node rather than a single element — is implemented using the tree blocks. Each node
in the tree contains a left pointer and a right pointer. These pointers are implemented as tree
block numbers and so are relative to the position of the header. Implementing these pointers as
tree numbers allows the block containing the whole tree to be moved around in memory, using
a DMA transfer, without having to change any of the pointers in the tree.
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class TreeSetCursor : public SetCursor {
public:
TreeSetCursor(TreeBlock *block)
virtual bool
virtual bool

is_member(Index i) const;
is_null();

virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual

reset();
next_gte(Index i);
next();
val();

bool
bool
bool
Index

virtual SetCursor* copy() const;
private:
TreeBlock
TreeBlockCursor
};

const* tree_block;
tree_cursor;

Figure 5.5: Interface for tree set cursor.
By storing the object intents and attribute intents in a tree data structures it is possible to
calculate the derivation of object sets and attribute sets by intersection on the trees, i.e:
\
A0 =
g0
g∈A

Furthermore it is possible to lazily4 calculate the intersection by using the idea of a set
cursor. A lazy set is one in which the objects of the set are determined at the time they are
used as opposed to when the cursor is created. A cursor is a small data object that makes
reference to a particular object within a set. In the case of the t-tree data structure the cursor
contains the block number of the tree, and the number of the tree block within the tree and a
reference to a particular item within the tree.
Figure 5.5 shows the interface of the tree set cursor. A tree set cursor is constructed using a
pointer to a block containing a tree. When constructed the tree cursor refers to the minimum
element in the tree. The tree stores indices as defined in the Kryos library. Indices, being void
pointers in the Kryos library, normally do not have a total ordering defined over them. The
tree data structure introduces a lexical ordering over the indices however by taking the binary
number formed from the bits constituting the index. The method next causes the cursor to
refer to the next smallest element in the tree and provides a mechanism to retrieve the elements
in the tree in order from smallest to largest. The method is null returns true if there are
no more elements in the tree. The method reset causes the tree cursor to again refer to the
minimum element in the tree. The method val returns the current element being referred to
in the tree, while the method is member returns true if the element i is present in the tree.
The method next gte provides a mechanism for efficiently forming the intersection between
two trees using tree cursors. The method, next gte, returns the next smallest value after the
current value that is greater than or equal to the argument i.
At any node in an AVL tree, all entries in the tree that are less than the values stored at the
current node are stored in the left sub-tree, and all values in the tree that are greater than the
values at the current node are stored in the right sub-tree. Because the tree is semi-balanced,
each choice of whether to search the left or right subtree cuts in half the number of nodes that
4A

lazy calculation is one where the calculation is defered until the result of the calculation is actually used.
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class ConjSetCursor : public SetCursor {
public:
IntersectionSetCursor();
virtual bool
is_member(Index i) const;
...
virtual SetCursor* copy() const;
virtual void
insert(SetCursor *set_cursor);
private:
TreeBlock
TreeBlockCursor
};

const* tree_block;
tree_cursor;

Figure 5.6: Interface for the conjunctive set cursor. The conjective set cursor implements
intersection between sets and introduces the new method insert, used to provide a set cursor
ranging over the sets to be intersected.

Set of Cursors stored in an array
lower bound

Null Cursors
s.is_null()==true

upper bound

Max Cursors
s.val() = max_value
s.is_null()
Non Max Cursors
s.is_null() == false
s.val() < max_value

Figure 5.7: Diagram showing the array of set cursors stored by the ConjSetCursor class. The
array is divided into three sections by two indices called lower bound and upper bound.
need to be searched. As a result the operation next gte has time order complexity O(log(n)).
Set cursors are introduced to calculate intersection, union and relative complement between
the sets. These cursors export the same interface as for the TreeSetCursor and all provide an
efficient implementation of next gte that are at most O(mlog(n)) where n is the number of
objects in the largest tree set cursor involved in the calculation, and m is the number of sets
being intersected.
The interface for the set cursor implementing intersection, called ConjSetCursor, is summarized in Figure 5.6. The interface provides, in addition to the methods of TreeSetCursor,
an additional method called insert. This method provides a mechanism to supply set cursors
whose sets are intersected by the ConjSetCursor.
The ConjSetCursor stores the set cursors for which it calculates the intersection in an array
as shown in Figure 5.7. The array is divided into three sections by two indices, upper bound,
and lower bound. The section to the left of lower bound contains cursors that are null. When
this section has non-zero size, the ConjSetCursor will also be null indicating that there are no
more elements in the intersection of the sets it stores. The section from lower bound to upper
bound stores cursors which are non-null and have a value less than the maximum value. The
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section to the right of the upper bound contains cursors whose value is equal to the maximum
value. If the ConjSetCursor is not null and not currently in the middle of a method like next
then the right hand section will occupy the whole array. When the method next is called,
provided that there are non-null cursors in the array, the cursor in the first array position is
advanced by calling its next method. This cursor is then swapped to the end of the array and
the upper bound is adjusted so the right hand section includes just this cursor. Then, while
no null cursors are detected, the first cursor in the middle section is advanced by calling its
next gte method and accordingly either adding it to the right hand section or making the right
hand section include just that cursor. A variable called max value is always adjusted to reflect
the maximum value of any cursor in the array. For additional details the user is directed to
Appendix A which contains a source code listing for the multi-context and it associated cursor
classes.
A class called DisjSetCursor provides the same interface as ConjSetCursor, but is used to
calculate the union between sets rather than intersection. The union is calculated using a heap
data structure, which provides access to a set cursor with the minimum value. By inspecting
the minimal element in the heap it is possible to advance all cursors having the minimum value,
placing them back in the heap after doing so. By repeating such a process it is possible to step
though all values in the intersection of the set whose cursors are stored in the heap. Again for
more detail the reader is directed to the source code listing in Appendix A.
A cursor called SetMinusCursor is employed to produce a cursor for the relative difference
between two sets. This cursor again provides the same interface as the SetMinusCursor, and
the user is directed for more detail to the source code in Appendix A.
By producing lazy cursors of this type for intersection, union and set minus, and combining
their operation with a multi-context the operations, the relations defined in Chapter 3 are
efficiently and naturally supported. So, for example, to calculate the overall context from
Section 3.4 which is defined to be:
R := (I ‡ ∪ R+ ) \ R−
we can use the C++ code:
IndexSet
M;
MultiContext multi_context;
FOR_SET(m, M) {
multi_context.clear_extent(__R, m);
ConjSetCursor *c1 = new ConjSetCursor();
c1.insert(multi_context.extent(__I_dagger, m));
c1.insert(multi_context.extent(__R_pos, m));
SetMinus set_cursor(c1, multi_context.extent(__R_neg,m));
FOR_CUR(set_cursor) {
multi_context.insert_pair(__R, g, m);
};
}

5.4

Conclusion

This chapter has described how the Kryos library facilitates a natural translation from algebraic
structures into C++ code. It was recognised that by using a taxonomical encoding it is possible
to create a class for storing a partial order that provides the same interface and efficiency
regardless of whether the relation is directly calculable from the objects or is externally defined.
The class provides both the covering relation and the ordering relation and has semantics very
close to that of the IndexRelation class from the Kryos library. Following this design principle
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a persistent class was constructed for storing multi-contexts as defined by Wille. The multicontext class is combined with lazy set cursors and together they allow a natural translation of
the algebraic formulation, described in Chapter 3 to a C++ program.

Chapter 6

Conclusion
A novel methodology for the organisation of text documents has been proposed and investigated
through the construction of a software implementation. The approach has employed formal
concept analysis to facilitate retrieval by allowing the online creation of concept lattices which
organise the documents from a specific point of view. The point of view is created by the user
employing background information represented in the form of a taxonomy of terms.
The approach to document organisation scales to large document collections by employing
algorithms from the text retrieval community as well as techniques of taxonomical encoding.
The approach does not compete directly with current information retrieval techniques but rather
employs the techniques as a starting point. Formal concept analysis is then used at a higher
level to organise and present to the user the results obtained using traditional text retrieval
techniques.
Formal concept analysis is suitably supported by scalable software in the task of organising a
document collection for analysis and retrieval. An emphasis has been placed on the construction
of scalable algorithms. The user is able to manage the complexity of a large document collection
by constructing views of the data tailored to a current investigation.
Chapter 2 explored the situation in which a large domain specific taxonomy is used to
organise a collection of medical documents for retrieval and analysis. Terms from the taxonomy
are associated automatically with documents and the “is-a” relation from the taxonomy is
imposed on the documents. The user then constructs conceptual scales using a software tool
designed to help the user find terms in the taxonomy that are of specific interest to the current
investigation. The software tool indicates the hierarchical relationship between terms by closing
the attribute set with respect to the join operation associated with the “is-a” relation. Scalable
algorithms were identified for calculating, storing and manipulating the large domain specific
taxonomy, and the calculation of concept lattices from a large document collection.
Chapter 3 then explored the situation of organising an email collection. Organising email
is interesting because an appropriate organisation of the documents must be developed in conjunction with the user as the emails are received and the background information is subject to
change. The scalable approach to document organisation developed in Chapter 2 was adapted
to the new situation by creating a mixed initiative approach in which the user augments the
automated classification of documents by the computer. Background information is again represented by a taxonomy. In contrast to the approach in Chapter 2, however, the taxonomy
is subject to modification and extension. Again an emphasis is placed on the construction of
scalable algorithms and approaches. A software program called CEM was developed to embody
the methodology and to support the user in its application. The encoding system identified
in Chapter 2 was extended to the encoding of a dynamic taxonomy and an efficient persistent
data structure for storing multiple contexts was constructed.
A significant difference in the use of formal concept analysis in this thesis, compared to
previous approaches, is that the users are able to construct views over the data, called conceptual
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scales, that are tailored exactly to their current information need.
In an environment allowing the online creation of conceptual scales the user needs to be
supported in the construction of high quality diagrams. Chapter 4 compares three approaches
to the drawing of concept lattices. A technique proposed in Chapter 4, combining the ideas
of an additive line diagram and a layered diagram, is shown to produce very good results for
small lattices.
Chapter 5 reported on aspects of the software design that allow a smooth translation of
the algebraic structures of formal concept analysis into C++. Two important algebraic structures, the multi-context, and the partial order are implemented using efficient data structures
and algorithms. Efficient lazy operations for forming intersections, unions and relative complement between intents and extents are created to further support the translation from algebraic
structures to C++ programs.

6.1

Further work

The taxonomies employed in experiments in this thesis are structured by a partial order relation and consist of concepts described by one or more short phrases, for example “small cell
carcinoma.” As was outlined in Section 1.5, this is a fundamental structure common to many
ontologies. Many ontologies employed by the text retrieval community have a more elaborate
structure. Furthermore, the ontologies used in this thesis are created by an ad-hoc process.
The library science community has developed a number of techniques for generating differently
principled taxonomical structures. A possibly fruitful area of further work would be to experiment with the creation of more structured and more formally principled taxonomies for use
with the methodology outlined in this thesis.
The approach outlined in Chapter 3 employs a keyword index for the automated classification of email documents. A mixed initiative approach is used in which the user provides
feedback to the success and failure of the automated association of attributes and emails. In
such a situation it may be fruitful to employ a machine learning algorithm to constantly improve
the automated association of attributes to email documents.
In many situations the user may wish to focus her attention on a small group of documents,
for example the email received since the user last read her email. It is may be of use to construct
an algorithm to automatically select attributes on an information theoretic basis to organise
the document collection. Such an algorithm would not replace the use of pre-defined or newly
created scales but rather would provide another tool available to the user.
This thesis has concentrated on testing the methodology from a scalability point of view.
An analysis of the methodology from the point of view of a usability study remains as further
work.
The hybrid approach involving the combination of both an additive line diagram and a
layered diagram produces good diagrams for small lattices, particularly non-distributive lattices.
For concept lattices to be meaningful to people they need to be labelled with objects and
attributes. A useful technique for labelling may be the use of a spring algorithm to adjust
labels around the perimeter of the diagram. Such labels would then be connected to interior
concepts using curved lines to make them visually distinguishable from the straight lines drawn
between concepts to indicate the covering relation.
The methodology proposed in this thesis has been applied to medical documents and email
documents. The program CEM already has the capability to organise a personal collection of
Web documents and has been recently applied to organise real estate advertisements. Further
development of the methodology outlined in this thesis could enable CEM to become a tool for
the general organisation of personal documents. Further theoretical advances are required for
CEM to be useful for organising documents within a group environment which allows multiple
participants to modify the document organisation.
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